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Sunday, 25 September 2022 18.00 – 20.00 

Welcome Reception

Tuesday, 27 September 2022 19.30 – 23.30

Banquet
The banquet will take place at the “Spreespeicher”. This unique location at Berliǹ s East-
ern Harbour is a historic granary where temporary design meets industrial charm.  
A shuttle bus will depart from the conference hotel (HYPERION Hotel) to the Banquet at 18:45.  
However, you are also welcome to arrive individually.

Address: 
Spreespeicher Eventlocation
Stralauer Allee 2
10245 Berlin

(Banquet is included in the registration fee.)

Wednesday, 28 September 2022 11.00 – 14.00

Sight Seeing Tour by Ship and Farewell
2.5 hour city tour of historic and modern Berlin via Spree, canals and harbors.
We will start at 10:00 at the HYPERION Hotel and take public transport to the pier “Friedrich-
straße / Reichtagsufer”. Of course you can also arrive there individually. The ship departs at 
11:00 and ends at the same place at 14:00. After the boat trip, we will also take you back to the 
hotel together. So you can leave your luggage comfortably in the hotel during the boat trip. 

Adress of the pier:
Reichstagufer 18, 10117 Berlin

(Sightseeing Tour is included in the registration fee.)

As of 9 September 2022
Subject to alterations. Submission title and authors information as given by the authors.
No proof by DECHEMA.
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Sunday, 25 September 2022
17:00 Registration at HYPERION Hotel
18:00 Welcome Reception

Monday, 26 September 2022
08:30 Opening Remarks 

Session Chair: M. Kraume, TU Berlin/D & M. Ohta, Tokushima University/J
KEYNOTE LECTURE

08:40 On Some Challenges in Bubble Dynamics Modeling  
A. Tomiyama¹,¹ Kobe University, Kobe/J

Multiphase Flows
09:20 Experimental investigation of the hydrodynamics in a three-phase bubble column  

A. Sommer¹; J. Schmidtpeter¹; H. Hessenkemper¹; R. Rzehak¹; M. Draw¹; K. Eckert¹,
¹ Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), Dresden/D

09:40 Role of acoustic bubbles in ultrasonic degreasing 
K. Ando¹, ¹ Keio University, Yokohama/J

10:00 Surfactant effect on bubble-induced turbulence 
T. Ma¹; H. Hessenkemper¹; D. Lucas¹; A. Bragg², ¹ Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden
-Rossendorf (HZDR), Dresden/D; ² Duke University, Durham/USA

10:20 COFFEE BREAK
Fundamentals & Fine Bubbles

10:40 Batch generation of ultrafine bubbles in water by rapid condensation of steam and gas 
mixture 
K. Terasaka¹; T. Tetsuka²; K. Taguchi²; S. Fujioka¹, ¹ Keio University, Yokohama/J;  
² Graduate School of Keio University, Yokohama/J

11:00 Direct measurement of the internal pressure of ultrafine bubble using radioactive nuclei 
M. Tanigaki¹; T. Yamakura²; D. Hayashi²; Y. Ueda³; A. Taniguchi⁴; Y. Tokuda⁵; Y. Ohkubo⁴
¹ Kyoto University, Kumatori, Osaka/J; ² Kyoto University, Kyoto/J; ³ Kyoto University, 
Uji/J; ⁴ Kyoto University, Kumatori/J; ⁵ Shiga University, Ohtsu/J

11:20 Optical evaluation for ultrafine bubble cleaning of contamination in a flow channel 
D. Niehaus¹; E. Fujita²; M. Schlüter¹; K. Terasaka³
¹ Technische Universität Hamburg (TUHH), Hamburg/D; ² Graduate School of Keio 
University, Yokohama/J; ³ Keio University, Yokohama/J

11:40 Electrical properties of CO₂ Ultra Fine Bubble Water 
Y. Ueda¹; S. Ozeki²; T. Okuda³; Y. Tokuda⁴;¹ Kyoto University, Kyoto/J; ² KyotoUniversity, 
Kyoto/J; ³ Ryukoku University, Shiga/J; ⁴ Shiga University, Shiga/J

12:00 Pressure drop of single bubble in Taylor flows through square microchannels 
R. Kurimoto¹; K. Hayashi¹; A. Tomiyama¹; ¹ Kobe University, Kobe/J

12:20 On the local influence of surface active agents on mass transfer from gas bubbles 
D. Bothe¹; A. Tomiyama²; ¹ Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt/D; ² Kobe 
University, Kobe/J

12:40 LUNCH BREAK
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Monday, 26 September 2022
13:40 Poster 3-min Presentations P-01 - P-27 
15:20 COFFEE BREAK

Emulsions
15:40 Elucidation of ultrasonic emulsification phenomena through direct observation and 

three-phase multiphase flow simulation 
T. Yamamoto¹; S. Komarov¹; ¹ Tohoku university, Sendai/J

16:00 Multiphase mass transfer in reactive microemulsion systems 
L. Böhm¹; M. Petzold¹; M. Kraume¹; ¹ Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin/D

16:20 Dynamics of polymer solution droplet on high temperature surface 
H. Masuda¹; K. Wada¹; S. Okumura¹; H. Iyota¹; ¹ Osaka Metropolitan University, Osaka/J

16:40 Kinematics of the liquid film lamella in two-component drop impact  
B. Stumpf¹; I. Roisman¹; C. Tropea¹; J. Hussong¹; ¹ Technische Universität Darmstadt, 
Darmstadt/D

17:00 Poster Party with Beer & Pretzel, Industrial Exhibition
18:30 Closing 
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Tuesday, 27 September 2022
KEYNOTE LECTURE

08:30 How HPC and AI are changing the investigation of polydisperse multiphase flows:  
a multiscale modelling perspective 
D. Marchisio; Politecnico di Torino/IT

Computational Fluid Dynamics - Particle Flows
09:10 Direct numerical simulation of particles, rigid and flexible fibers interacting with a drop  

G. Lecrivain¹; U. Hampel¹; R. Yamamoto²; T. Taniguchi²; ¹ Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-
Rossendorf, Dresden/D; ² Kyoto University, Kyoto/J

09:30 Population balance modeling for crystal growth of L-glutamic acid in an oscillatory 
baffle crystallizer  
T. Horie¹; J. Tanigawa²; A. Manaka³; Y. Komoda²; N. Ohmura²; ¹ Osaka Metropolitan 
University, Osaka/J; ² Kobe University, Hyogo/J; ³ Shionogi & Co., Ltd., Osaka/J

09:50 High-resolution numerical simulation of particulate flow permeating through fibrous filter 
obtained from X-ray CT images 
T. Ishigami¹; ¹ Hiroshima University, Higashi-Hiroshima/J

10:10 Collision rates of small solid particles with rigid deformed bubbles in laminar flow and 
possible adhesion 
M. Sommerfeld¹; M. Taborda¹; ¹ Otto-von-Guericke-Universität Magdeburg,  
Halle (Saale)/D

10:30 COFFEE BREAK
Computational Fluid Dynamics-Bubble Columns

10:50 Large eddy simulation of bubble column bubbly flows by considering sub-grid scale 
turbulent dispersion added mass stress effect on modulating bubble transport 
S. Long¹; X. Yang¹; J. Yang²; X. Huang³; W. Shi⁴; M. Sommerfeld⁵; ¹ University of 
Nottingham Ningbo China, Ningbo/CN; ² University of Hull, Hull/UK; ³ Wrexham Glyndŵr 
University , Wrexham/UK; ⁴ Huaqiao University, Xiamen/CN; ⁵ Otto-von-Guericke-
Universität Magdeburg, Halle/D

11:10 CFD prediction of mixing and mass transfer characteristics of bioreactors using a Lattice-
Boltzmann approach 
J. Thomas¹; J. Wutz²; ¹ M-Star Simulations, LLC, Ellicott City/USA; ² M-Star Center Europe 
GmbH, Sargstedt/D

11:30 Bubble plume hydrodynamics: comparison of Eulerian simulations to experiments 
A. Liné¹; ¹ Toulouse University, Toulouse/F

11:50 Modelling turbulent free-surface flows with an Eulerian approach considering size 
distribution 
T. Eppinger¹; ¹ Siemens Industry Software GmbH, Nürnberg/D

12:10 New Powerful Method for Flow Regime Identification in Bubble Columns Based On State-
of-the-Art Measurements 
S. Nedeltchev¹; F. Mörs²; A. Mühlbauer³; M. Hlawitschka⁴; F. Graf²; T. Kolb²; H. Bart³
¹ Polish Academy of Sciences, Gliwice/PL; ² Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, 
Karlsruhe/D; ³ TU Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern/D; ⁴ Johannes Kepler Universität Linz, 
Linz/A

12:30 CFD-based compartment modelling of multiphase reactors 
R. Schröder¹; S. Schwarz¹; C. Theßeling¹; M. Grünewald¹; ¹ Ruhr-Universität Bochum, 
Bochum/D

12:50 LUNCH BREAK
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Tuesday, 27 September 2022
KEYNOTE LECTURE

13:50 Gas-liquid flow-induced characteristics of dispersed synthetic bioparticles 
M. Yoshimoto; Yamaguchi University, J

Liquid Flows
14:30 Effect of various operating conditions on the internal circulation of liquid-liquid slug 

flows 
S. Fujioka¹; T. Tetsuka²; A. Hirata¹; K. Terasaka¹; ¹ Keio University, Yokohama/J;  
² Graduate School of Keio University, Yokohama/J

14:50 Impact of aluminum particles on drop size distributions and phase separation in liquid/
liquid systems 
L. Hohl¹; S. Röhl¹; M. Kraume¹; ¹ Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin/D

15:10 Does bubble cascade form only in stout beer? 
T. Watamura¹; K. Sugiyama²; Y. Yotsumoto³; M. Suzuki³; H. Wakabayashi³
¹ Kyoto Institute of Technology, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto/J; ² Osaka University, Osaka/J; ³ Kirin 
Holdings Co. Ltd., Yokohama/J

15:30 COFFEE BREAK
15:50 Poster 3-min Presentations P-28 - P-57 
17:30 Posters & Industrial Exhibition
18:45 Transfer to Banquet by Shuttle Bus
19:30 Banquet ”Spreespeicher“
23:30 Shuttle bus back to HYPERION Hotel

Wednesday, 28 September 2022
10:00 Transfer by public transport „from Hotel to pier“
11:00 Shipping Tour as Farewell
14:00 Return trip to Hotel 
14:30 International collaborations and exchanges (Participation is optional) 
15:30 End of conference
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Fundamentals including hydrodynamics and mass and heat transfer properties
P-01 On the nature and formation of microlayer evaporation with ethanol-water mixture on a 

superheated solid substrate  
K. Sinha¹; K. Schweikert¹; A. Sielaff¹; P. Stephan¹; ¹ Technische Thermodynamik,  
TU Darmstadt, Darmstadt/D

P-02 Particle plume settling in a still water tank  
T. Zürner¹; D. De Souza²; C. Toupoint²; D. Mezouane²; R. Monchaux² 
¹ Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Dresden/D; ² ENSTA Paris, Institut 
Polytechnique de Paris, Palaiseau/F

P-03 Condensation of water on PDMS-coated surfaces 
T. Pfeiffer¹; M. Kappl²; H. Butt²; P. Stephan¹; T. Gambaryan-Roisman¹; ¹ TU Darmstadt, 
Darmstadt/D; ² Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Mainz/D

P-04 The influence of surfactant transfer on transport processes and interfacial phenomena in 
disperse multiphase systems 
J. Schulz¹; L. Böhm¹; M. Kraume¹; ¹ Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin/D

P-05 Influence of electro-osmotic flow on motion of microbubbles under an electric field 
A. Murakami¹; T. Sugiura¹; ¹ Keio University, Yokohama/J

P-06 An Experimental Study of the Bubble Velocity Discontinuity in Viscoelastic Liquids 
S. Yokoyama¹; H. Yamaki¹; M. Ohta¹, ¹ Tokushima University, Tokushima/J

P-07 Determination of volumetric mass transfer coefficient kLa by means of pressure step 
method in an aerated stirred tank reactor 
I. Haase¹; L. Hübenbecker¹; J. Fitschen¹; S. Orvalho²; M. Zednikova²; M. Schlüter¹
¹ Technische Universität Hamburg (TUHH), Hamburg/D; ² University of Chemistry and 
Technology, Prag/CZ

P-08 Unique bubble shape under pressure-oscillating field 
K. Yurikusa¹; R. Nagumo²; S. Iwata¹; T. Takahashi³; ¹ Nagoya Institute of Technology, 
Nagoya/J; ² Nagoya Institute of technology, Nagoya/J; ³ Nagaoka University of 
Technology, Nagaoka/J

P-09 Experimental investigation on pool boiling of ethanolwater mixtures in a wide pressure 
range on a smooth copper surface 
Y. Xanthopoulou¹; ¹ Technical University Darmstadt, Darmstadt /D

P-10 Hydrodynamics and heat transfer during spreading, imbibition and evaporation of drops 
on nanofiber coatings 
M. Heinz¹; P. Stephan¹; T. Gambaryan-Roisman¹; ¹ Technische Universität Darmstadt, 
Darmstadt/D

P-11 Bubbly flows in a vertical pipe with horizontal oscillation 
K. Hayashi¹; H. Kato¹; N. Yoshida¹; R. Kurimoto¹; A. Tomiyama¹; ¹ Kobe University, Kobe/J
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Advanced measurement and experimental techniques
P-12 Evaluation of mixing characteristic of static mixers by flow visualization techniques 

T. Saeki¹; A. Kaide²; K. Watanabe³; ¹ Yamaguchi University, Ube-city, Yamaguchi-pref./J;  
² Yamaguchi University, Ube-city, Yamaguchi-Prefecture, Japan/J; ³ Yamaguchi University, 
Ube-city/J

P-13 Spatially resolved measurement of concentration and temperature fields using Schlieren 
technique 
H. Junne¹; ¹ Technische Univeristät Berlin, Berlin/D

P-14 Comparison of different fouling sensors for in-line tracking of deposit formation during 
continuous emulsion polymerisation of vinyl acetate copolymers 
S. Rust¹; M. Klippert¹; W. Pauer¹; M. Osenberg²; E. Spoor³; T. Teumer³; ¹ Hamburg 
University, Hamburg/D; ² Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Bochum/D; ³ Hochschule Mannheim, 
Mannheim/D

P-15 Study on spinning behavior of organogelator: PMDA-R 
A. Kaide¹; T. Saeki¹; T. Ishida¹; ¹ Yamaguchi University, Ube-city, Yamaguchi-Prefecture, Japan/J

P-17 Using ultrasound for characterizing overflowing froth 
L. Knüpfer¹; H. Emmerich²; L. Büttner²; J. Czarske²; K. Eckert¹; S. Heitkam¹; ¹ Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Dresden/D; ² TU Dresden, Dresden/D

P-18 Algorithm to analyse the bubble size and form distribution of partially overlapping bubbles 
J. Görgen¹; J. Hartwig¹; J. Chochollek¹; G. Krekel¹; M. Ulbricht²; ¹ Hochschule Niederrhein, 
Krefeld/D; ² Universität Duisburg-Essen, Essen/D

P-19 Elongated bubble in slightly inclined pipe : comparison of DNS simulation to experiments 
A. Liné¹; ¹ Toulouse University, Toulouse/F

P-20 Continuous measurement of rheological properties of non-Newtonian food fluids by 
using a pressure difference 
N. Ikeda¹; A. Kimoto¹; S. Fujioka²; K. Terasaka²; ¹ Graduate School of Keio University, 
Yokohama-shi/J; ² Keio University, Yokohama-shi/J

P-21 Experimental and Numerical Determination of Lifelines in a 3 L, 200 L and 15000 L 
Stirred Tank Reactor to Estimate the Flow-Following Capability of Lagrangian Sensor 
Particles 
S. Hofmann¹; C. Weiland¹; P. GopalSingh¹; M. Kamp¹; J. Fitschen¹; A. von Kameke²;  
M. Hoffmann¹; M. Schlüter¹; ¹ Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH), Hamburg/D;  
² Hamburg University of Applied Sciences, Hamburg/D
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Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and simulation
P-22 Improvement of Simple CLSVOF Method in the Full Eulerian Framework 

N. Shimada¹; ¹ Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd., Ehime, Japan/J
P-23 POD-based Characterization of Mixing Mechanism in a Tote Blender 

Q. SHI¹; M. SAKAI¹; ¹ The University of Tokyo, Tokyo/J
P-24 A dusty gas approach for electrostatic precipitation of monodisperse aerosols using 

One-Dimensional Turbulence 
J. Medina¹; C. Bacher¹; H. Schmidt¹; U. Riebel¹; ¹ BTU Cottbus - Senftenberg, Cottbus/D

P-25 Reynolds stress budgets in homogeneous bubble-laden flow 
B. Ott¹; H. Hessenkemper²; T. Ma²; J. Fröhlich¹; ¹ TU Dresden, Dresden/D; ² Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden -Rossendorf (HZDR), Dresden/D

P-26 Rotationally symmetric interaction of an impinging drop with a thin wall film of the same 
liquid – proposal of a benchmark case 
M. Bagheri¹; B. Stumpf¹; I. Roisman¹; C. Tropea¹; J. Hussong¹; M. Wörner²; H. Marschall¹
¹ Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt/D; ² Karlsruher Institut für Technologie 
(KIT), Karlsruhe/D

P-27 A Computational Study of Drop Deformation and Breakup in Viscoelastic Simple Shear Flows 
S. Nakashima¹; M. Ohta¹; M. Sussman²; ¹ Tokushima University, Tokushima/J; ² Florida 
State University, Tallahassee/USA

Micro- and nano-dispersion systems, microreactors and nanotechnology
P-28 Novel capillary-wave micro-bioreactor with innovative vertical mixing technique and full 

process monitoring via optical sensors 
K. Viebrock¹; L. Frey¹; D. Rasch¹; S. Meinen¹; D. Rabl²; T. Mayr²; A. Dietzel¹; R. Krull¹
¹ Braunschweig University of Technology, Braunschweig/D; ² Graz University of 
Technology, Graz/A

P-29 Effects of Temperature and Superficial Gas Velocity on the Stability of Pre- or Post-
PEGylated Liposomes in a Bubble Column 
M. Yoshimoto¹; M. Iwasaki¹; ¹ Yamaguchi University, Ube/J

P-30 Sol-gel Transition-based Production and Morphology Control of Collagen Tubes Assisted 
by Laminar-flow Microfluidic System 
M. Takagi¹; K. Momiyama¹; M. Yamada¹; R. Utoh¹; M. Seki¹; ¹ Chiba University, Chiba/J

P-30.1 Tandem Acoustic Emulsification Process for Preparation of Polystyrene Particles 
D. Kobayashi; A. Kawashima;  Tokyo Denki University/J

Multiphase reaction, catalytic reaction engineering and bioreactors
P-31 Selective Catalytic Conversion of 5-HMF to Diols or Triols 

B. Pomeroy¹; B. Likozar¹; M. Grilc¹; ¹ National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana/SLO
P-32 Hydeoxygenation of palmitic acid over NiMoS/Al2O3 catalyst - kinetics and transport 

M. Žula¹; M. Grilc¹; B. Likozar¹; ¹ Kemijski inštitut, Ljubljana/SLO
P-33 Applications of a fully sensor-equipped 3D-printed micro bubble column reactor in 

biopharmaceutics and biocatalysis 
G. Schultz¹; L. Frey¹; D. Vorländer¹; D. Rasch¹; G. Wehinger²; T. Mayr³; J. Bahnemann⁴;  
R. Krull¹; ¹ TU Braunschweig, Braunschweig/D; ² TU Clausthal, Clausthal-Zellerfeld/D;  
³ TU Graz, Graz/A; ⁴ Leibniz Universität Hannover, Hannover/D

P-34 A Multiscale Approach for Fast and Accurate Simulation of CO2 Capture Processes 
Applying Reactive Transport at Boundary Layer 
S. Hirohama¹; R. Cos¹; J. Steimel¹; J. Kattapuram¹; I. Boys¹; C. Smith¹; C. Depew¹;  
A. Bansal¹; ¹ AVEVA Group plc, Cambridge/UK
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P-35 Difference in interfacial chemisorption on calcite and vaterite 
S. Yamanaka¹; R. Sasamoto¹; Y. Kanda¹; ¹ Muroran Institute of Technology, Muroran/J

P-36 Unsteady Mass Transfer in Bubble Wakes Analyzed by Lagrangian Coherent Structures in 
a Flat-Bed Reactor 
L. Kursula¹; F. Kexel¹; M. Hoffmann¹; M. Schlüter¹; A. von Kameke²; ¹ Technische Universität 
Hamburg (TUHH), Hamburg/D; ² Hamburg University of Applied Sciences, Hamburg/D

P-37 Influence of Taylor Bubble Shapes on Wake Structures 
F. Kexel¹; T. Merbach¹; A. von Kameke²; M. Hoffmann¹; A. Tomiyama³; M. Schlüter¹;
¹ Technische Universität Hamburg (TUHH), Hamburg/D; ² Hamburg University of Applied 
Sciences, Hamburg/D; ³ Kobe University, Kobe/J

P-38 Biocatalytic gas/liquid-reactions in a capillary reactor setup for process development 
J. Surkamp¹; T. Eroglu¹; P. Stork¹; T. Pyka¹; N. Kockmann¹, ¹ TU Dortmund, Dortmund/D

Multiphase flow aspects of bubble columns, extraction columns,  
loop reactors, fluidized beds

P-40 Local Hydrodynamics in Bubble Column – Measurements Based on Optical Needle Probe 
F. Mörs¹; F. Graf¹; T. Kolb¹; ¹ Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe/D

P-41 Dynamics of bubble cutting by interaction with a solid cylinder 
M. Börnhorst¹; T. Homan²; P. Rohlfs¹; N. Deen²; M. Wörner¹; ¹ Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe/D; ² Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), Eindhoven/NL

P-42 Effect of surfactant-related lift force modifications in bubble columns 
H. Hessenkemper¹; D. Lucas¹; ¹ Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden -Rossendorf (HZDR), Dresden/D

P-43 A comparison of liquid-liquid separation in a continuous gravity settler using orifice 
plates or a stirring tank for initial dispersion 
S. Ye¹; L. Hohl¹; M. Kraume¹; ¹ Technical University of Berlin, Berlin/D

P-44 Hydrodynamics of sub- millimetric bubbles on an inclined channel in counter flow 
condition 
V. Tholan¹; A. Sommer¹; P. Shi¹; S. Heitkam²; K. Eckert³; ¹ Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden 
-Rossendorf (HZDR), Dresden/D; ² Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden/D;  
³ Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden -Rossendorf (HZDR) and Technische Universität Dresden, 
Dresden/D

P-45 Effect of Buble Dynamics and Liquid Viscosity in Reactive Bubble Columns 
M. Taborda¹; P. Kováts²; A. Dreher²; K. Zähringer²; M. Sommerfeld¹; ¹ Otto-von-Guericke-
Universität Magdeburg, Halle (Saale)/D; ² Otto-von-Guericke-Universität, Magdeburg/D

P-46 New Unified Concept for the Prediction of the Mass Transfer Coefficients in Both 
Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Bubble Columns 
S. Nedeltchev¹; ¹ Polish Academy of Sciences, Gliwice/PL



jahrestreffen der processnet-fachgruppen extraktion, phytoextrakte und membrantechnik

Applications including innovative reactor design, novel reactor configurations  
and advanced energy and environmental systems

P-47 Prediction of oscillation occurrence in a horizontal cylindrical vessel 
Y. Kanai¹; Y. Yoshizuru¹; K. Suzukawa¹; ¹ FUKUOKA University, Fukuoka/J

P-49 Dynamics of near-wall laser-induced bubbles in gelatin gel 
T. Miyano¹; K. Ando¹; ¹ Keio University, Yokohama/J

P-50 Synthesis of silica fine particles using liquid-liquid slug flow in a mini channel 
M. Iwasaki¹; S. Fujioka²; K. Terasaka²; ¹ Graduate School of Keio University, Yokohama/J; 
² Keio University, Yokohama/J

P-51 Continuous crystallization of glycine using milli-scale gas liquid slug flow 
D. Nomoto¹; S. Fujioka²; K. Terasaka²; ¹ Graduate School of Keio University, Yokohama/J; 
² Keio University, Yokohama/J

P-52 Effect of Inside Surface Baffle on Suspension of Floating Solid Particles 
H. Furukawa¹; Y. Mabuchi¹; T. Ota¹; Y. Kato¹; ¹ Nagoya Institute of Technology, Gokiso, 
Showa-ku, Nagoya/J

P-54 Detailed characterization of a 2000 L single-use bioreactor based on a transparent twin 
V. Bernemann¹; M. Leupold²; J. Fitschen¹; M. Schlüter¹
¹ Technische Universität Hamburg (TUHH), Hamburg/D; ² Sartorius AG, Göttingen/D

Fine bubbles
P-55 Ultrafine bubble concentrating in residual water by evaporation or slow-progressive freezing 

M. Ishimaru¹; K. Terasaka²; S. Fujioka²; ¹ Graduate School of Keio University, 
Yokohama/J; ² Keio University, Yokohama/J

P-56 Continuous generation of ultrafine bubble water by rapid condensation of steam and 
non-condensable gas mixture 
K. Taguchi¹; K. Terasaka²; S. Fujioka²; ¹ Graduate School of Keio University, Yokohama/J;  
² Keio University, Yokohama/J

P-57 Effect of Viscosity on Microbubble Generation from a Horizontally Vibrating Nozzle 
R. Asada¹; S. Fujioka²; K. Terasaka²; ¹ Graduate School of Keio University, Yokohama/J;  
² Keio University, Yokohama/J

Last minute posters
P-58 Bubble breakup after interaction with the vortex-ring in the presence of surfactants 

M. Zednikova¹; T. Semlerová¹; J. Tihon¹; S. Orvalho¹
¹ Institute of Chemical Process Fundamentals of the CAS, Prague/CZ

P-59 Kinetics of hydrogen adsorption and desorption on platinum catalyst 
Ž. Lavrič¹; A. Zamljen¹; M. Grilc¹
¹ National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana/SLO

P-60 Effect of viscosity on bubble column hydrodynamics – a multiscale investigation 
S. Orvalho¹; M. Zednikova¹; P. Basarova²
¹ Institute of Chemical Process Fundamentals of the CAS, Prague/CZ;  
² University of Chemical Technology, Prague/CZ

P-61 Dispersion of Viscoelastic Fluids in Porous Structures: An Experimental and 
Computational Investigation  
A. Kyrloglou¹; U. Fritsching¹
 ¹Leibniz-Institut für Werkstofforientierte Technologien - IWT / Universität Bremen/D 

P-62 Impact of Wetting on Droplet Breakup in a Microchannel Constriction 
P. Giefer¹; U. Fritsching²
¹ Leibniz Institut für Werkstofforientierte Technologien - IWT, Bremen/D;  
² University of Bremen, Bremen/D
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Lectures  



On Some Challenges in Bubble Dynamics Modeling   
Akio Tomiyama, Faculty of Engineering, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan 

 

Although an enormous number of studies on bubble dynamics have been 

carried out so far, many important characteristics of the bubble dynamics still remain 

unrevealed. Among them, some fundamental issues will be discussed, i.e., what we 

know and what we do not know on the drag coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 of a single bubble in a 

stagnant liquid, the lift coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿  of a bubble in a simple shear flow, and the 

Sherwood number 𝑆𝑆ℎ of a single dissolving bubble will be summarized based on my 

experience. 

Experimental data on terminal rising velocities of single bubbles in stagnant 

liquid in infinite or confined domain have been utilized for developing 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 models. A 

question, however, arises as to their applicability to a bubble in a condition other than 

the stagnant liquid. This problem will be discussed based on some theoretical analyses 

on the mechanism governing the terminal rising velocities, from which it will be 

disclosed that we have been in a sense cheated by nature. 

Our understanding on the lift coefficient is still in its infancy. Though the number 

of available  𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 data is still too small to cover a wide range of bubble diameters and 

fluid properties, some progress has recently been made through a collaboration 

between HZDR, Germany (D. Lucas, H. Hessemkemper), IMFT, France (D. Legendre) 

and Kobe Univ., Japan (K. Hayashi, A. Tomiyama). HZDR has obtained 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 data in 

clean and contaminated air bubbles in water, whereas Kobe U. has measured 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 for 

bubbles in viscous systems. These data have been analyzed based on the physical 

intuition suggested by IMFT that 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 should be tightly related with 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 and the interaction 

between the incoming vorticity and the vorticity generated at the bubble surface plays 

a key role in generation of negative lift force. The knowledge obtained so far will be 

summarized and challenges that should be made in the future will be given. 

Mass transfer from a bubble is of great importance not only in bubble columns 

but also in many industrial processes, but again experimental data on mass transfer 

rate 𝑘𝑘𝐿𝐿  or the Sherwood number 𝑆𝑆ℎ  are still insufficient to develop reliable mass 

transfer models. Recent findings, some of which are the outcome of the collaboration 

with TU Hamburg (M. Schlüter) and TU Darmstadt (D. Bothe), on effects of electrolyte, 

surfactant and chemical reaction on 𝑆𝑆ℎ will be introduced with remarks for future work. 



1 Mahmoudi, S., & Hlawitschka, M. W. (2021). Effect of Solid Particles on the Slurry Bubble Columns 

Behavior – A Review. In ChemBioEng Reviews (Vol. 9, Issue 1, pp. 63–92). Wiley.  

Experimental investigation of the hydrodynamics in a three-phase 

bubble column 

A.-E. Sommer, J. Schmidtpeter, H. Hessenkemper, R. Rzehak, M. Draw 

and K. Eckert 

Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Institute of Fluid Dynamics, Dresden, 

Germany 

Three-phase bubble columns are widespread in process engineering. In froth flotation, 

column flotation cells are used for the separation of valuable mineral particles from 

gangue material. The counter-current flow of slurry and air bubbles enables the 

efficient extraction of valuable mineral particles in combination with low energy 

consumption and costs. Still, the complex gas-solid-liquid flow is not completely 

understood1. Therefore, the present study aims to experimentally investigate the 

hydrodynamics in a three-phase bubble column to improve our understanding of the 

effects of the solid particles on the bubbly-driven flow. Two-phase and three-phase 

flows are measured in a rectangular bubble column where air bubbles are introduced 

by fully blunt needles (Fig. 1a). As solid phase, nearly neutrally buoyant particles 

(PMMA spheres, 𝑑𝑝 = 255 − 350 µm) are suspended in the deionized water. To allow 

simultaneous measurements of bubble size, disperse phase fractions and velocity field 

of all three phases, a combined system of planar shadow imaging (Fig. 1b) and particle 

image velocimetry (Fig. 1c) is applied. The conducted experiments cover a range of 

measurement positions (L, M and U in Fig. 1a), superficial gas velocities (𝐽𝑔 = 2 −

6 mm/s), bubble diameters (𝑑𝑏 = 2 − 5 mm) and solid concentrations (𝛼𝑠 = 0.05 −

1.5 vol%).  The time-averaged liquid velocity field is obtained and critically discussed 

for these measurement configurations. Subsequently, the locally resolved liquid 

velocity is combined with the simultaneously measured dispersed phase fraction and 

velocity, to provide a complete description of the hydrodynamics. Additionally, these 

data are of value for validating closure models of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

simulations in form of a „CFD-grade“ database. 



 
  

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1: Three-phase bubble column. (a) Experimental setup. Exemplary images of 

(b) planar shadow imaging and (c) particle image velocimetry. 
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Role of acoustic bubbles in ultrasonic degreasing 
Keita Ando and Kentaro Asano, Keio Univeristy, Yokohama, Japan 

KEY WORDS 

Acoustic cavitation, ultrasonic cleaning, high-speed video imaging 

ABSTRACT 

Underwater ultrasound whose frequency is on the order of 10 kHz is conventionally used to 
degrease glass and metallic parts. It is practically important to reveal its cleaning mechanism in 
order to achieve more efficient cleaning. In this study, we performed visualization of acoustic 
cavitation bubbles in ultrasonic degreasing processes. Glass plates on which an oil drop was 
deposited were used as a cleaning sample. The sample was soaked in a water container and 
subjected to 28-kHz underwater ultrasound. The ultrasound-induced cavitation bubbles near the 
glass surface were recorded by a high-speed camera. It follows from the visualization that 
cavitation bubbles nucleate preferentially in less viscous water (see the first frame of Fig. 1). These 
nucleated bubbles subsequently penetrate, via the Marangoni effect [1], into the oil whose surface 
tension is lower than that of water (see the second to sixth frames of Fig. 1). This suggests that the 
dynamics of bubble clouds in the oil play an essential role in degreasing. 

 
Fig. 1: An example of the visualization of cavitation bubbles in ultrasonic degreasing. 

REFERENCE 
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Surfactant effect on bubble-induced turbulence 

Tian Ma1, Hendrik Hessenkemper1, Dirk Lucas1, Andrew D. Bragg2  

1Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden – Rossendorf, Institute of Fluid Dynamics, 01328 

Dresden, Germany 

2Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Duke University, Durham, NC 

27708, USA 

 

We experimentally explore the surfactant effect on bubble-induced turbulence at 

different scales, considering how the bubbles effect the flow kinetic energy and the 

extreme events of the flow. To this end, high-resolution Particle Shadow Velocimetry 

measurements [1,2] are carried out in a bubble column in which the flow generated by 

a homogeneous distributed bubble swarm rising in water for two different bubble 

diameters (2.7 mm & 3.9 mm) and moderate gas volume fractions (0.5% - 1.3%). To 

contaminate the flow, different amounts of 1-Pentanol were added to the bubble 

column, leading different bubble shapes (Figure 1) and surface boundary conditions.  

Concerning the surfactant effect on the flow kinetic energy at different scales, the 

velocity structure functions are found to be influenced differently in the vertical and 

horizontal directions of the flow. Furthermore, we considered the intermittency 

quantified by the normalized probability density functions of the longitudinal velocity 

increments. The results reveal that extreme values in the velocity increments become 

more probable with decreasing Reynolds number, the opposite of the behavior in 

single-phase turbulence. We visualize those extreme events and find that regions of 

intense small-scale velocity increments occur near the turbulent/non-turbulent 

interface at the boundary of the bubble wake. 

 

 

 

[1] Hessenkemper, H. & Ziegenhein, T. (2018). Particle shadow velocimetry (PSV) in 

bubbly flows. Intl J. Multiphase Flow 106, 268–279 

[2] Ma, T., Hessenkemper, H., Lucas, D., & Bragg, A. (2022). An experimental study 

on the multiscale properties of turbulence in bubble-laden flows. J. Fluid Mech. 936, 

A42. 



  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Example images of the 3.9 mm bubbles with varying 1-Pentanol concentration 

for an arbitrary instant: (a) a tap water case without 1-Pentanol, (b) a case with 333 ppm 

1-Pentanol, and (c) a case with 1000 ppm 1-Pentanol. 
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Batch generation of ultrafine bubbles in water by rapid condensation of 

steam and gas mixture 
Koichi Terasaka, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan; Tomoya Tetsuka, Graduate School of 

Keio University, Yokohama, Japan; Kota Taguchi, Graduate School of Keio University, 

Yokohama, Japan; Satoko Fujioka, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan 

KEY WORDS 

Homogeneous gas mixture, Bubble nucleation, Phase change, Aggregation of gas molecules.  

ABSTRACT 

Fine bubble technology is rapidly spreading in industrial and commercial fields [1,2]. In particular, 
ultrafine bubbles (UFBs) have been introduced in surface cleaning, aquaculture, hydroponics, road 
/ public toilet cleaning, household bathing facilities, etc., and many generator makers, analyzer 
makers, and application companies for fine bubble have entered the market. In 2015, the Union of 
Fine Bubble Scientists and Engineers (FBU) was established by gathering academic societies in 
various science to study fine bubbles [3]. In 2013, the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) published an international standard for fine bubbles in order to respond to 
the widespread use and commercialization of fine bubble technology in society [4]. ISO 
recommends, "fine bubbles" are defined as bubbles with a volume equivalent diameter of less than 
100 microns, and among the "fine bubbles", the bubble < 1 micron and bubble ≥ 1 micron are 
called "ultrafine bubble(UFB)" and "microbubble", respectively. 
 Several UFB manufacturing methods have already been commercialized. We know empirically 
that the mean diameter and the upper limit of the number concentrations of UFBs produced are 
almost the same, even though the principle of UFB generation in water is different from each 
generator. Terasaka [4] devised the principle of generating UFB and developed a UFB generation 
device using a unique method. 

Bubbles from supersaturated water are thought to be born from the high dense points (as bubble 
nuclei) of dissolved gas molecules in water molecules. If there are many bubble nuclei in unit 
space in initial state before bubble generation, the gas molecules dissolved in the space will be 
given to each bubble nuclei to grow and the many small bubbles will be produced. When the 
bubble size is less than 1 micron, the bubbles will remain in water as ultrafine bubbles, and when 
its size is larger,  the bubbles will float and separate from water. 

Therefore, in this study, we tried to prove the above hypothesis. First, the spatial uniform mixing 
of water molecules and gas molecules was achieved by mixing steam and gas. Next, the gas 
molecules arranged uniformly in space were rapidly cooled so as not to phase-separate, and the 
initial condition that a large number of bubble nuclei existed in the condensed water was 
established. We analyzed whether UFBs were generated in the obtained condensed water. 

Figure 1 shows a test method that produces UFBs by rapid condensation of steam and non-
condensable gas mixture (RCSGM). First, as shown in the center figure, the container is filled with 
steam and non-condensable gas in batchwise. As shown in the right figure, when the vapor 
mixture is slowly cooled, the vapor is gradually liquefied, and water and non-condensable gas are 
separated. On the other hand, when the vapor mixture is rapidly cooled as shown in the left figure, 
some non-condensable gas molecules are accompanied by the condensing steam molecules and 
are uniformly dispersed in the condensate.  

As a result, the generation of UFBs was confirmed in the condensed water as predicted by the 
hypothesis. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the number concentration of UFB in 
condensed water, N, and the condensation rate of steam, vC. 

N increased almost in proportion to the increase in vC. This suggests that the faster the 
liquefaction of gaseous H2O molecules, the greater the number of non-condensable gas molecules 
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associated with liquid H2O molecules, and the greater the number of bubble nuclei that grow into 
UFBs. This is in good agreement with the presented hypothesis. 
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Rapid condensation of a gaseous mixture of non-condensable gases (air, oxygen, nitrogen) and 

steam successfully produced UFB water with a number concentration of up to 3.2 x 109/mL. This is 
comparable to the maximum number concentration of UFB water that can be produced by a 
commercial UFB generator. This technology also makes it possible to control the number 
concentration of UFBs, which is not possible with commercial generators yet. We believe that the 
results of this research will contribute to the development and dissemination of fine bubble 
technology.  

REFERENCES AND CITATIONS 
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 Figure 1. Batch generation of UFBs in water by RCSGM.  
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DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE INTERNAL PRESSURE OF 
ULTRAFINE BUBBLE USING RADIOACTIVE NUCLEI  

Minoru Tanigaki, Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto 

University, Kumatori, Japan; Takuya Yamakura, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto 

University, Kyoto, Japan; Daiju Hayashi, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto 

University, Kyoto, Japan; Yoshikatsu Ueda, Research Institute for Sustainable 

Humanosphere, Kyoto University, Uji, Japan; Akihiro Taniguchi, Institute for 

Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University, Kumatori, Japan; Yomei 

Tokuda, Faculty of Education, Shiga University, Ohtsu, Japan; Yoshitaka Ohkubo, 

Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University, Kumatori, 

Japan 

 

The internal Xe gas pressure of an ultrafine bubble has been directly measured for the 

first time by using γ-γ angular correlation measurement, a very common technique for 

the studies on the nuclear structure in nuclear physics as well as in material science 

through hyperfine interactions between an intermediate state in a nucleus and 

surrounding electrons.  

A radioactive isotope of 125Xe (T1/2 = 16.7 h) was induced inside natural Xe ultrafine 

bubbles in the water at an average diameter of 200 nm by irradiating thermal neutrons 

at the 5 MW nuclear reactor at Kyoto University. The asymmetry factor of 55 - 188 keV 

γ-γ cascade in 125I followed by the electron capture of 125Xe was used as the probe of 

the gas pressure in ultrafine bubbles. Observed asymmetry A22G22(∞)!!!!!!!!! =

+0.097±0.020 was smaller than the asymmetry factor of 55 - 188 keV γ-γ cascade in 
125I, A22=+0.235 ±0.001 [1]. This is because of the existence of the hyperfine interaction 

term, G22(∞)!!!!!!!!!, that comes with the ionization procedure as the result of the electron 

capture of 125Xe, equivalent to β+decay. 

The internal pressure of the Xe ultrafine bubble is determined to be 3.4-1.3
+2.3×105 Pa by 

comparing with the pressure dependence of A22G22(∞)!!!!!!!!! by Berek [1]. The present 

result is much lower than the internal pressures reported by Ohgaki for the ultrafine 

bubbles of N2, CH4, and Ar, 6 × 106 Pa [2], or that from Young-Laplace equation 1.6 × 

106 Pa.  



The Coulomb repulsive force caused by the electric charge, as reported in the case of 

fine bubbles [3], may be a possible explanation for the compensation scheme of the 

pressure discrepancy. 
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Optical evaluation for ultrafine bubble cleaning of contamination in a 

flow channel 
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KEY WORDS 

Fine bubbles, Clean-In-Place, Cleaning effect, Number concentration, PTA method.  
 

ABSTRACT 

Regular cleaning of production facilities is very important in pharmaceutical, food 

processing, and bioplant operations [1]. The possibility of cleaning with ultrafine bubbles 

(UFBs) has been suggested for cleaning in small systems [2,3]. Adding UFBs to the cleaning 

solution in Clean-In-Place may reduce the amount of detergent and surfactant required.  

 

However, there is a lack of technology to accurately quantify the cleaning effect of fine 

bubbles which diameter is less than 1 μm [4] on various pollutants in closed ducts and to 

provide fundamental data. Therefore, a glass laminar flow channel with optical access was 

designed as shown in Figure 1 to measure and evaluate the UFB cleaning effect.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic experimental setup for optical investigation of cleaning by UFBs. 
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Procedures have been developed to prepare reproducible contaminants and to 

quantitatively measure the time course of the cleaning process. First, the contaminant 

suspension was placed on the glass cover panel of the flow channel with fluorescent dye, 

and then dried as shown in Figure 2. UFB suspending water was laminarly fed into the flow 

channel attaching the glass cover panel. To compare the cleaning behavior of contaminants 

adhering to the glass panel with UFB water or UFB-free water, the cleaning process was 

monitored under UV light and as a function of time recorded by the video camera. 

 

 

Figure 2: Glass panel coated with silica particles (>0.2 µm) and fluorescent dye. 

 

In addition to the cleaning evaluation by optical measurement, the UFB number 

concentration at the inlet and outlet of the flow channel was determined by Particle Tracking 

Analysis (NanoSight NS300, Malvern Instruments, UK). 

In this study, we will introduce the experimental setup, details of the measurement method, 

and the results of the investigation of the cleaning effect of the cleaning solution with and 

without UFBs on various model contaminants (silica particles, starch, etc.). One of the 

most important aspects is the effect of flow velocity on the cleaning efficiency of UFBs. 
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Electrical properties of CO₂ Ultra Fine Bubble Water 

Yoshikatsu Ueda, Kyoto University, Japan; Seian Ozeki, Kyoto University, Japan; 

Tetsuji Okuda, Ryukoku University, Japan; Yomei Tokuda, Shiga University, Japan 

Fine Bubbles (FB) of typically smaller than 100 �m in size is defined by ISO/TC 281 

(Fine bubble technology). They also defined Micro Bubbles (MB) of bigger than 1 m 

and less than 100 m and Ultra Fine Bubbles (UFB) of less than 1 m. The study of 

UFB has recently attracted much attention, but it is specialized in applied research 

applications. On the other hand, although the fundamental properties of UFBs are 

gradually being elucidated, there are still many fundamental principles that are not yet 

understood, such as the control of particle size and the mechanism of action for applied 

use. In order to understand the basic principle of UFB, we generated UFB water using 

carbon dioxide and measured its properties. In particular, the relationship between the 

properties of the water (pH and conductivity) and the properties of the bubbles (particle 

size distribution and zeta potential) was confirmed in detail. 

The zeta potential of UFB refers to the state of electrical charge. It can be measured 

as a characteristic of the gas-liquid interface between water and bubbles, and bubbles 

are generally negatively charged. Since carbon dioxide dissolves well in water, it is 

possible to easily change the pH and electrical conductivity of water without adding 

other impurities. For carbon dioxide UFB, UFB water was prepared under the same 

conditions by running the generator with cooling. By diluting the UFB water with pure 

water, the pH and electrical conductivity were changed easily, and the bubble 

characteristics were measured simultaneously. 

As a result, we found that the particle size of carbon dioxide UFB changes due to the 

change in pH and electrical conductivity caused by dilution. In carbon dioxide UFB 

water, there are hydroxide ions and carbonate ions as water ions. The pH is around 4, 

the only carbonate ion presents as H2CO-, and there are only two types of negative 

ions, including hydroxide ions. According to our measurements, the hydroxide ions 

may gather around the bubbles and change the bubble size smaller. In the near future, 

the relationship between the negative ions in the water and the UFB size should be 

clarified by direct detection of the internal pressure of the UFB and measurement of 



the dissolved gas concentration of carbon dioxide, which are currently being conducted 

in our study group. 



Pressure drop of single bubble in Taylor flows 

through square microchannels 

Ryo Kurimoto, Kobe University, Kobe/Japan 

Kosuke Hayashi, Kobe University, Kobe/Japan 

Akio Tomiyama, Kobe University, Kobe/Japan 

One of the authors measured the pressure drops of gas-liquid Taylor flows in square 

microchannels[1]. The dimensionless pressure drop DPGDh/s of a single bubble 

steeply increases with increasing the capillary number Ca for Ca ≳ 0.01 in air-water 

cases, where DPG is the pressure drop of a single bubble, Dh the hydraulic diameter 

and s the surface tension. It is difficult to obtain the three-dimensional shape of a 

bubble experimentally, whereas it has important clues to make the steep increase in 

DPGDh/s clear. We therefore carried out three-dimensional interface tracking 

simulations of Taylor flow in a square microchannel.  

Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the comparisons of two-dimensional bubble shapes in the view 

of the parallel plane to the channel wall and the diagonal plane to the channel cross-

section at Ca = 2.42 x 10-3 and 2.09 x 10-2, respectively. The front shapes of the bubble 

in the view of the parallel and diagonal planes match well at Ca = 2.09 x 10-2. This 

match contributes to a higher pressure jump at the front of the bubble, which results in 

the steep increase in DPGDh/s. 

Fig. 1 Comparisons of two-dimensional bubble shapes 

(BD: Bubble shape in diagonal plane; BP: Bubble shape in parallel plane; 

WD: Wall in diagonal plane; WP: Wall in parallel plane) 

[1] R. Kurimoto et al., Microfluid. Nanofluid., Vol. 24, 5 (2020). 

(a) Ca = 2.42 x 10-3 (b) Ca = 2.09 x 10-2
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On the local influence of surface active agents on  
mass transfer from gas bubbles   

 

Dieter Bothe, Technical University Darmstadt, Darmstadt/Germany; 

Akio Tomiyama, Kobe University, Kobe/Japan 

Mass transfer of gaseous components from rising bubbles to the ambient liquid is the 

basis for many chemical processes of industrial and technical importance. Besides 

experimental investigations, the necessary intensification requires numerical 

simulations based on detailed mathematical modeling, where our approach is based 

on continuum mechanical sharp-interface balances of mass, momentum and species 

mass. In this context, the standard model consists of the two-phase Navier-Stokes 

equations with constant surface tension, complemented by molar mass balances for 

all chemical components. While this is sufficient for dilute systems under certain 

additional assumptions, it is inappropriate for real world applications, where impurities 

and additives are usually present in the liquid phase. The adsorption of such surface 

active agents (“surfactants”) at a fluid-liquid interface causes a local decrease of the 

surface tension leading to so-called Marangoni stresses which can lead to a partially 

immobilized fluid interface, significantly changing the bubble hydrodynamics and mass 

transfer rates.  

The distribution of the surfactants on the interface is determined by the flow conditions 

near the interface, the molecular transport properties of the surfactants in the bulk and 

interface phase and the adsorption kinetics, where the relation betwenn the time scales 

of the different processes are of crucial importance. Interfacial mass transfer across 

such interfaces (partially) covered by adsorbed surfactant requires a thermodynami-

cally consistent extension of the established sharp interface model. In addition to the 

hydrodynamical effect of different flow characteristics close to the interface because of 

Marangoni stresses, the coverage of the interface with surfactant molecules induces a 

hindrance effect. In the current literature, this is usually incorporated by means of 

empirical correlations, employing the interface coverage as the main model parameter.  

Experimental measurements of the group of A. Tomiyama show that the hindrance 

effect caused by different types of surfactant is quantitatively the same if the adsorbed 

amount of different surfactant induces the same reduction of the interfacial tension, 



thus strongly indicating that the interfacial free energy is the relevant quantity which 

determines the hindrance effect. 

We present a recent model extension which explains this effect because of  

(i) the admittance of non-trivial surface mass densities for transfer components 

(ii) the proper thermodynamical coupling of interfacial mass and momentum 

balances 

This modeling approach allows for a strong influence of surface tension changes to the 

local mass transfer rates due to changes is the surface chemical potentials via their 

dependence on surface pressure, hence on surface tension. 

This talk gives a survey of the state of the art of local mass transfer modeling in 

contaminated systems. In particular, it reports on the experimental findings of the Kobe 

group and the above mentioned thermodynamically consistent model extensions on 

the Darmstadt side to capture the hindrance phenomena that occur due to the interplay 

of surface active agents and interfacial mass transfer.  

 



Elucidation of ultrasonic emulsification phenomena through direct 
observation and three-phase multiphase flow simulation 

Takuya Yamamoto, Sergey Komarov, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 

 Ultrasound irradiation into liquids causes several phenomena originated from acoustic 

cavitation. The cavitation bubbles are collapsed due to the ultrasonic waves, and this 

collapse causes shock waves emission, liquid jet generation, chemical radical 

generation, etc. resulting in a rapid emulsification of immiscible liquids. However, 

phenomena occurring during emulsification remain unclear yet especially near the 

cavitation-oil interface. In order to compensate the lack of date and elucidate the 

underlaying mechanisms of emulsification , we conducted direct observations using a 

high-speed camera and numerical simulation. 

 A gallium-water system was used for ease of visualization. The dynamic behavior of 

acoustic cavitation bubble was observed near the gallium-water interface by high-

speed camera at a framerate of 200,000 fps and a shutter speed of 0.5 µs. Three-

phase simulation was performed applying the three-phase Volume of Fluid (VOF) 

method. A 20 µm bubble and 100 µm droplet were located at the central region of a 

square calculation domain. To simulate ultrasound waves, the sinusoidal pressure 

wave was imposed at the calculation domain boundary at a frequency of 20 kHz. The 

pressure amplitude was changed from 0.5 to 0.95 atm.  

 The results revealed that cavitation bubbles are collapsed and collided with the 

gallium interface during emulsification. The largely expanded bubbles splits droplets 

during bubble collision, and tiny droplets are released into the water phase. When the 

cavitation bubbles collide with the droplet, a liquid jet is formed. The flow velocity of 

liquid jet is much faster than 100 m/s, and its kinematic energy becomes larger than 

interfacial energy of gallium-water interface resulting in the emulsification. 



Multiphase mass transfer in reactive microemulsion systems 

Böhm Lutz; Petzold, Marc; Kraume, Matthias; Author, Technische Universität Berlin, 

Chair of Chemical and Process Engineering, Berlin/Germany 

A microemulsion system (MES) may consist of up to three immiscible phases for a 

given composition. When adding a gas, four distinct phases may be present. Mass 

transfer in MES, therefore, depends upon the distribution of each phase and the 

interaction among the distinct phases. In a stirred tank, the presence of a third liquid 

phase leads to the formation of two disperse drop populations that are relevant for 

both liquid–liquid and gas–liquid mass transfer. Composition and temperature then 

also greatly affect phase state, interfacial tensions, phase volume fractions, 

interfacial rigidity, dispersion type, drop sizes, and interfacial area. 

If homogeneous catalysis is performed in such a system, knowledge of the 

localization of the catalyst complex during reaction and separation is necessary for 

successful process operation. The distribution of the catalyst complex depends on 

the amount and hydrophobicity of the surfactant and the chemical structure of the 

catalyst complex. The reaction can take place at the interface and so the local 

concentrations of substrates, gasses, and catalysts determine the reaction 

performance. Each of these factors and the additional formation of (by-)products, in 

turn, influence the dispersion of a given phase and its interaction with surrounding 

phases of the gas phase, which must be considered in elucidating the impact of 

surfactants on the mass transfer behavior in MESs. As a cornerstone for process 

development using MES the different dispersion types in MESs as well as an 

analysis on the impact of surfactant and phase behavior on mass transfer can be 

performed. Based on this, systematic approaches for the development and analysis 

of reactive MES for process application can be discussed. Their overarching aim is to 

identify all relevant effects and influences regarding phase behavior and the 

interaction of phase configuration and reaction performance by a minimum set of 

experimental studies. This can then be used for process design and the development 

of suitable strategies for process operation. 
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Dynamics of polymer solution droplet on high temperature surface 
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An impingement of droplets containing polymer on a hot surface is frequently 

encountered in spray drying processes in chemical/food industries. If the surface 

temperature is extremely higher than the boiling temperature of the fluid, the droplet 

often experiences the film boiling state on its own vapor cushion without instantaneous 

evaporation. This phenomenon is called a Leidenfrost effect. It is well known that 

Leidenfrost droplets show unique motions until up to evaporation1). Although there are 

numerous studies about Leidenfrost effect of single component droplet (e.g. water, 

ethanol, acetone, atc.), the dynamics of droplet containing polymer remains unclear so 

far. Thus, this study experimentally investigated the dynamics after the impingement 

of droplet containing polymer on the hot surface. 

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A syringe pump was used 

for generation of one droplet having diameter (D) 2.5 – 3.5 mm from the syringe. The 

generated droplet from the syringe was allowed to fall freely varying falling heights, 

and it was impinged on the duralumin plate heated from below by the ceramic hot plate. 

The dynamic motion of the droplet was recorded by a high-speed camera (HAS-D73, 

DITECT Corp.). The temperature, which was measured from 2 mm below the 

duralumin plate surface, was regarded as the surface temperature (TS). For the 

working fluid of droplet, distilled water and xanthan gum (XG) aqueous solutions having 

concentration (C) 0.01 – 0.05 wt% were used. 

As a typical example, images of the droplet immediately after impingement on the 

surface at Ts = 160ºC is shown in Fig. 2: (a) water and (b) XG aqueous solution (C = 

0.05 wt%). There was no clear difference in the spread diameter between water and 

XG droplets. However, the shape of spreading droplet was slightly different. The water 

droplet axisymmetrically spread after impingement, subsequently receded, and 

bounced maintaining the axisymmetry during a series of process. On the contrary, XG 

droplet slightly lost its axisymmetry during the spreading process as shown in Fig. 2 

(b). This leads to the local distribution of receding speed. The non-axisymmetric 

receding generates the momentum which causes the rotational motion of droplets after 

bouncing. This rotational motion during bouncing was found only at C = 0.05 wt%. It is 



considered that, at higher concentration, a micro scale dynamics of molecular chain 

would affect the non-axisymmetric spreading/receding which causes the droplet 

rotation during bouncing as a result. In the presentation, the detailed mechanism and 

the effect of amount of polymer concentration will be discussed. 

  

Fig. 1 Experimental setup Fig. 2 Droplet during spreading process 

at Ts = 160ºC: (a) water and (b) XG 

aqueous solution (C = 0.05 wt%) 
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Kinematics of the liquid film lamella in two-component drop impact  
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Drop impact onto liquid films occur in nature, but can also be found in a variety of 

industrial applications such as internal combustion engines, exhaust gas after-

treatment systems, spray painting, agricultural sprays and inkjet printing. The thickness 

of the liquid layer that remains on the substrate after a drop impact is especially 

important for many applications, including those involving heat transfer from the 

substrate.  

 

Numerous previous studies have described the hydrodynamics of drop impact onto 

dry, solid surfaces as well as onto thin films of the same liquid. However, where the 

fluid properties of the drop and the film differ, there is still a knowledge gap in 

understanding the physics of drop impact onto a liquid film. In such cases, interest also 

lies in the composition of the residual film and possibly splashed droplets. 

 

The residual film height ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠  resulting from a single component drop impact is 

determined by the balance of the inertial and viscous effects in a thin boundary layer 

developed near the substrate [1-3]. The thickness of this boundary layer is found to 

scale with the Reynolds number according to ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠~λ𝐷0𝑅𝑒−2/5 , where 𝐷0 is the initial 

drop diameter and λ is a dimensionless constant depending on the initial film height. 

The focus in the present study is to experimentally characterize the kinematics of the 

liquid film on the substrate after a drop impacts onto a thin film of different viscosity  

and then to model this phenomenon theoretically.  

 

The shape of the deforming drop and the diameter of the radially spreading lamella are 

determined from high-speed video recordings. The height of the residual film has been 

measured using a chromatic confocal line sensor, which captures the profile of the film 

thickness along a line of 4.5 mm length. Both devices, the high-speed video system 

and the confocal sensor, are precisely synchronized, allowing direct comparison of the 

film thickness data to the kinematics of corona expansion.   



A snapshot of the observed residual film formed by drop impact is shown in Figure 1. 

The yellow line indicates the location of the film thickness measurement. In Figure 2 

the evolution of the film thickness before, during and after the drop impact is shown, 

demonstrating that after drop impact a quasi-constant residual film is formed.  

 

Based on a wide range of experiments in which the viscosity ratio of drop and liquid 

film as well as the film height, drop diameter and impact velocity are varied, an analytic 

model for the residual film height is derived and compared with the experiments. The 

viscosity of the film is found to play a crucial role in the formation of the residual film, 

although the thickness of the film is much smaller than the drop diameter. In 

conclusion, it has been shown that ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 agrees with the theoretical prediction ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 =

0.79𝑅𝑒−2/5 if the Reynolds number is defined with the average viscosity of the drop 

and film liquids.  
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Figure 1: Outcome of drop impact onto a thin film with 

the formation of a residual film. Drop and film fluid are 
silicone oils with different viscosities.  

 

Figure 2: Film thickness measured at 3 different time 

instants before t1=-1ms, during t2=4.5ms, and after drop 
impact t3=139ms.  



How HPC and AI are changing the investigation of polydisperse 
multiphase flows: a multiscale modelling perspective 
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In this presentation we will discuss how high performance computing (HPC) and 
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) in particular, are impacting and 
shaping our research field. HPC has completely changed the scenario by providing 
computational resources for running massively large, realistic and detailed, 
simulations for multiphase systems. HPC has also made it possible to couple and link 
different computational tools for the simulation of multiphase flows, bridging the gap 
between continuum models (interface tracking, Lagrangian particle tracking and 
Eulerian models) and atomistic models (especially coarse-grained models, such as 
dissipative particle dynamics, DPD). This latter coupling and linking, following the 
multiscale modelling philosophy, often requires compressing the information 
collected at one scale to be employed at the next scale. This can be done by using 
ML, resorting to different tools including different types of artificial neural networks 
(NN) and allowing the seamless access of the rich and complex information collected 
at one scale. However, ML and NN are not simply employed for fitting data, they also 
provide insight into the multiphase system and can help developing deeper 
understanding of the transport phenomena involved. This will be demonstrated by 
discussing a number of test cases, including: foam formation in bottle filling with 
carbonated beverages, food emulsion production and nanoparticle dispersion into 
elastomers, among others. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present work results from a three-year collaboration between the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-

Rossendorf (Germany) and the University of Kyoto (Japan), which took place within the frame of 

International Marie Curie Fellowship. The dynamics of colloidal particles and fibers at a fluidic 

interface is of significant importance in various processes, one of which is the flotation process. It is 

widely used in the mineral industry for the selective separation of particles based on their affinity to 

rising gas bubbles. It is also one of the most common de-inking processes used to recover the 

paper fibers. In an attempt to develop numerical tools, which will find future applications in the 

flotation process, direct numerical simulations of particles, rigid and flexible fibers interacting with a 

drop were performed. To that end, The “Smooth Profile Method”, originally developed at the Kyoto 

University for the direct numerical simulation of colloidal particles in monophasic fluids, was 

combined with a diffuse interface model. Figure 1 illustrates application of the method, in which a 

drop rises across a cloud of spherical particles. 

 

Fig. 1: Rising of a three-dimensional drop across a particle swarm. The colored field ( ), shown in the 

domain mid-section, is an indirect measure of the volume fraction. It equates  in the ambient fluid, 

 in the drop, and  inside the colloid. The velocity vectors are shown in black. 



 

 

 

 

In a second stage, the fiber was geometrically decomposed into a chain of spherical beads, which 

underwent stretching, bending, and twisting interactions. The capillary force, acting at the three-

phase contact line, was calculated using the ternary diffuse-interface model. Each ingredient of the 

model was validated against theoretical solutions. Partial and complete wrapping of an immersed 

three-dimensional drop was successfully simulated. The results showed that the fiber curvature 

increased linearly with the square of the elasto-capillary length, for both low and large structural 

deformation, in-line with previously experimental observations. 

 

Fig. 2: Extension of the ternary model to study the interaction of a flexible fiber with a drop. Three-

dimensional equilibrium solutions of the droplet encapsulation for a flexible and fairly rigid fiber are shown. 
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Introduction 

There is a great need for a continuous crystallization process in pharmaceutical 

manufacturing. Oscillatory baffled reactors (OBRs) have been applied for this purpose 

and vigorously studied as oscillatory baffled crystallizers (OBCs). However, the kinetic 

modeling required for process design has not been sufficiently developed. In this study, 

by using the population balance modeling, the crystal growth rate equation for the 

application of OBC to cool crystallization was obtained, and the effect of OBC flow 

conditions on the growth rate constants was investigated. Furthermore, a continuous 

crystallizer model was developed for the continuous crystallization. 

Experimental 

An OBC is a tube-type reactor in which orifice baffles are placed at equal intervals 

in a circular tube and an oscillatory flow is added to the mainstream to induce vortex 

mixing. In this study, the baffle openings were placed at the bottom to suppress crystal 

sedimentation (Fig. 1). A batch OBC is used to obtain a growth rate equation for the 

cooled crystallization of the model substance, L-glutamic acid. Acrylic circular tubes 

(inner diameter 13 mm, length 200 mm) were used, with baffles of 2 mm thickness 

placed at 20 mm intervals. Mixing was performed under various oscillatory conditions 

(amplitude xo, frequency f).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Batch oscillatory baffled crystallizer with Hanaguri baffles, units given in mm. 



Results and discussion 

To avoid complications due to nucleation, seed crystal addition conditions that 

prevent nucleation were selected. A batch-type population balance model (PBM) was 

constructed to account for changes over time in solute (L-glutamic acid) concentration 

and particle size distribution caused by crystal growth. The crystal growth rate equation 

(Eq. (1)) was used for the PBM. 

G = kg (C - CS )  ⋯ (1) 

where kg [m4 kg-1 s-1] is the growth rate constant, C and CS [kg m-3] are the solute 

concentration and saturated solute concentration. Fitting was performed for the change 

of material concentration with time, and the value of kg was obtained. as shown in Fig. 

2, the crystal growth rate constant showed a maximum value at varied frequency for 

fixed amplitude xo = 13 mm.  

 Next, a tanks-in-series model (average residence time 7.3 min) was applied to the 

PBM to construct a crystallization process model for a continuous OBC. The solute 

concentrations for the dimensionless residence time were calculated from the model 

using the kg obtained by the batch experiment, and the solute concentrations sampled 

from several ports in the same experiment were well reproduced (Fig.3). 

Conclusions 

 The crystal growth rate constant has a maximum value for the OBR oscillatory 

conditions, because of the shear rate and the stagnation region. The results of the 

continuous process were well reproduced by the PBM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Relationship between crystal 

growth rate constant and oscillation 

frequency at xo = 13 mm. 

Fig.3 Comparison of the L-glutamic acid 

concentration between the continuous 

OBC and predicted results by the 

simulation at xo = 10 mm, f = 0.5 Hz. 
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We numerically study and then experimentally validate the flow resistivity of 

commercial nonwoven fabric filters used for a bag filter system. To represent a realistic 

flow field inside the filters during simulation, a numerical method that coordinates the 

filter structure obtained by X-ray CT imaging with computational fluid dynamics using 

the immersed boundary method is developed. The effects of superficial velocity, 

porosity of the filter domain, and type of filter on pressure drop (Fig. 1(a)) are 

investigated and analyzed based on Darcy’s law. The prediction of the permeability 

constant from our numerical method are quantitatively in good agreement with the 

experimental measurements (Fig. 1(b)). These results demonstrate that our simulation 

method can be used to clarify the effects of porosity, fiber arrangement, and fiber shape 

on the pressure drop (Rozy et al., AIChE J. 66, e16832 (2020)). 

Next, we simulated the aerosol permeation through the filter. To calculate the contact 

force between the particle and the fiber surface, we propose a new method to create 

Fig. 1  Simulation results of N2 gas permeation through commercial fibrous filter (a) 

Pressure contour of polyphenylene sulfide filter, (b) relationship between porosity and 

permeability. 



a signed distance function (SDF) of the actual filter structure by utilizing the phase-field 

model and the level set method. Our method successfully constructs SDF from the 

complex filter microstructures created from the X-ray CT images (Fig. 2(a) and (b)). As 

a demonstration of the application of this method, the permeation of four particles 

through a realistic filter microstructure was simulated. The effect of the filter 

microstructure, such as the fiber orientation and porosity, on the permeation behavior 

of the particles was investigated using several filter domains. Our simulations 

demonstrate that the behavior of the particles in contact with the fiber surface can be 

reasonably described by applying SDF (Fig. 2(c)). The particles tend to contact the 

fibers oriented perpendicularly to the main flow direction rather than the fibers oriented 

parallelly. In addition, particles remain inside lower porous filter domains for longer 

durations because of an increase in the probability of contact with the fiber surfaces 

(Rozy et al., Powder Technol. 385, 131-143 (2021)). 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Simulation results of aerosol permeation through commercial fibrous filter (a) 

microstructure and (b) SDF around microstructure obtained from X-ray CT images, 

and (c) time-series snapshots of aerosol permeation. 
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Introduction 

In bubbly suspension (or slurry) flows, the collision and interaction of solid particles 

with the normally strongly deformed bubbles is an essential transport mechanism. This 

includes a fluid dynamic interaction, may be describable through modified drag 

coefficients for both partners, but also direct collisions of particles with bubbles. Finally, 

a possible adhesion or rebound of the particles on the bubble interface is important, 

for example in the area of flotation. For a realistic modelling of these phenomena in the 

frame of multi-fluid or Euler/Lagrange (Walther and Sommerfeld 2019) approaches 

further detailed studies are needed. Since the particles, mostly smaller than the 

bubbles, may move around the bubbles with the relative flow, the effective collision 

rate strongly depends on this impact efficiency (Sommerfeld and Lain 2009). The 

collisional interaction between particles and bubbles will also result in a momentum 

exchange between both dispersed phases (Bourloutski and Sommerfeld 2004). 

Namely, bubbles are hindered in rising and particles may be lifted upwards. Moreover, 

depending on the interfacial conditions, different scenarios of the collision outcome 

may be observed, namely, rebound, penetration or sliding along the surface (Schulze 

1989). This also depends on the wettability of the solid particles as well as the 

interfacial forces relevant during this elementary process (Omota et al. 2006). 

Numerical Analysis 

For analysing particle-bubble interactions, numerical simulations were conducted for 

fixed but deformed bubbles (i.e. oblate spheroids) exposed to a laminar dilute 

suspension flow. The interface of the bubbles was assumed to be rigid. The 

dependences of bubble deformation (i.e. eccentricity) and orientation angle on the 

particle collision rates were evaluated for different bubble Reynolds numbers and 

particle Stokes numbers. Bubble volume equivalent diameters between 2 – 4 mm are 

considered. The particles were assumed to be spherical glass beads with a density of 

2.5 g/cm3 having diameters in the range of 20 to 200 m. 



The considered flow domain was a pipe element with a diameter of 40 mm and a length 

of 75 mm. The inlet was assumed to be a laminar plug flow and the wall velocity was 

set to be identical to the inflow velocity so that no boundary layer develops in the pipe 

geometry. The outflow boundary conditions were specified as zero gradients. The 

bubble was placed in the upper part of the domain, namely 25 mm downstream of the 

inlet. The whole domain was discretized by 3.5 million control volumes with refinements 

around the bubble and in the wake region. A quasi-steady-state flow solution was used 

for tracking a large number of solid particles, i.e. about 5 million. The particle tracking 

was conducted considering all forces such as, drag, gravity/buoyancy, fluid inertia, 

added mass and slip shear lift forces. A typical result for the deposition pattern on a 

spheroidal bubble is shown in the Figure. Here an increase in bubble Reynolds number 

yields a reduced effective collision and deposition rate. 

        

Figure: Numerically obtained deposition pattern for 100 m particles on a 2.5 mm 

spheroidal bubble and with an eccentricity of 1.8 at two bubble Reynolds numbers (left: 

ReB = 312.5, right: ReB = 1250) 
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Abstract 

It has now been recognised that the turbulent dispersion force plays an important role in 

interphase momentum transfer. As the turbulent eddies in the surrounding areas of bubbles 

interact strongly with the bubbles in bubbly flow, such interactions induce the continuous 

deformation of the bubble surface, leading to the fluctuation of bubble trajectories and bubble 

oscillation accordingly. When using large eddy simulation for modelling bubbly flow, the sub-

grid scale (SGS) filtered velocity fluctuations of liquid phase can be interpreted as the eddy 

action on the surface of bubbles, consequently giving rise to bubble shape variations and the 

dispersion of bubbles. This study presents a few cases through Euler/Euler large-eddy 

simulations (LES) modelling to demonstrate that the turbulent dispersion of bubbles can be 

used to effectively indicate the effect of turbulent eddies on bubble dynamics, in particular the 

bubble cluster oscillations, which leads to remarkable improvements in the prediction of bubble 

lateral dispersion behaviour. Models for the terms αk
′ 𝒖k

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ and 𝛼𝑘𝒖i
′𝒖k

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  related to SGS turbulent

bubble dispersion (SGS-TDF) and added mass stress (SGS-AMS) arisen from the spatially 

filtered-averaging are proposed with a modification on SGS eddy viscosity to reflect turbulent 

dispersion due to bubble induced turbulence and added mass stress. It was found that by using 

the proposed models, the time-averaged LES modelled bubble velocities and bubble volume 

fraction profiles are in good agreement with the experimental data while the turbulent kinetic 

energy spectrum obtained at the location on the centreline of the bubble column still exhibits 

the conventional -5/3 scaling for shear induced turbulence and -3 scaling in slope for bubble 

induced turbulence. 
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CFD prediction of mixing and mass transfer characteristics of 
bioreactors using a Lattice-Boltzmann approach 
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The recent years have seen a rapid development of new powerful graphics cards 

(GPUs) for scientific computing. The Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) algorithm capitalizes on 

that because it can be executed on these highly parallelized architectures to push CFD 

simulations as a tool for executing numerical experiments. The combination of LB and 

GPUs has proven to be an ideal tool for the simulation of stirred tanks that are very 

common devices in the chemical, the pharmaceutical and the food industry. 

In this work, we present the beforementioned techniques in the context of mixing time 

and mass transfer coefficient (𝑘𝑘𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎) predictions. We use an Euler-Lagrange approach 

for the simulation of the gas bubbles and consider breakup and coalescence 

mechanics. We present the agreement of our CFD results with experimental data. The 

evaluated system is a frequently used commercial singe-use stirred tank bioreactor for 

cell culture processes. 

We present detailed insight into the single- and multi-phase hydrodynamics and a 

modeling approach that captures not only the flow but also the mixing dynamics and 

mass transfer coefficient. 

We expand the capabilities of our model with a control loop to let the system find 

operating conditions for specific criteria thus avoiding the need for intense 

characterization studies. 



Bubble plume hydrodynamics: comparison of Eulerian simulations 

to experiments 

David Laupsien, Carlos Mayorga, Jérôme Morchain, Arnaud Cockx, Alain Liné, 

Toulouse University, INSA, Toulouse Biotechnology Institute, France;  

 

The objective of the study is two-fold : 1) better understand the hydrodynamics induced 

by bubble plumes based on experiments and 2) estimate the strengths and 

weaknesses of Eulerian numerical simulation for predicting this type of bubble-induced 

flow. The main characteristic of bubble plume flow structures is its transient nature 

since the bubble plume oscillates periodically at low frequency, generating large 

macroscales in the liquid phase.  

Time and phase averaged profiles in both gas and liquid phases are analysed. First, 

the global structure and its oscillating behaviour is checked by shadowgraphy and 

spectral analysis. Then, special attention is given to both experimental and numerical 

data in terms of temporal and spatial distributions, void fraction and velocities. The goal 

of the current contribution is to compare results from Euler-Euler CFD simulations to 

experimental data. 

In the present work, the Euler-Euler approach has been chosen to simulate oscillating 

bubble plume in a 3D (pseudo 2D) bubble column being 0.35 m wide, 0.06 m deep and 

1.5 m high. In the simulation the liquid level was fixed to 1.3 m. The 0.2 m above the 

liquid phase was initially filled with gas. In this way, free surface fluctuations could be 

reproduced. The Neptune CFD code was chosen to perform such simulations, which 

had to be excessively long (more than 400s) to capture at least 10 oscillation periods 

that are close to 30 s long. Gas was injected in form of bubbles with an equivalent 

diameter of 4.5 mm and an inlet gas flow rate equal to 50 L/h. Experimental conditions 

were presented in a previous paper (D. Laupsien, A. Cockx, A. Liné, The Organized 

Flow Structure of an Oscillating Bubble Plume, accepted to AIChE, 2021). 

 

In a first step, time averaged profiles of gas and liquid velocities and phase averaged 

profiles of liquid velocities were compared to experimental data.  

In a second step, POD was implemented to extract organized motion from PIV liquid 

velocity fluctuations as well as from simulated both gas and liquid velocities. POD 

analysis of PIV liquid phase data revealed several phenomena in the liquid: an 



energetic periodic flow was highlighted, corresponding to the bubble plume oscillation; 

a less energetic mean flow could also be extracted; two different behaviours of the 

liquid velocity turbulent fluctuations appeared, some shear induced turbulent ones and 

others bubble induced turbulent.  

Interestingly, the POD analysis of the simulated liquid phase velocities reproduces the 

experimentally observed behaviours except for the bubble-induced turbulence. Finally, 

the POD analysis of the simulated gas phase velocities highlights singular and original 

behaviours. 

 

Acknowledgements: the authors were allowed by CALMIP to run their numerical 
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Multiphase flow occurs in almost any industry and various models have been 
developed to describe and simulate such applications efficiently over the last decades. 
Most of these models have in common, that they are focusing on describing one flow 
regime accurately: Volume of Fluid (VOF) method captures applications with a free 
surface like tank sloshing, Lagrangian Multiphase (LMP) can be used for dispersed 
phases with a low volume fraction, Discrete Element Method (DEM) can be considered 
as an extension of LMP but considers additionally the particle collision and volume and 
is able to describe also high volume fraction of the dispersed phase correctly. Film 
models can typically describe thin films on surfaces efficiently. And finally, Eulerian 
Multiphase approach (EMP) makes use of the concept of interpenetrating continua and 
enables the simulation of systems with a large number of dispersed phase elements, 
where LMP or DEM simulations are often too expensive.  

In many applications not only one but multiple flow regimes may occur [1]. That can be 
due to the transient nature or due to the local (flow) conditions. In the past the choice 
of the model was often driven by the most important flow regime and other flow regimes 
were just neglected, so that one of the described models could be used. Obviously, 
this approach could introduce a large error depending on the problem. To overcome 
this issue a hybrid modelling approach is being adopted which is better suited to handle 
multiple flow regimes in one simulation. These models combine different multiphase 
approaches with an automated transition between the models to allow the use of the 
best suited model depending on the local condition. Gada et al. [2] presented such a 
model which combines EMP with Large Scale Interface (LSI) model to capture three 
different flow regimes: dispersed bubbles in a continuous liquid phase, dispersed 
droplets in a continuous gas phase and the stratified or separated gas/liquid flow. The 
model was successfully applied and validated for four different cases using a constant 
disperse phase diameter. 

The EMP-LSI approach with constant disperse phase diameter becomes insufficient 
for applications with turbulent free-surface flows. The interaction between the turbulent 
boundary layer and the free surface typically leads to gas entrainment or so-called self-
aeration and the entrained bubbles coalesce and breakup continuously, resulting in 
highly complex turbulent flow structures and volume fraction distribution.  



In this contribution we present an extension of the EMP-LSI model which additionally 
considers the entrainment of bubbles at the interface (aeration) as well as break-up 
and coalescence effects which control the size and forces acting on the entrained 
population. The modelling approach is validated with detailed experimental results of 
an air-water flow over stepped chutes [3]. 

 

 

Figure 1: Water flow steps: Air entrainment along the flow path leads to an 
accumulation of air. 
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ABSTRACT 

Bubble column (BC) reactors are widely used in the chemical, biochemical and 

petroleum industries. The BC reactor can be operated either in the homogeneous or 

heterogeneous flow regime (FR). The former is characterized by a uniform bubble size 

distribution. In the latter large (spherical-cap) bubbles are formed. Their presence causes a 

liquid macro-circulation, which also entrains small (ellipsoidal) bubbles. It is noteworthy 

that the homogeneous-heterogeneous FR transition is a gradual process described as a 

transition FR. It is characterized with bubble coalescence in the vicinity of the gas 

distributor (GD) but the liquid macro-circulation is still not established. For the successful 

design of BCs, the boundaries of the main FRs should be reliably identified since the 

degrees of mixing, mass and heat transfer vary in each main FR. 

In order to identify the FR transitions, a new parameter called degree of randomness 

(DR) has been developed [1]. In this work the DR will be applied to time-dependent data 

recorded by both a buoyancy device and electrical resistance tomography (ERT). The DR 

algorithm is based on the division of the signal into various (reconstructive) vectors, the 

generation of vector pairs and the calculation of the distance between them based on the 

maximum norm definition. This concept is a part of the nonlinear chaos theory [2].  

A BC with dinner = 0.107 m and equipped with a perforated plate (PP) GD (92 orifices × 

Ø 1.0 mm) has been designed to ensure an equal gas distribution. The column has been 

operated with an air-benzonitrile system at ambient conditions. The DR profile (extracted 

from the aerated liquid height fluctuations) is capable of identifying two main transition 

velocities Utrans (0.025 and 0.049 m/s). Fig. 1A shows that the DR profile exhibits two well-

pronounced local DR minima at these Ug values. The minimum randomness in the signal 

corresponds to maximum order and this implies a reorganization of the system [3].  
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In the second case of air-distilled water system, a BC with dinner = 0.1 m and a PP GD 

(85 orifices × Ø 1.0 mm) has been used. The DR values exhibited two local well-

pronounced minima (see Fig. 1B) at Ug values of 0.032 m/s and 0.048 m/s.  

Fig. 1. DR profiles in a BC operated under ambient conditions and different systems: 
(A) air-benzonitrile (dinner = 0.107 m) and (B) air-distilled water (dinner = 0.1 m).

In the third case of an air-distilled water BC (dinner = 0.1 m) equipped with

a classical PP GD (85 orifices × Ø 1.0 mm), a gas maldistribution (see Fig. 2A) exists up 

to Ug = 0.018 m/s. Then, an imperfect homogeneous FR is formed up to Ug = 0.032 m/s. 

The onset of the heterogeneous FR is distinguishable at Ug=0.057 m/s. In the fourth case, 

the ERT measurements have been performed in a similar BC (dinner = 0.1 m) but equipped 

with a cross-sparger (12 orifices × Ø 0.5 mm, facing downwards). The BC has been 

operated with an air-tap water system. The DR algorithm has been applied to pixel values 

(local gas volume fraction) recorded in the column’s center (at an axial height = 0.7 m). 

Fig. 2B shows that two local DR minima identify the Utrans values (0.03 and 0.055 m/s).  

Fig. 2. DR profiles extracted from: (A) aerated liquid height runs in a BC (dinner = 0.1 m) 
and (B) ERT data in a BC (dinner = 0.1 m) operated with an air-distilled water system. 
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Gas-Liquid Flow-Induced Characteristics of Dispersed Synthetic 
Bioparticles 

Makoto Yoshimoto 

Department of Applied Chemistry, Yamaguchi University, Japan 

 

A phospholipid vesicle (liposome) is a soft colloidal particle which consists of 

amphiphilic lipid bilayer membranes and a fine aqueous droplet. Spatial confinement 

of bio- or synthetic molecules in liposomes offers an opportunity to partly mimic 

structural and functional features of biological systems like cell organelles. Various 

types of lipid-based synthetic bioparticles were produced so far and applied to 

protocell models, biocatalysts, drug carriers and mRNA vaccines. Hydrodynamic 

properties of gas-liquid flow can affect the characteristics of liposomes with typical 

hydrodynamic diameters of 100-200 nm [1], which allows controlling the functions of 

bioparticles on the basis of fluid properties. As a typical example, liposome-based 

enzyme reactors, in which the rate of a chemical reaction was accelerated in 

response to gas-liquid flow generated in a bubble column bioreactor, could be 

developed on the basis of the liquid shear stress-triggered transmembrane mass 

transfer [2]. Furthermore, surface modification of lipid membranes with poly(ethylene 

glycol) was effective to significantly increase the structural sensitivity of liposomes to 

gas-liquid flow as revealed on the basis of rapid leakage of fluorescence dye from the 

liposomes [3]. Operation parameters of a gas-liquid contacting reactor can therefore 

be the factors which activate and destabilize dispersed liposome-based bioparticles 

under physiological conditions.  
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ABSTRACT 
Liquid-liquid slug flow, in which two immiscible liquids flow alternately, is expected to 

be applied to various continuous processes, as it enables the generation of particles 

of uniform size by homogenizing the residence time distribution and improves the 

liquid-liquid extraction efficiency by increasing the mass transfer rate. The 

improvement of process efficiency by using liquid-liquid slug flow is thought to be based 

on the agitation effect of the circulating flow formed inside the slug[1], but there is almost 

no report where the velocity distribution has been accurately analyzed under various 

operating conditions. In this study, PIV analysis was performed for the liquid-liquid slug 

flow in a mini-channel to investigate the internal flow in the slug formation zone where 

two fluids merge and the internal flow in the downstream zone. Experiments were 

conducted by varying the shape and material of the disperser used for slug formation, 

as well as the liquid properties and flow rate of the fluid used, to clarify the conditions 

for uniform agitation of the dispersed phase slug and maximizing mixing efficiency. 

 Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. Silicone oil (μc = 1.14~295 

mPa·s) was used as the continuous phase and a glycerol aq. (μd = 1.27~40.6 mPa·s) 

with fluorescent particles added was 

used as the dispersed phase. Both 

fluids were supplied at volumetric flow 

rates Qc and Qd into a tube of 2 mm i.d. 

using a syringe pump. T- or Y-shaped 

disperser was used to form the slug, 

and the flow was filmed using a laser 

 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup 



sheet light source and a high-speed camera at the disperser or 20 cm downstream 

from the disperser. 

 Fig. 2 shows the variation over time of the 

maximum flow velocity |umax| detected inside 

the dispersed phase. |umax| gradually 

increased as the dispersed phase entered the 

main channel, decreased once, and then 

increased rapidly at the timing of the dispersed 

phase cleavage. |umax| obtained with the Y-

shaped disperser was the highest, suggesting 

that the effect of circulating vortex formation in the slug-forming zone was greater than 

that of the T-shaped disperser, promoting internal mixing. 

 Fig. 3 shows the streamlines inside the 

dispersed phase slug in the downstream section. 

The distribution of relative velocity to the moving 

velocity of the slug itself, which was derived from 

the forward velocity of the slug interface, was 

analyzed here. It was clear that a circulation region 

was formed on the front side and a stagnant region 

on the rear side inside the dispersed-phase slug. 

The size and circulation frequency of the circulation 

flow changed when the slug velocity, slug length, 

and continuous phase viscosity were varied. Especially in the case of Fig. 3(b), where 

the viscosity of the continuous phase is higher than in Fig. 3(a), the circulation region 

was greatly expanded. There was no significant difference in the circulation frequency 

between Fig. 3 (a) and (b), and thus the increase in continuous phase viscosity can 

promote uniform mixing throughout the interior of the dispersed phase slug. In the 

future, we plan to propose an index to quantitatively evaluate the degree of mixing 

inside the slug and to study the optimization of disperser geometry and operating 

conditions according to the purpose of the process, such as extraction and particle 

synthesis. 
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Fig. 2 Maximum velocity in disperser 

Fig. 3 Internal circulating flow in 

downstream section 



Impact of aluminum particles on drop size distributions and phase 

separation in liquid/liquid systems 
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Nanoparticles can be used to stabilize liquid/liquid dispersions against coalescence 

by forming a mechanical barrier at the oil/water interface. This effect can be 

controlled by the choice of particle concentration as well as particle type, size, shape, 

or its surface properties such as wettability and roughness. This work addresses the 

influence of partially hydrophobic aluminum particles on the coalescence behavior of 

water-in-oil (w/o) and oil-in-water (o/w) dispersions. For this purpose, drop size 

distributions are determined in-situ using an endoscope measurement technique in 

an agitated tank followed by batch settling experiments after stirrer stop. In presence 

of hydrophobized aluminum particles, drop sizes of w/o dispersions decreased as 

expected as the stabilization effect increased with particle concentration (Figure 1a)). 

However, an unexpected behavior occurred in o/w emulsions, where the 

nanoparticles accelerated coalescence with rising particle concentration and led to a 

destabilization of the dispersion (Figure 1b)). For a deeper understanding of this 

effect an in-depth characterization and comparison of the drop size distributions of 

the two dispersion types was performed. 

 

Figure 1: Sauter mean diameters over time for different particle concentrations wp in a) w/o-emulsions and b) o/w 
emulsions. Coalescence is hindered by particles in w/o emulsions but supported in o/w emulsions. Stirring started 
at t = 0s at 900 rpm, stirring speed was reduced to 700 rpm at t = 1200s to investigate the balance of breakage 
and coalescence phenomena. 
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In a glass of stout beer, a texture motion of a bubble swarm is caused by a gravity-

driven hydrodynamic instability and also depends on the inter-bubble distance. To 

estimate these two corresponding indicators, an experimentally measured velocity 

profile is required, and thus is obtained a posteriori. It is also unknown why the bubble 

cascade is observed only in stout beers such as Guinness beer. To address this 

question via a priori estimation, here, we develop a mathematical continuum model of 

film flow in bubbly liquid, uncovering the essential dynamics among many physical 

processes occurring simultaneously in a glass. We investigate the effects of particle 

concentration, inclination angle, particle diameter, and container size on the cascading 

film flow. The results reveal that the motion and waviness of clear-fluid film can be 

successfully estimated a priori to experiments or simulations. Moreover, it is found that 

the continuum behaviour of particles in the film flow is analogous to the continuum 

description of rarefied gas dynamics. These findings explain how the cascading 

bubbles in a pint glass of stout beer satisfy the continuum assumption and suggest a 

general condition for the onset of the cascade. 

Snapshots of a bubble-concentration wave of stout beer forming in: a pint glass (left), 

a cocktail glass (center), and a 1-oz (30-ml) shot glass (right). 
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On the nature and formation of microlayer evaporation with ethanol-

water mixture on a superheated solid substrate 

K.N.R. Sinha, K. Schweikert, A. Sielaff, P. Stephan, Technische Universität Darmstadt, 

Institut für Technische Thermodynamik, Darmstadt/Deutschland 

Evaporation of thin liquid films on a heated solid substrate, so-called microlayer 

evaporation, plays a significant role in two-phase heat transfer processes, such as boiling. 

The latent heat involved in the evaporation of the thin film elevates the heat flux 

significantly However, the microlayer is not always observed, and its occurrence is 

dependent on parameters such as dewetting velocity, degree of superheat, and the 

properties of the test fluid, the heater, and the surface characteristics. Alternatively, to the 

formation of microlayers, contact line evaporation occurs. Moreover, it is challenging to 

decouple the above-mentioned parameters in a boiling experiment, and hence microlayer 

formation is barely understood in the literature. 

Binary mixtures, such as ethanol-water mixtures demonstrate a significant 

enhancement in the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) values in comparison to pure water 

[1]. In the presented study, we use a previously reported benchmark experimental setup 

(already discussed in [2]) to investigate the effect of concentration on microlayer formation 

using a mixture of ethanol and water. Further, we also aim to correlate our experimental 

results of microlayer formation with the enhanced HTC values reported with ethanol-water 

mixtures in the literature.  

We present the detailed experimental results wherein we primarily focus on the 

effect of concentration of ethanol in the ethanol-water mixture for the formation of 

microlayers. Additionally, we also decouple the parameters such as dewetting velocity 

and the degree of superheat. We next quantify the values of these parameters for the 

microlayer formation with the ethanol-water mixture to develop a regime map. This regime 

map will essentially define the conditions for contact line and microlayer evaporation. The 

experiments show that the regime boundary between microlayer and contact line 

evaporation not only depends on the wall superheat and dewetting velocity, but also on 

the concentration of water in the ethanol-water mixture. 
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The dynamics of particles dispersed in a fluid is an important subject for a number 

of natural phenomena (dust/ash transport in the atmosphere, sedimentation in the 

ocean)  and industrial  applications  (mixing  processes,  granules  transport,  sprays). 

Relevant questions concern the particles’ distribution, agglomeration and settling, as 

well as particle-fluid interactions [1]. The latter topic is especially prevalent for a fluid 

initially at rest. Inertial particles settle under the influence of gravity and induce a flow 

into the carrier fluid, which in turn, influences the particle motion. These interactions 

are non-trivial even for such a simple case and are not yet fully understood [2].

We present an experimental study of localised particle plumes settling in a water 

tank (Figure 1). Particles are injected from a vibrating sieve through a column into the 

centre of a wide tank. The settling plume drags the fluid downwards and creates a 

large-scale recirculation flow in the whole tank. An original  measurement proced-

ure [3]  is  used to  simultaneously record the Eulerian velocity  field  of  the fluid  by 

particle image velocimetry (PIV)  and the particle Lagrangian velocities via particle 

Figure 1: Experimental setup. (a) Photograph. (b) Schematic illustration with la-

belled components and dimensions.



tracking velocimetry (PTV). This coupled measurement in a 2D vertical laser sheet 

gives access to key quantities of both phases at the same instant which is necessary 

for a proper understanding of these systems. In particular, it allows a direct compar-

ison of the particle and fluid kinetic energies, as well as the calculation of the slip ve-

locity of the particles with respect to the fluid flow.

A wide range of particle populations are investigated with particle-to-fluid density 

ratios from 3.8 to 14.3 and diameters of 32 to 200 µm, giving Archimedes numbers 

between 4 and 600, and particle Reynolds numbers of 0.2 to 14. The particle mass 

fraction in the plume covers three decades 10−6 to 10−3. Not many studies have been 

performed in this region of the parameter space. Indeed, most publications investig-

ate much higher loadings, smaller Reynolds numbers and/or density ratios closer to 

unity or of the order 103. 

The measured particle settling velocities are compared to the theoretical case of a 

single particle falling in a quiescent fluid under the empirical Schiller-Naumann drag. 

We find a good coincidence with the reference case which, at first order, depends on 

the Archimedes number only. On closer inspection, the settling rates are modified at 

second order by the particle loading, resulting in faster sedimentation for increased 

mass  fractions.  The  induced  fluid  flow  is  approximately  homogeneous  within  the 

particle  plume,  exhibiting fluctuations corresponding to  a 20  to  200% “turbulence 

rate”. We observe that the kinetic energy of the fluid overall increases linearly with 

the particle loading. In contrast,  the energy transfer becomes less efficient for in-

creasing Archimedes numbers, once the particles leave the laminar Stokes regime. 

The slip velocity displays a particularly interesting behaviour, as it is completely inde-

pendent on the loading and almost all populations reach values at around 80% of the 

Schiller-Naumann reference velocity. This slow-down by 20% with respect to the ref-

erence speed is interpreted to be the particle kinetic energy that is additionally trans-

ferred to the fluid in order to keep the large-scale recirculation flow in motion and to 

compensate the energy dissipated by its mean flow and its fluctuations.
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High condensation rates of water vapor are required in many applications, including 

fresh water harvesting from humid air and efficient heat exchangers. The heat transfer 

coefficient of filmwise condensation, which typically takes place on hydrophilic 

substrates, is lower than that of dropwise condensation, which is observed on 

hydrophobic substrates. However, the available hydrophobic coatings are either thick 

and therefore thermally insulating, or not stable for a sufficiently long time. Recently, a 

method for grafting an ultrathin stable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer onto a glass 

substrate has been developed [1]. The nonstick property and low roll-off angle 

characterizing the PDMS-coated surfaces make them promising for condensation 

applications. In the present work, the influence of an ultrathin PDMS coating on a 

polished oxidized copper substrate on the wetting behavior and condensation heat 

transfer has been studied experimentally. 

Experimental method 

The condensation experiments have been performed in a pure saturated water vapor 

atmosphere within a setup with a high performance wall subcooling system. The 

images of the condensation surface are recorded and post processed to evaluate the 

drop size distribution and maximum departure diameter. Additionally, changes over 

time in the wetting patterns and in the condensation heat transfer performance have 

been monitored to characterize the surface ageing process.  

The experiments have been performed with polished, oxidized copper coated with an 

ultrathin PDMS layer. Prior to condensation experiments, the structure and roughness 

of the surfaces were characterized using 3D confocal microscopy. In addition, the 

contact angle and the contact angle hysteresis have been measured using the sessile 

drop method. 



Results 

It has been found that the hydrophobic PDMS coating, which was originally developed 

for glass surfaces [1], could be applied to oxidized copper surfaces and showed similar 

wetting behavior with a static contact angle of 107° ± 2°. The contact angle hysteresis 

on the PDMS coated copper surface was 18° ± 2°, which is higher than that on the 

PDMS coated glass surface with 12° ± 1°. 

During condensation experiments, the dropwise condensation has been observed 

initially. However, ageing of the PDMS-coated surface has been detected. The 

increase in maximum drop departure size (Fig. 1, center) and the transition from 

dropwise to filmwise condensation (Fig. 1, right) was observed for different saturation 

temperatures during experiments, in which a stepwise increase of subcooling took 

place as well as during experiments with constant wall temperature subcooling. 

 

Figure 1. Ageing progress on PDMS-coated surface:  Left: 0.5 K subcooling, 0.5 hours after start of experiment; 
center: 12 K subcooling, 3.5 hours after start of experiment; right: 21 K subcooling, 6 hours after start of 

experiment 
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The influence of surfactant transfer on transport processes and 

interfacial phenomena in disperse multiphase systems 
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The presented work focuses on the interaction between mass transfer and fluid 

dynamics in disperse liquid/liquid systems in the presence of surfactants. In industrial 

processes surface-active species occur regularly and influence the interfacial behavior. 

The induced interfacial phenomena such as Marangoni convection and adsorption 

change important process parameters. Since these phenomena have contrary effects 

on the mass transfer in multiphase systems, the prediction of their occurrence and the 

resulting mass transfer rates is an important but challenging task. 

It is known from colloid and interface science, i. a. from dynamic interfacial tension 

measurements, that the mass transfer of the surfactant itself is an important factor that 

may determine interfacial behavior. Nevertheless, the influence of the surfactant 

transfer on other transport processes, like fluid dynamics and mass transfer of a solute, 

has not been researched systematically yet. Experimental results from this study show 

that the transfer direction and partitioning of the surfactant are important factors which 

determine fluid dynamics and mass transfer characteristics. 

To get a deeper insight into the transient mass transfer processes, dynamic interfacial 

tension and fluid dynamic measurements of single droplets are conducted. For 

experimental purposes a single drop rising test cell and the experimental setup 

introduced in Merker et al. [1] is used, which extends the concept of the rising test cell 

by adding a vertical traverse system with real-time control. 

So far, the focus lay especially on the terminal sedimentation velocity of a single 

particle. While experiments show a decrease of terminal drop rise velocity with 

increasing surfactant concentration, which is in good agreement with literature for the 

addition of surfactants, the mass transfer rates may increase or decrease, depending 

on the interfacial behavior. This study reveals, that by detailed and transient 

observation of the sedimentation of the particle, explicitly including the trajectory, a 

deeper understanding of the dominating interfacial effects in presence of surfactants 

can be achieved. Additionally, dynamic interfacial tension measurements and fluid 



dynamics can be used as an indicator for the prediction of interfacial phenomena and 

their influence on mass transfer rates. 

[1] D. Merker, L. Böhm, M. Oßberger, P. Klüfers, M. Kraume, Chem. Eng. Technol., 

2017, 40, 1391-1399. 
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Influence of electro-osmotic flow on motion of microbubbles under 

an electric field 

Arisa Murakami, Toshihiko Sugiura, Keio University, Kanagawa/Japan 

1. Introduction 

Microbubbles (MBs) are bubbles with diameters ranging from 1 µm to 100 µm and are 

applied to various fields such as cleaning of industrial equipment and ultrasonic 

medical contrast, which require more precise control of the position and the velocity of 

MBs to improve their accuracy. Currently, the most used method of exerting a 

controlling force on MBs is by ultrasound. Ultrasonic waves can capture MBs by acting 

as standing waves but cannot attract them. On the other hand, the method using an 

electric field can generate an attractive force due to the Coulomb force. In fact, it has 

been confirmed that the velocity of MBs can be varied by changing the voltage [1], and 

this method is considered to offer more freedom of control than the ultrasound one. 

However, under an electric field, the flow of liquid in a container is inevitably affected 

by electro-osmotic flow (EOF), the influence of which has not been considered in 

previous studies [1]. Therefore, in this study, we examined the EOF behavior and its 

effect on motion of MBs under an electric field. 

2. Theory 

2.1 Charge to MBs 

In this study, a cationic surfactant was used to positively charge the bubble surface so 

that the Coulomb force acts on MBs under an electric field [1]. 

2.2 Electro -osmotic flow (EOF) 

When an electric field is applied to a charged liquid, the liquid near the wall surface 

begins to move. This flow, called EOF, is due to the formation of an electric double 

layer near the wall surface by the electric field. Using the Navier-Stokes and Poisson-

Boltzmann equations, its velocity distribution can be calculated as shown in Fig. 1 [2]. 

In the case of a container with walls on all four sides in two-dimensional cross section, 

as shown in Fig. 2, the EOF along the two walls parallel to the electric field hits the end 

wall, then changes direction and generates a flow in the central region in the opposite 

direction to the flow near the walls. Thus, the experimentally observed MBs' velocity U 

is the sum of the velocity due to the Coulomb force Uc and the velocity received from 

the bulk EOF Ue described above. 



 

3. Experimental result and Numerical simulation 

3.1 Experiment 

An electric field was generated by a DC stabilized power supply, and MBs were 

observed to be attracted by the Coulomb force. The area of the shooting is the central 

1.7 x 2.1 mm area indicated by the red frame in Fig. 3. From the results at 60 V shown 

in Fig. 4, the average velocity of MBs increased as the MBs’ diameter increased. 

 

3.2 Numerical simulation 

Since it is not possible to cancel out Ue in the experiment at this stage, the magnitude 

of Ue is estimated theoretically. Using Smoluchowski's equation, the relationship 

between U and Ue is given by equation (1). According to this equation, the effect of Ue 

on U is not small. 

𝑈𝑒 = (1 − 6𝜋𝑘𝜀𝑟𝜀0)𝑈 (1) 

𝑟: MBs' radius, 𝑘: Coulomb's constant, 𝜀𝑟𝜀0: Dielectric constant 

4. Conclusion 

It was found that the motion of MBs under electric field is significantly influenced by the 

EOF. Therefore, we intend to make effective use of the EOF to control MBs in the 

future. 
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An Experimental Study of the Bubble Velocity Discontinuity in 
Viscoelastic Liquids 
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It is well-known that the discontinuous change in the rise velocity for single air bubbles 

rising through stationary viscoelastic liquids can be observed as a bubble volume 

exceeds a threshold value. In this study, we focus on the discontinuous change in the 

bubble rise velocity in the viscoelastic liquid and experimentally examine the 

discontinuity of the bubble rise velocity in detail. As viscoelastic liquids, sodium acrylate 

polymer (SAP) and hydrophobically modified alkali-soluble emulsion polymer (HASE) 

solutions are prepared. When SAP solutions with large relaxation time are used, the 

discontinuous change in the bubble rise velocity is occurred, whereas the 

discontinuous change in the bubble rise velocity cannot be observed for SAP solutions 

with small relaxation time. In the SAP solution, the discontinuous change in the bubble 

rise velocity is closely connected to the bubble shape; the bubble rise velocity is sharply 

increased when the bubble shape is much elongated in a longitudinal direction. On the 

other hand, the change in the bubble rise velocity in the HASE solution is also 

associated with the bubble shape. The bubble rise velocity is sharply increased, once 

a long elongated tail is formed from the bottom of the bubble. 



                                        

 

Determination of volumetric mass transfer coefficient kLa by means 

of pressure step method in an aerated stirred tank reactor 
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For the cultivation of animal cells in aerated stirred tank reactors, the volumetric oxygen 

mass transfer coefficient kLaO2 is a crucial factor for the design, characterization and 

scale-up of bioreactors. Various physical or chemical methods are described in the 

literature to determine the volumetric oxygen mass transfer coefficient kLaO2 [1]. 

Especially for processes with low expected volumetric mass transfer coefficients 

(kLaO2 < 10 h-1), the standard dynamic method is often used because this method is 

reliable and easy to perform. Due to the constantly increasing requirements for new 

processes towards even higher volumetric mass transfer coefficients, new efficient and 

reliable measurement methods are necessary. 

The aim of the contribution is to present and discuss the determined volumetric mass 

transfer coefficient of oxygen kLaO2 by the standard dynamic method with the pressure 

step method according to Linek et al. [2] for industrially relevant process conditions. 

The measurements are performed in deionized water on a stirred tank reactor in pilot-

scale, which is aerated with air and oxygen. For the pressure step method, an 

overpressure of 0.1 bar will be used. Furthermore, a comparison of the results with 

literature data is intended. 
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Unique bubble shape under pressure-oscillating field 
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An air bubble shows various kinds of shape in a viscoelastic fluid depending on the 

degree of pressure-oscillation. For example, Matsumoto et al. [1] reported the vertically 

aligned oblate spheroid bubble under pressure-oscillating field in a 6wt% CMC 

(carboxy methyl cellulose) fluid. 

The symmetrical axis of the 

bubble is in horizontal direction. 

The bubble changes from a 

spherical shape to the vertically 

aligned oblate spheroid shape 

via cuspidal shape as increasing 

in the amplitude of pressure-

oscillation. Iwata et al. showed 

the 2D retardation profiles captured by the 2D high-speed polarization camera. The 

retardation can be correlated with stress of the fluid (0.03M CTAB (cetyl trimethyl 

ammonium bromide) / 0.23M NaSal (sodium salicylate) fluid [2]). They showed the 

alternative local flow patterns (in contraction phase and expansion phase) surrounding 

the bubble as well. 

In this study, we evaluated effects of viscoelasticity and local flow surrounding the tiny 

bubble shape under bigger pressure-oscillating fieldin the viscoelastic fluids such as 4 

– 6 wt% CMC liquids. All of the experiments were carried out in a quartz cell and acrylic 

cell. Fig.1 shows periodic change of the retardation distribution during the contraction 

and expansion phases, where A shows an amplitude of the vibrating platform. Strong 

vertical retardation due to the orientation of the CMC fluid occurs as a result of local 

stress at rim (edge) of the bubble during the contraction phase, and a weak retardation 

occurs near the bubble surface due to biaxial deformation of the surrounding fluid 

during the expansion phase. 

 

 

Fig.1 retadation profile surrounding a bubble; 
A=0.50mm, f =150Hz 

Expansion phase        Contraction phase 

2 mm 
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Experimental investigation on pool boiling of ethanol/water mixtures 

in a wide pressure range on a smooth copper surface 

Y. Xanthopoulou, A. Sielaff, P. Stephan, Technical University of Darmstadt, Institute for 

Technical Thermodynamics, Darmstadt 

Nucleate boiling stands as one of the most effective methods for highly efficient heat 

transfer. Over the last decades, there is a worldwide interest to investigate nucleate 

boiling, since there are various industrial and technological applications. The use of 

complex fluids, such as mixtures with different thermodynamic properties is a simple yet 

effective way to optimize heat transfer in a nucleate boiling system. 

Using binary mixtures, the fluid properties such as surface tension, wettability, and boiling 

point can be moderated, using different component concentrations. These properties 

affect boiling heat transfer and bubble dynamics [1].  According to existent studies on 

boiling of binary mixtures, the heat transfer coefficient is generally lower than the 

coefficients in pure components of the mixture [1,2]. The reason for this heat transfer 

degradation can be attributed to variations in component concentration, mass diffusivity 

resistance, and the Marangoni effect, related to components’ surface tension [3-6]. Heat 

transfer in binary mixtures, i.e. the heat transfer coefficient can be optimized with various 

methods. These methods include changing the mixture composition, and component 

concentration, hence changing related phenomena of mass diffusivity resistance, heat 

diffusivity, and nucleation mechanism [7].  

Despite the extensive investigation of mixture nucleate boiling, a full comprehension of 

the boiling mechanisms has not been achieved. Therefore, it is of great interest to 

investigate in depth the boiling of binary mixtures in order to better understand the 

mechanisms by which mixture properties affect boiling heat transfer and the possibilities 

for an optimum combination of fluid composition and boiling conditions to enhance the 

heat transfer efficiency.  

The present work studies the influence of ethanol/water mixtures concertation in the 

boiling heat transfer through the thermal results (heat transfer coefficient, critical heat flux) 

and the bubble behavior observation since ethanol and water are two components with a 

great difference in the key property related to the phenomena mentioned above, surface 



tension. Pool boiling experiments using a wide range of ethanol/water mixture 

concentrations and a wide pressure range are conducted, in a sophisticated experimental 

setup allowing the use of a wide pressure range, the mixture concentration monitoring, 

and a close heat transfer observation with IR thermography. The overall goal of the study 

is the discovery of the mixture concentration and pressure combination to enhance the 

nucleate boiling heat transfer. 
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Hydrodynamics and heat transfer during impact or a gentle deposition of drop onto a 

heated substrate strongly depends on the substrate wettability, the temperature of the 

substrate and of the drop and on the substrate morphology. It has been shown that the 

heat transfer during the drop impact, as well as the cooled area, can be significantly 

increased by coating a substrate with a nanofiber mat [1]. The heat transfer 

enhancement has been attributed to the imbibition of the liquid into the porous structure 

accompanied by a significant enlargement of the wetted area and increasing of 

evaporation rate. Recently, the influence of the coating thickness and of the drop size 

on the imbibition kinetics, maximal imbibition area and the drying time has been studied 

experimentally at room temperature [2]. The present work is devoted to investigation 

of effect of the substrate temperature and nanofiber coating thickness on kinetics of 

drop spreading, imbibition and heat transport.  

Experimental method 

The substrates are manufactured from an infrared-transparent calcium fluoride glass 

and coated with submicrometer CrN and Cr layers. The electrically conductive 

chromium layer is used for heating of the substrate by electrical current. The nanofiber 

coating is applied using electrospinning.  Water and ethanol are used as test liquids. 

The dynamics of the drop spreading is captured by a high-speed camera in a side 

view, whereas the imbibition is observed by a camera in a top view. Simultaneously, 

the temperature distribution at the substrate-coating interface is captured with an 

infrared camera underneath the substrate. Based on the temperature distribution, the 

cooled are is determined (see Fig. 1). The transient distribution of the heat flux at the 

substrate-coating interface is evaluated by solving the heat conduction equation within 

the calcium fluoride substrate with the measured transient temperature field as a 

boundary condition.  



Results 

It has been observed that the radius of the cooled area is close to the radius of the 

imbibed area (see Fig. 2), in agreement with the results obtained previously with a 

much thinner substrate [1]. Increasing substrate temperature leads to decreasing of 

the drop drying time, to decreasing of the imbibed are and to decreasing of the life time 

of the drop cap above the coating. 

The relationship between the imbibition dynamics and the behavior of transient heat 

transport is discussed. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Side view of a spreading drop (with the drop radius 𝑟 ), 

top view of the imbibed area (with the imbibition radius 𝑟 ), and 

bottom view of the temperature field at the substrate-coating 

interface (with the radius of the cooled area 𝑟 ). 

Figure 2. Evolution of the drop radius, 

imbibition radius and the radius of the 

cooled area. Fluid: water, coating thickness: 

20 𝜇𝑚. 
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Bubbly pipe flows have been studied by many researchers, and various models and 

correlations, e.g., the drift-flux model, are available to estimate important variables 

such as the void fraction, the phase-averaged velocity and so on. Effects of oscillating 

motion of a flow channel on bubbly flow, which may possibly cause accumulation of 

bubbles near the wall, have not however been investigated in detail yet. In this study 

void fractions of air-water bubbly flows in a horizontally oscillating vertical pipe are 

measured and numerical simulations of the flows are also carried out to assess the 

numerical method and to discuss the characteristics of bubble motion in the 

accelerating frame of reference. The numerical method is based on the one-way 

bubble tracking method [1], and a lift force correlation [2] developed for bubbles in low 

Morton number systems is implemented. Fig. 1(a) shows a predicted bubbly flow in a 

steady vertical pipe of 20 mm diameter at the gas and liquid volume fluxes of 0.05 and 

0.20 m/s, respectively. The bubble size ranges from about 3 to 7 mm. Fig. 1(b) shows 

a flow in the pipe with oscillation, where the magnitude of the acceleration, a, is 1 m/s2 

and the oscillation period, T, is 0.8 s. The accelerating motion of the pipe induces 

significant lateral migration of bubbles and accumulation of bubbles on the pipe wall. 

Fig. 2 shows the radial profile of the void fraction, a(r), in the steady pipe case in 

comparison with the measured data, where <a> is the cross-sectional averaged a (~ 

0.1) and agreement is fairly good. Fig. 3 shows a(r) in the oscillating pipe case (the 

blue plots). The a(r) in the steady pipe case shows a small peak around r = 5~6 mm, 

whereas in the oscillating case the peak disappears and the profile is closer to a typical 

core-peaking profile. We took the average of void fraction for 0 - T/2 and T/2 - T 

separately. The void fractions for the half periods clearly show that a large 

increase/decrease in a is caused by the oscillation.  
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Fig. 1 One-way bubble tracking simulation results. (a) steady pipe; (b) oscillating pipe 

Fig. 2 a in steady pipe 

Fig. 3 a in oscillating pipe 
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Evaluation of mixing characteristic of static mixers by flow 

visualization techniques 

Takashi Saeki, Aya Kaide, Kyosuke Watanabe,  
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 A static mixer is a mixing device which is used by inserting it into a pipe. Recently, a 

static mixer called CE with three curved elements on the pipe wall has been developed 

on a fluid simulation to form a flow that enhances mixing downstream. In this study, we 

experimentally evaluated the mixing characteristics of 

CE with the comparison of other static mixers. 

Figure 1 shows the results of pressure drops for 

several types of static mixers. At an average flow rate 

of 1.0 m/s, NS, JMS, and MSE were 252, 270, and 

1770 times, respectively, compared to when there 

was no static mixer. In contrast, CE was 16.6 times, 

which was found to be significantly lower than other 

static mixers. 

   Radial velocity distributions at several locations 

downstream of CE were measured by particle image velocimetry (PIV) and are shown 

in Figure 2 as contour diagrams. Considering that the mixing effect is exhibited in the 

orange part of the figure, we found that the disturbing effect of CE continues not only 

immediately afterwards but also 

considerably downstream. 

As shown above,  we propose a 

method to judge the performance of  

static mixers from pressure loss 

measurement, flow visualization 

immediately after, and downstream 

velocity measurement. 
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Fig.1  Pressure drop vs. flow  

velocity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig.2  Radial flow analysis results by PIV. 
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ABSTRACT 

Within the current project, an experimental setup to determine concentration and 

temperature fields was built. The setup can be used to get further insights into heat 

and mass transport phenomena, e.g. mostly diffusional phenomena or Marangoni 

convection. Additionally, the utilized measurement technique called Rainbow Schlieren 

Deflectometry (RSD) can be used to determine local transport coefficients within 

transparent media in real-time. As an optical and therefore non-intrusive measurement 

technique, RSD is extremely versatile and can be applied to a multitude of test 

systems. The measurement technique is based upon the dependency of the refractive 

index on different thermodynamic parameters, e.g. temperature or concentration. 

Changes in those parameters lead to diffraction of light rays, which can be visualized 

by a color graded filter, as schematically shown in figure 1 for a single droplet mass 

transfer experiment. 

Within the past months, validation of the experimental setup by measuring heat 

transfer for free convection has been done. This enabled the development of 

automated analysis tools for different geometric conditions, which will be applied to 

mass transfer from a single droplet to a continuous phase in the future. For this 

purpose, we started measurements of different liquid/liquid systems, e.g. 1-

Octanol/Water with Diethylene glycol butyl ether as transfer component. This system 

shows almost solely diffusional mass transfer and serves as an intermediate step 

towards the system Toluene/Water/Acetone. This system shows strong Marangoni 

convection and requires a more sophisticated analysis. First examinations of this 



system led to a more detailed insight into interfacial phenomena like Marangoni 

convection. 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of the RSD setup (left), Diffraction of light rays and displacement in the 
filter plane (right). 
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copolymers 
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The formation of deposits is a considerable challenge in the continuous implementation 

of emulsion polymerisations, as these are often deposit-intensive, so that time-

consuming and cost-intensive cleaning steps are necessary. The challenge here is to 

be able to monitor the formation of deposits in the reactor in order to initiate any 

necessary cleaning procedures. For this purpose, various fouling sensors were 

developed within the framework of the KoPPonA 2.0 project, and their suitability for 

deposit measurement was to be investigated. 

At the University of Hamburg, investigations were carried out using a vinyl acetate 

material system. For this purpose, the local and integral fouling masses were 

gravimetrically referenced in order to obtain a general understanding of the time-

dependent deposit formation processes. In addition, in collaboration with the RUB an 

ultrasound sensor for fouling detection was investigated to obtain inline knowledge 

about integral fouling masses. Moreover, together with CeMOS, a spectroscopic rod 

probe for tracking local deposit growth processes was used and their suitability for the 

substance system was considered. Both measurement methods were compared with 

regard to their comparability, detection limits and robustness. 

 

The work has been funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action as 

part of the ENPRO Initiative (KoPPonA 2.0, FKZ: 03EN2004M). 



Study on spinning behavior of organogelator: PMDA-R 

Aya Kaide, Tomohiko Ishida, Takashi Saeki, Yamaguchi University, Ube-city/Japan 

    Compounds with benzene as a skeleton with four alkyl chains (pyromellitamide: 

PMDA-R) were synthesized as organogelator, which can increase the viscosities of 

some oils or gel them due to the formation of self-assembled structures1). In the 

application of such additives as cosmetics, paints, and so on, it is necessary to obtain 

not only the viscosity and viscoelasticity data, but also spinning characteristics such as 

thread pulling and thread breakage. In this study, we set up a prototype equipment to 

measure the spinnability of the compounds with different pair of alkyl chains dissolved 

in some oils. 

Figure 1 (a), (b) show the 

viscoelasticity of two types of PMDA-

2C8/R' with different concentrations of 

0.1 and 1.0wt% in dodecane. The 

rheological characteristic of each 

sample was evaluated by the slopes of 

storage modulus, G', and loss modulus, 

G" with respect to ω and the positional 

relationship between them. 

   In Fig.2, the vertical and 

horizontal axes of each 

graph indicate spinability 

stress and thread length, 

respectively. As the 

viscoelasticity of a sample 

increased, the stress peak moved in the direction of increasing the thread length. Also, 

the threads formed by gel samples tended to break suddenly. We can roughly classify 

obtained spinnability curves into four patterns with associating their rheological data. 

We also conducted Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) observation of self-

assembled structures and considered such results in relation to the crystallinity of the 

compounds. 

REFERENCES 
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       (a) R’=C12         (b) R’=oleyl 

Fig.1  Viscoelasticity of PMDA-2C8/R’. 

 

Fig.2  Spinnability curves. 



Using ultrasound for characterizing overflowing froth
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Flotation is a separation process in which hydrophobic particles inside a liquid bath

attach  to  uprising  bubbles,  which  subsequently  form  a  froth  layer  on  the  liquid

surface. This froth phase, which consists of foam with particles, has a large impact

on the transport of separated materials and therefore the overall process efficiency.

Despite the importance for process control, a notable lack of suitable techniques for

on-line characterization of the froth’s properties such as the liquid fraction or particle

content can be found. A potential approach to gain information on the different phase

fractions  in  froth  is  the  application  of  low-frequency  ultrasound  measurement

techniques. In this contribution an overflowing froth containing varying mass fractions

of  quartz  particles  and  liquid  is  analyzed  using  ultrasonic  measurements.

Transducers are placed above the froth’s  surface and the reflection of  ultrasonic

Figure 1: Schematic setup of a flotation process with the arrangement of the ultrasonic 

transducers and the relationship between the amplitude of reflection and overflowing 

particle mass fraction.



waves  from  the  froth  is  recorded.  The measured  amplitude of  the  reflections

correlates well to the fraction of solids inside the froth (Figure 1). 

Therefore it is shown, that current optical froth characterization techniques can be

improved  by  incorporating  ultrasonic  measurements.  This  is a  first  step  towards

advanced process control in industrial flotation processes.
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Bubble swarms play an important role in many technical processes like fermentation 

or flotation, where bubble size and form can have an important influence on process 

efficiency (e.g. bubble-particle-collision in flotation) [1, 2].    

 

Today, commercial software for bubble swarm analysis is easily available. Apart from 

considerable expense for such programmes, it is however disadvantageous that the 

underlying programme code is not disclosed. Therefore, it is unknown, how the 

algorithms work and improvements and adaptations are not possible. Furthermore, the 

analysis of bubble swarms with larger gas volume fractions is challenging due to 

multiple overlapping of the bubbles in swarm images [3].  

 

A MATLAB algorithm is proposed which allows the calculation of bubble size and form 

distributions from images of bubble swarms even at higher fraction of overlapping 

bubbles.  

 

For this, all raw images are prepared using Gauss and median filtering before 

converting the images into binary black and white images using an Otsu filter. All single 

bubbles and bubble clusters (multiple bubbles overlapping or touching each other) are 

separated into regions of interest (RoI), containing one bubble or a bubble cluster each.  

 

In order to differentiate between single bubbles and bubble clusters, an Euclidean 

Distance Transformation (EDT) is applied. For single bubbles the EDT results in one 

peak indicating the centre of the bubble, while bubble clusters show two or more peaks, 

depending on the amount of bubbles.  

If, however, bubbles of comparable size overlap, the EDT not always yields satisfying 

results, but by repeating the EDT after rotating the RoI by 90° the recognition of the 

overlapping bubbles can be considerably improved. 



If the EDT indicates a bubble cluster, dominant points are defined first. These are used 

to describe the contour of the cluster to both minimize the computing time – since there 

are less data points to calculate – and optimize the detection of concave points (the 

intersection of the edge of two bubbles). The reasoning is that straight lines are 

represented by pixel steps, which for some clusters leads to problems calculating 

concave points. Using the dominant points, concave points can be calculated with 

different criteria. Those concave points divide the contour line of the cluster into 

multiple segments for which the curvature radius and centroid position are calculated. 

If the centroid position and curvature radius of two or more segments are within a 

tolerance, those segments are recombined to represent the same bubble of the cluster.  

 

Lastly, all recombined segments and single bubbles are fitted as tilted ellipses, which 

allows determination of centroid positions, major and minor axes and tilt-angles of all 

bubbles in the image. 

 

First applications of the algorithm to test images and images of real bubble swarms 

show very promising results regarding accuracy, true-positive-rate, and positive-

prediction-value.  
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The objective of this study is to better understand the link between the shape and the 

terminal velocity of elongated bubbles in slightly inclined pipes. The terminal velocity, 

the shape and the velocity field in the liquid layer under the elongated bubble were 

obtained using two-dimensional (coupling shadowgraphy and PIV) and three-

dimensional (TOMOPTV) optical techniques. In addition, a numerical investigation of 

the three dimensional flow was performed using NiceFlow® code developed and 

commercialised by LEMMA. 

Elongated bubbles were observed in an inclined pipe. The pipe is 4.5 m long with an 

internal diameter of D = 0.0352 m. The terminal bubble velocity, the bubble shape (and 

the velocity field in the liquid were determined using respectively three laser diodes 

with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz, a Basler Ace camera with a resolution of 1920 

x 1200 pixels², in full frame on 12 bits (for the shape using shadowgraphy) and its 

associated collimated light source positioned at the other side of the pipe (for the shape 

using shadowgraphy), a DANTEC 4M camera with a resolution of 1632 x 816 pixels² 

on 12 bits (for the velocity field using PIV) and a double-cavity pulsed 30 mJ Nd:Yag 

laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and with a maximum frequency of 30 Hz (for the 

velocity field using PIV). Based on the analysis of these 2D experiments, it was 

necessary to acquire three-dimensional information. 

A three-dimensional visualisation of the velocity field around an elongated bubble was 

possible thanks to FERMaT’s TOMO 4D PTV equipment. The motion of the tracer 

particles were tracked using the following optical equipment: four high speed cameras 

(Phantom VEO 640L), equipped with 200 mm Nikon lenses and 540 nm high pass 

filters, a high-speed pulsed laser (Quantronix Darwin Duo; 2 × 60 mJ at 1 kHz) with a 



wavelength of 527 nm, and volume optics modules from LaVision (combinations of 

vertical and horizontal cylindrical lenses), which generate a homogeneous volume 

illumination from the laser on the whole test section. The volume of investigation has 

a size of 160 mm x 50 mm x 50 mm (length x width x depth). The laser and optical 

modules are used to illuminate homogeneously the test section zone from the bottom 

whereas the four cameras placed in a squared configuration (2 on each side of the 

pipe) record the test zone with an angle of approximately 20° between the line of sight 

and the vertical direction. The acquisition rate was 1400 Hz. The high-density particle 

tracking method implemented in DaVis software by LaVision GmbH and inspired from 

the Shake-The-Box (STB) method is highly effective for dense particle concentrations. 

Such results are original since very few attempts have been made to apply STB (Shake 

the Box) in circular cross-section pipes and in two-phase gas-liquid flow. 

 

The NiceFlow code is a 3D CFD software based on a mixed finite volume element 

method. A level set resolution has been chosen to track the interface in which surface 

tension effects were also included. In addition, NiceFlow uses an adaptive meshing 

toolbox called ANAMESH, which allows the use of surfacic and volumetric mesh 

adaptation processes throughout the numerical computation. It is thus possible to 

refine the mesh during the simulation according to criteria given by the user. This 

adaptive meshing tool was shown to be essential in order to predict correctly both the 

shape and the terminal velocity of elongated bubbles. 

The comparison between TOMOPTV 3D experiments and Niceflow 3D simulations 

gives very good results which allow to extract from the numerical simulation the 

interfacial distributions of pressure and normal and tangential viscous stresses that are 

essential to better understand the link between the shape and the terminal velocity of 

elongated bubbles in slightly inclined pipes. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the food and paint manufacturing process, where most products are liquid-liquid or 

solid-liquid systems, many of the fluids handled exhibit non-Newtonian properties, 

whose viscosity and shear stress depend on shear rate. Generally, their rheology is 

measured using a rotational viscometer. However, this batch-wise method requires 

sampling of the product, making it unsuitable for linkage with IoT. Therefore, we 

focused on a model that continuously measures the characteristic values of the 

Herschel-Bulkley model from the pressure difference and flow rate [1],[2]. In this study, 

we investigated the possibility of continuous measurement of rheological properties of 

food fluids and improvement of measurement accuracy using this model. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. A circular acrylic pipe 

with an inner diameter 2R = 6 mm and a length L = 1 m was set horizontally. 92 wt% 

Glycerol aq. (Gly), 1 wt% guar gum aq. (GG), 1 

wt% tamarind seed gum aq. (TG), 1 wt% 

xanthan gum aq. (XG), ketchup and thick sauce 

were used. Pressure drop ΔP [Pa] and flow 

rate Q [m3/s] were measured simultaneously. 

The Herschel-Bulkley model shown in Eq. (1) 

is often used to relate shear stress 𝜏 to shear rate �̇� [3], where 𝐾 is the consistency 

index [Pa･sn], 𝑛 is the flow index [-], and 𝜏0 is the yield stress [Pa]. The relationship 

among the shear stress at the wall 𝜏𝑤, Δ𝑃, 𝑄, 𝑅 and 𝐿 derived by Rabinowitch is 

shown in Eq. (2) [3]. In this study, 𝐾, 𝑛, and 𝜏0 for each fluid were determined by fitting 

the rotational viscometer measurements to Eq. (1) and inline measurements to Eq. (2). 

 

𝜏 =  𝐾 ∙ �̇�𝑛 + 𝜏0 (1) 
 

𝜏W =
𝑅

2𝐿
Δ𝑃 = 𝐾 ∙ (

3𝑛 + 1

𝑛

𝑄

𝜋𝑅3
)

𝑛

+ 𝜏0 (2) 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup 
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Fig.2 shows the viscosity curves calculated using the determined K, n and τ0. For 

Glycerol (a), Guar gum (b) and Tamarind seed gum (c), which have no yield stress, 

the viscosity curves from the rotational viscometer and inline measurements agree well, 

with a maximum error of n of 11%. However, for Xanthan gum (d), ketchup (e) and 

thick sauce (f) with yield stress, the values of n in each measurement had a maximum 

error of 34%. For fluids (a)~(c), two parameters ( 𝐾  and 𝑛 ) are determined 

simultaneously, while for fluids (d)~(f), three parameters (𝐾, 𝑛 and 𝜏0) should be 

determined simultaneously. Then the accuracy of estimation was assumed to be 

improved by determining 𝜏0 first. In this study, 𝜏0 was first estimated using Casson 

equation [4] shown in Eg. (3) for the rotational viscometer and Eq. (4) for the inline 

measurement, and then 𝐾 and 𝑛 were determined using the estimated value of 𝜏0 . 

√𝜏 = 𝑎√�̇� + √𝜏0 (3)  √𝑅/(2𝐿) · Δ𝑃 = 𝑎√𝑄/(𝜋𝑅3) + √𝜏0 (4) 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison of viscosity curves between rotational viscometer and inline 

As a result, the error of 𝜏0  decreased from 24% to 4%(xanthan), 100% to 4% 

(ketchup) and 100% to 34% (thick sauce) respectively, and the error of 𝐾 and 𝑛 also 

decreased. This confirms that for fluids with a yield stress, the accuracy of parameter 

estimation by inline measurement is improved by determining the yield stress first. 
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Reliable production of new biological agents and efficient strategies to scale-up the 

processes to industrial sizes are of particular importance. This is a major challenge 

because industrial scale bioreactors are often subjected to transient cultivation 

conditions caused by spatial and temporal gradients, which often diminish the cellular 

performance of microorganisms (Paul and Herwig, 2020). Particularly modern local 

probes, which are usually located near the reactor lack the ability to spatiotemporally 

quantify these heterogeneities in mixing and cellular performance throughout the 

reactor. Hence, the residence times of cells in prevailing compartments (Kuschel and 

Takors, 2020) and their turbulent pathways, also called lifelines (Lapin et al., 2004), 

cannot be mapped, which emphasizes the necessity for a technology to unveil them.  

 

Free-floating Lagrangian Sensor Particles (LSP) that follow the fluid flow in a 

characteristic way are the state-of-the-art to represent both experimentally-based 

trajectories and spatiotemporal resolved conditions (Bisgaard et al., 2020). This 

approach may portray a characteristic fingerprint of a stirred tank reactor (STR) and 

offers eventual optimization potential for industrial scales, however, strongly 

dependent on the LSP’s design. The goal of such a LSP is to mimic the lifeline of a cell 

and sufficiently resolve gradients of pH, the concentration of dissolved oxygen or 

substrate at the corresponding position in the reactor. Nonetheless, their minimum size 

and weight is predetermined by technical limitations. The accompanying flow-following 

capability of such a finite-sized, inertial particle in a turbulent regime is not yet fully 

understood and so is the significance of recorded data sets. For this reason, a 

combined approach of laboratory-, pilot-, and production-scale experiments and 

associated numerical simulations using a commercial Lattice-Boltzmann CFD solver 



(M-Star CFD, M-Star Simulations, LLC, Ellicott City, MD, USA) is being developed at 

the Institute for Multiphase Flows at the Hamburg University of Technology. 

 

On the one hand, 4D-Particle Tracking Velocimetry (4D-PTV, DaVis, LaVision GmbH, 

Göttingen, Germany) and the “Shake-the-Box” method (Schanz et al., 2016) is utilized 

in order to obtain spatially (148 µm/px) and temporally (up to 525 Hz) highly resolved 

particle trajectories of differently sized inertial particles (180 µm, 1000 kg/m3 and 

732 µm, 1024 kg/m3) in a 3 L STR. Accompanying Lattice-Boltzmann simulations are 

assessed and validated by gained experimental data in the same geometry with 

respect to non-dimensional numbers, such as the particle Reynolds number and the 

Stokes number. The latter provides information about the particle flow-following 

behavior, and thus crucial information regarding hydrodynamics in a highly turbulent 

regime. On the other hand, experiments in a 200 L and a 15000 L transparent acrylic 

glass bioreactor are conducted to investigate multiple LSP designs. They differ not only 

in hardware components or data type handling, but also in shape, size and shell 

material (Buntkiel et al., 2021; Lauterbach et al., 2019), which strongly influences the 

LSP’s distribution throughout the reactor, its velocity and most importantly its trajectory. 

 

In this presentation, evaluations of experimental and numerical Lagrangian particle 

trajectories are shown. Thereof, similarities and differences regarding their flow-

following behavior in the respective scale may be deduced. It will be discussed whether 

recorded LSP data can be ascribed to lifelines of a cell during a cultivation process and 

how further Lattice-Boltzmann simulations in combination with a multiscale 

experimental analysis have the potential to become the transfer technology of choice. 
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ABSTRACT 

An efficient numerical method based on cut-cell method was extended for turbulent and two-phase 
flows in this study. Conventional cut-cell methods[1-2] focused on flux control across on the 
computational cells. In a proposed method, we changed the calculation procedure of stress tensor 
directly by using the distance from wall and velocity information. This extension made easy use of 
wall laws for laminar and turbulent boundary layers. To demonstrate the method, turbulent flows 
over a wall-mounted hump was calculated. A wall law derived from Spalart-Allamalas model[3] was 
implemented and compared velocity profiles with data provided in NASA Turbulence Modeling 
Resource website[4]. In addition, cut-cell information was utilized to Volume-of-Fluid method. 
Previously developed THAINC method[5] was applied for convection term of phase index. An 
movement of single droplet on wall-mounted hump was calculated to check the ability of proposed 
conventions. The well-known fractional step method for an incompressible flows and Cartesian 
computational grid can be applied in the proposed method, which ensure that an efficient 
calculation of transient flows. Surface tension is sophisticate by using level set function calculated 
from tangent hyperbolic function in the THAINC method. As a result of applications, the proposed 
method could easily take into account the flows with distorted boundary walls. 
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Homogeneous mixture of powders is in great demand for industrial products and 

produced through different kinds of mechanical mixers. Tote blender [1], widely used in 

pharmaceutical industry, has received scant attention. Particle flow dynamics in 

cataracting regime have not been clearly characterized. In addition, air impacts on 

mixing are not examined hitherto, despite the fact that air drag force is not negligible 

for relatively small particles during mixing [2]. Therefore, this study aims to numerically 

investigate particle fundamentals under cataracting regime and clarify air impacts on 

mixing in a tote blender for the first time. 

Our in-house DEM-CFD method named FELMI [3], a reliable tool to simulate gas-solid 

flow, is used to include fluid-solid interactions during particle mixing. The tote blender 

is operated in cataracting regime at fixed filling level, with a wide range of particle 

diameters explored. Besides, to conduct a detailed analysis of mixing mechanism, the 

Lanczos-based proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method [4] is utilized, where 

the distribution feature of POD modes can indicate convective/diffusive mixing, 

respectively. To further quantify the POD analysis, a new convection/diffusion index is 

derived, by which the convection/diffusion rate of a mixing process is obtained. 

Firstly, simulation results show that three times of particle fall-off in the upper free 

space during each blender round are the main feature of the cataracting regime. Air is 

found to bring negligible, slightly negative, and positive effects on mixing performance 

of large, medium, and small particles, respectively. Qualitative analysis of volume 

faction snapshots indicates that the change of particle fall-off motions contributes to 

the varied mixing performances. POD-based quantitative analysis of mixing 

mechanism shows satisfactory agreement with the simulations results above, and 

further reveals that reduced convection rate accounts for the worse mixing 

performance of medium particles under air, while both convection and diffusion rates 

are improved with air impacts for small particles. 

To sum up, the tote blender operated in cataracting regime features three times’ 

particle fall-off in each round. Depending on the particle diameter, air can have different 

impacts on mixing by changing particle motions, with convection mechanism 



dominates the different mixing performances. This work provides novel insights about 

the latent functions of air on mixing in the tote blender, which should be carefully 

considered in tumbling blenders. More importantly, the newly proposed 

convection/diffusion index is verified to quantify the contribution of convection/diffusion 

mechanism even under complex situations. 
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A dusty gas approach for electrostatic precipitation of
monodisperse aerosols using One-Dimensional Turbulence
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BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg, Cottbus/Germany
The objective of this work is to present an economical alternative for the simulation of
turbulent flows in electrostatic precipitators (ESPs), which does not rely on classical
sub-grid scale turbulence models.
Key modeling insights
Unlike in Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) or Large Eddy Simulations
(LESs), the One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT) does not require any kind of wall-
modeling or sub-grid scale modeling [1]. The model resolves all relevant length scales
in a 1-D domain, while modeling the 3-D aspects of the turbulent velocity transport and
turbulent pressure transport. The application of ODT in this work considers a
monodisperse aerosol with one representative particle modal diameter 𝑑𝑝. Although
we do not employ any charging model, we reckon the role of the charge state in the
particle mobility coefficient 𝛽𝑝. Thus, we consider some representative particle charge
𝑞 for the calculation of 𝛽𝑝,

𝛽𝑝 =
𝑞𝐷𝑝
𝑘𝐵𝑇 . (1)

Here, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is the temperature. The particle diffusion
coefficient 𝐷𝑝 is obtained by the Stokes-Einstein relation. Air and aerosol are the carrier
and disperse phases of densities 𝜌𝑔 and 𝜌𝑝, with velocity fields 𝑉𝑔 and 𝑉𝑝, respectively.
We use a dusty gas approach [2] with mass averaged velocity 𝜌𝑉 =  𝜌𝑔𝑉𝑔 + 𝜌𝑝𝑉𝑝, and
total density 𝜌 =  𝜌𝑔 + 𝜌𝑝. The disperse phase density can be solved by consideration
of a convective flux for 𝜌𝑝, an electrical drift, and a Fickian mass diffusive flux, simplified
for low mass loading and small 𝐷𝑝,

𝜕𝜌𝑝
𝜕𝑡 + 𝛻∙ 𝜌𝑝𝑉 + 𝜌𝑝𝛽𝑝𝐸 − 𝐷𝑝𝛻𝜌𝑝 =  0. (2)

Air also transports ionic charge due to the effect of a corona discharge in the ESP. The
𝜌𝑓,𝑖 ionic charge density equation, in that sense, is also similar to Eq. (2). However, it
is entirely dominated by the drift term. An additional equation for the particle charge
density 𝜌𝑓,𝑝 can also be solved, although this is not strictly necessary. In such case,



𝜌𝑓 =  𝜌𝑓,𝑖 + 𝜌𝑓,𝑝, and 𝜌𝑓,𝑝 can influence the electric field. We solve a 1-D version of Eq.
(2) without the convective flux, together with 1-D equations for momentum and
enthalpy (in the form of temperature), using a finite volume method and a Lagrangian
ODT formulation. The ODT formulation observes the effect of the electrohydrodynamic
(EHD) body force on turbulent transport, see [3].
Results
Figure 1 shows the results for mass-related penetration obtained by the simulations
(relative to the bulk particle density 𝜌𝑝,𝑏). The framework successfully represents the
drift of the disperse phase, and shows that particle diffusion is negligible, i.e.,
penetration is negligible at zero EHD body force. Results are shown for two arbitrary
values of 𝑞, namely, 𝑞𝑒 and 8𝑞𝑒 (𝑞𝑒 is the elementary charge), which lie below the
saturation charge value [4]. It is clear that 𝑞 greatly influences the penetration.

Figure 1: Mass-related penetration results. Experimental results from [5] are shown for comparison
Conclusions
The proposed modeling framework is an appealing 1-D method for the simulation of
ESPs which has the potential to yield consistent physical results, given the
representation of (turbulent) advective, electrical drift and diffusive fluxes within ODT.
Future work should incorporate a charging model, e.g., [4,6], in order to reduce the
empiricism associated to the value of 𝛽𝑝 in the simulations.
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For large-scale simulations, the Euler–Euler approach coupled with steady or unsteady 

Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) modelling is the only viable framework. 

Knowledge of the individual terms in the exact two-phase Reynolds stress (RS) 

transport equation is a fundamental base for both validating and improving RANS 

closures.  

The present study shows the single-point statistics from bubbleresolving direct 

numerical simulations (DNS) of a homogeneous bubble-laden flow (Figure 1) using an 

in-house Immersed-Boundary code [1] and juxtapose these to the recent experiments 

[2]. Two monodisperse swarms are addressed with the same bubble diameter but with 

different total void fraction. Furthermore, based on the DNS data we analyze for the 

first time the relative contribution of the budget terms in the RS-transport equation, 

considering pressurestrain, interfacial, and dissipation terms without any assumption. 

These data may constitute a complete reference for RANS model development in the 

framework of Euler-Euler approaches to bubbly flows. 

Instantaneous iso-surface of λ2 and fluid velocity fields in a simulation of a bubble swarm                                                 
with physical parameters corresponding to the case SmMore in [2]. 
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Introduction 

The drop impact on a liquid film is of interest for various technical applications. Within 

the SFB TRR-150 funded by the DFG, corresponding phenomena occurring in internal 

combustion engines and in exhaust gas aftertreatment with urea-water solution are 

studied. Understanding the complex interfacial dynamics of the drop impact onto a 

liquid film and its proper description by CFD on various levels of details is crucial for 

increasing efficiency while reducing NOx emissions. While the drop impact onto a thin 

film is more complex as compared to that on a dry surface, it is less understood. 

Experimental studies on drop-film dynamics for conditions, where the interaction is 

entirely rotationally symmetric, are rare and are proposed as benchmark test case in 

this study. Such data are of high relevance for the development of interface-resolving 

simulation methods, such as the phase-field method as demonstrated here. In a 2D 

axisymmetric set-up, the numerical effort remains limited as compared to 3D, allowing 

for extensive comparative computational studies required for method development. 

Experimental and numerical methodology 

The impact of a single drop on a liquid wall film of the same liquid (silicone oil, kinematic 

viscosity 510-6 m2/s) is studied experimentally and numerically [1]. In the experiment, 

the drop drips off a cannula tip by gravity as soon as the critical mass is reached. The 

impact substrate is an aluminum block with a recess that constrains the liquid so that 

films with a defined thickness can be placed. Shadowgraph images are taken with a 

high-speed CMOS camera (20000 fps, magnification of 31 μm/px). The film height (500 

μm) and the drop diameter (1.5 mm) are kept fixed while the drop velocity is varied by 

altering the height of the cannula tip relative to the film surface. Numerically, this set-

up is studied with a phase-field method solving for the coupled Cahn-Hilliard Navier-

Stokes equations on an adaptive grid using OpenFoam (code phaseFieldFoam). 



Results 

Experiments and simulations are performed for impact velocities 1, 2 and 3 m/s. The 

Weber number and Reynolds number are in the ranges 78 – 702 and 300 – 900, 

respectively. For the comparison of experiment and simulation, three characteristic 

dimensions are used: the crown diameter at the crown base dCB, measured 0.13 mm 

above the film surface, the crown diameter at the free rim dCT and the crown height hC. 

From the evaluation of consecutive images, the temporal evolution of dCB, dCT and hC 

is determined. With these experimental data, it has been demonstrated that adequate 

treatment of interfacial relaxation in the phase-field method is crucial to capture low- to 

high-energy drop-film impacts at a high level of accuracy. As an example, Fig. 1 shows 

selected results for drop impact velocity of 2 m/s including comparisons of the 

instantaneous crown shape and of the time evolution of the crown height hC. 

 

Fig. 1 Comparison of crown shape (left) and height (right) between exp. and simulation for impact velocity 2 m/s. 

Conclusions 

High quality time-resolved experimental data on drop impact on a thin liquid film and 

associated crown formation dynamics are provided under conditions where the entire 

process stays axisymmetric. Such experimental data for low to high impact dynamics 

have been missing in literature but are especially useful for advancement and 

validation of numerical methods for two-phase flows, as demonstrated here for the 

phase-field method. The proposed benchmark data set is accessible online [2]. 
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The deformation and breakup of a drop in viscoelastic liquids undergoing simple linear 

shear flow are computationally examined. In this study, the viscoelastic fluid is modeled 

using the FENE-CR model, and our computations are implemented through a 

hydrodynamic scheme with formal second-order accuracy using a coupled level 

set/volume-of-fluid (CLSVOF) method. The appearance of the drop deformation and 

breakup depending on the Reynolds, Capillary and Deborah numbers is presented. It 

is revealed from numerical results that viscoelastic properties (FENE-CR model 

parameters) largely affect the drop deformation and breakup: viscoelastic properties 

enhance the drop deformation and breakup compared to that in a Newtonian liquid. It 

is clearly shown that the enhancement of drop deformation and breakup is attributable 

to the action of the elastic stress on the drop. 
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Efficient cultivation platforms are essential for fast screening of microorganisms, cell-

based assays and development of new bioprocesses and biopharmaceuticals. 

Therefore, microscale-systems like micro-bioreactors (MBRs) are a promising 

alternative to conventional cultivation platforms like shake flasks. Their minimal size 

with volumes below 1 mL enables high parallelization and low consumption of less 

available media components and testing substances. Furthermore, automatization of 

MBRs enables high throughput screenings with a high degree of process information 

generated by optical sensors. 

A novel micro-bioreactor combining these advantages is the here described capillary-

wave micro-bioreactor (cwMBR). It consists of a quadratic Foturan glass slide, holding 

a sessile droplet of cultivation medium with a volume of 7 µL (Fig. 1A) (Meinen et al. 

2019). To avoid additional mechanical mixing in the cwMBR, it is homogenized by 

vertical oscillation of a surrounding 3D printed mounting inducing capillary waves on 

the droplet surface. By adjustment of different oscillation frequencies and amplitudes, 

different types of capillary waves can be formed on the gas-liquid-interface (Fig. 1B). 

High kLa values up to 340 h-1 and mixing times below two seconds depending on the 

excitation frequency are achieved (Frey et al. 2020). 

For process characterization, different types of optical sensors are integrated in the 

cwMBR. Biomass growth can be determined by light absorbance measurement of the 



droplet. Furthermore, optical sensors measure oxygen saturation, glucose 

concentration and pH value in the cwMBR. The pH sensor is based on fluorescence 

quenching of near-infrared emitting aza-BODIPY dyes (Strobl et al. 2015). Oxygen 

saturation is measured by sensors containing phosphorescent red-light excitable 

porphyrin dyes. By measuring the oxygen uptake during enzymatic glucose oxidation 

of glucose oxidase, monitoring of glucose concentration is possible (Nacht et al. 2015). 

 

Figure 1: A) cwMBR slide with integrated sensor spots; B) Capillary waves on the 
cwMBR surface at different resonance frequencies of the droplet (Frey et al. 2020). 

The cwMBR is well suited for cell-based assays, which are often based on specific 

fluorophores or dyes added to the cultivation medium. Excitation with specific LEDs 

enables measurement of fluorescence intensity and absorbance via read-out by a 

spectrometer. Hence, fluorescent and colorimetric assays for determination of cell 

viability and quantification of reactive oxygen species can be performed in the cwMBR. 
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Effects of Temperature and Superficial Gas Velocity on the Stability 

of Pre- or Post-PEGylated Liposomes in a Bubble Column   
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Phospholipid vesicles (liposomes) are soft particles in which various molecules can be 

confined. Surface modification of lipid-based particles with poly(ethylene glycol) 

(PEGylation) is applicable to prepare stable drug carriers and vaccines, whereas 

relatively little is known on the stability and application of PEGylated liposomes in 

multiphase flows. In the present work, PEGylated liposomes encapsulated with high 

concentrations of 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (CF) were prepared and suspended in an 

external loop airlift bubble column to examine the effect of gas-liquid flow on the 

permeability of the CF molecules through lipid bilayer membranes. As a pre-

PEGylation approach [1], liposomes were prepared by hydrating a dry film of 1,2-

dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and N-(methylpolyoxyethylene 

oxycarbonyl)-1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DSPE-PEG) with a 

50 mM Tris-HCl/50 mM NaCl buffer solution (pH = 7.4) followed by extrusion for sizing 

the liposomes. The PEGylated lipid possesses a PEG moiety with mean molecular 

mass of about 5000. PEGylated liposomes were also prepared by mixing pre-formed 

liposomes with an aqueous solution of PEGylated lipids (post-PEGylation) [2]. The 

PEGylated liposomes were suspended in the bubble column operated by introducing 

model air at 25 or 40 °C at the superficial gas velocity UG of 0.58-0.88 cm/s. The 

release rate of CF from PEGylated liposomes increased with increasing temperature 

and the UG value whereas non-PEGylated liposomes were little affected by the gas-

liquid flow in their membrane permeability. The interaction between the PEG moiety 

on the surface of liposomes and bubbles was indicated to cause rapid and significant 

destabilization of liposomes. The above results obtained may be applicable to control 

the permeability of liposome membranes under mild conditions without employing 

chemicals such as detergents. 
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Abstract 

Collagen is the most abundant protein in our body and has been used as an essential 

component for culturing mammalian cells [1, 2].  Among various types of collagen-

based materials presented, tubular structures (hollow fibers) are highly beneficial in a 

wide range of biomedical applications.  However, it has been significantly challenging 

to produce micrometer-sized collagen tubes with precisely controlled morphologies, 

due to the difficulty in manipulating highly viscous precursor solutions.  Here we 

present a new approach to producing collagen tubes with diameters of several hundred 

micrometers based on the sol-gel transition of aqueous collagen solution, assisted by 

multilayer microfluidic devices.  The core-shell pattern of the laminar viscous flow of 

the acidic collagen solution and the thickened core solution was formed using the 

microfluidic devices.  The patterned flow was continuously extruded from the device 

to a rotating outer bath with a neutralizing buffer, where the acidic collagen solution 

was neutralized and transformed into a hydrogel.  We clarified that the shape of the 

tube was controllable from circular to flat by changing the cross-sectional morphology 

of the microchannel.  Furthermore, parameters dominating the size of the tubes were 

investigated, including the viscosities of the solutions, input flow rates and their ratio, 

and the rotation speed of the gelation bath.  Additionally, we successfully introduced 

living mammalian cells into the core of the tubes and cultured them.  The presented 

approach is highly effective in fabricating collagen-based, shape-controlled tubes, 

which could be widely applicable to biomaterial production, cell culture, and 

regenerative medicine. 
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Emulsions are used in many industrial fields, including polymerization, cosmetics, and 

food products. In emulsion preparation, droplet size control and design are very 

important. Ultrasonic emulsification is known to be useful in the preparation of 

nanoemulsions and other microdroplets. However, the effect of the relationship 

between the droplet diameter of the crude emulsion and ultrasonic frequency on 

droplet fragmentation has not been clarified. In this study, emulsions were prepared 

before polymerization using a two-step emulsification method, and the effects of 

droplet size of crude emulsion and ultrasonic frequency in the second step on the 

droplet size distribution of the prepared emulsions were investigated. In addition, the 

effects of emulsion droplet diameter before polymerization on particle diameter after 

polymerization was also investigated. 

Figure 1 shows the effect of ultrasonic irradiation in the second step on droplet size 

distribution. The ultrasonic irradiation after the preparation of the crude emulsion had 

little effect on the emulsion droplet size. On the other hand, the particle diameter after 

polymerization increased with reaction time in the absence of sonication, but 

decreased in the case of sonication. It is assumed that the stability of the emulsion 

prepared by sonication was improved and the polymerization reaction proceeded 

without droplet coalescence. 

 

Figure 1 Effect of ultrasonic irradiation in the second step on droplet size distribution 
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Introduction 

Hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) is a crucial platform chemical with tremendous potential 

that can be made from renewable resources, specifically lignoceullosic biomass [1]. 

Due to the fact that HMF contains three relevant functionalities (a carbonyl group in 

the form of an aldehyde, an alcohol, and furan ring), a wide array of bio-based 

chemicals can be formed that are highly desirable in the polymer industry [2]. 

Hydrogenation has been recognized as the most promising catalyst conversion route 

to convert 5-HMF to value-added chemicals. Typically, hydrogenation is performed at 

moderate temperatures (180-250˚C), high hydrogen pressures (30-50 bar), and with 

a heterogeneous catalyst [3]. Regarding catalysts that have been demonstrated to be 

active for hydrogenation reactions, transition metal catalysts are desirable as they 

are economically favourable, however, they usually require additional promoters to 

improve performance and tune product selectivity. Nickel supported on alumina was 

chosen alongside selected promoters to modify the acidity of the catalyst to finely 

tune product selectivity towards diols (BHMF/BHMTHF) as well as triols (1,2,6-

hexanetriol).   

 

Methods 

Catalytic activity tests were conducted in 75 mL batch reactors where liquid samples 

were obtained, and quantified using a GC-FID, to identify product concentrations as a 

function of time. Various catalysts characterization techniques were carried out 

including temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), SEM, TEM, XRD, as well as 

NH3, CO2 and CO temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) to identify catalyst 

morphology and surface properties.  

 

 

 

Results 



Based on detected products during catalyst tests, a thorough reaction pathway was 

proposed, presented in Figure 1. A kinetic model was then subsequently developed, 

based on first-principles, which considered hydrogen solubility, adsorption and 

desorption, and surface reactions on the catalyst. Furthermore, the influence of 

different active sties (metallic and acidic) on product selectivity was also reported. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Proposed reaction pathway for the hydrogenation of HMF. 
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The hydrodeoxygenation of fatty acids is a highly researched topic due to its potential 

of turning the bio-based oils to “oil-like” products such as alkanes, alkenes, 

cycloalkanes, iso-alkanes and others which can be used not only as fuels 1 but as 

precursors for surfactants, lubricants 2 and polymer industry 3.  

The kinetics of palmitic acid hydrodeoxygenation at lower temperature range (225-

275 °C) have been described at pressures (30-70 bar H2) including mass transport 

and surface kinetics in batch reactor via experimental pressure, temperature, mixing 

rate and catalyst loading variation. The intermediates – hexadecanol and palmityl 

palmitate have been probed to for a deeper understanding of mechanisms. 

Additionally, the kinetics were used to show the impact of hydrogen transport and 

availability on the selectivity between direct hydrodeoxygenation and decarbonylation 

reactions through the role of hydrogen dependent and independent reactions.  

  

 

 

The results show that competitive adsorption reactions are currently rather hard to 

model very accurately in the range where multiple oxide species exist simultaneously. 

Additionally, the system depends largely on the availability of the hydrogen in the 

system which is in the measured range linearly connected with the measured pressure 

Figure 1: Model results for temperature variation from left to  right - 225 °C, 250 °C, 275 °C, 50 bar H2,1000 rpm. 



in the system. The temperature dependence can be successfully described with 

Arrhenius equation. Selectivity between hydrodeoxygenation and decarbonylation 

increases with hydrogen pressure. The presence of larger concentration of palmitic 

acid blocks dehydrogenation reactions and hydrogenation of ether intermediates. 

Formed alkenes do not compete for active sites with oxygen species.  
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Detlev Rasch, Institute of Biochemical Engineering, TU Braunschweig, Germany 

Gregor D. Wehinger, Institute of Chemical and Electrochemical Process Engineering, 

TU Clausthal, Germany 

Torsten Mayr, Institute of Analytical Chemistry and Food Chemistry, TU Graz, Austria 

Janina Bahnemann, Institute of Technical Chemistry, Leibniz University Hannover, 

Germany 

Rainer Krull, Institute of Biochemical Engineering, TU Braunschweig, Germany 

Novel micro bioreactors (MBRs) have the potential to efficiently optimize early process 

stage research. Requiring lower volumes of material components, and offering 

enhanced abilities to implement both parallelization and automation, MBRs can help 

researchers to examine a broader range of relevant process variables. Through the 

incorporation of state-of-the-art microsensors the generation of online measured data 

enables tremendously detailed pictures of various growth stages of biological 

processes. To overcome the challenges of mixing laminar flow regimes on a micro 

scale, however, various mixing techniques have been implemented within MBRs. 1-3 

This study describes how a powerful tool for process development has been created 

combining the advantages of micro-scale systems and emerging techniques from 

additive manufacturing processes. The highly modular micro bubble column reactor 

(Fig. 1) was fabricated using 3D-printed parts and as such it is easily customized and 

can be quickly changed via rapid-prototyping. The reactor itself contains 500 µL fluid 

volume in the reactor chamber. The fluid is mixed via a rising stream of air bubbles. An 

optical readout of sensor spots on the backside of the reactor (Fig. 1D) is then recorded 

via a fiber optics read-out device connected to the sensors by optical fibers. This 

enables precise observations of experimental conditions – thereby offering online real 

time monitoring of variables such as biomass, dissolved oxygen, pH levels and 

fluorescence. Overall, the reactor design is notable for both modularity and flexibility. 4 



The application of rising air bubbles offers also the benefit of kLa values up to 788 h-1 

and mixing times below one second. Using a CFD-simulation, the reactor’s flow 

behavior was measured and experimental validated for integration into the early steps 

of further development. A proof-of-concept validation with Escherichia coli and 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae also confirmed that this reactor is well-suited for oxygen 

intensive cultivations (which particularly stand to profit from the high mass transfer from 

the gaseous to fluid phase). 4 Follow-up investigations on different reactor geometries 

and the functionality of the sensor spots have been conducted, but future applications 

to confirm reproducibility and explore possible parallelization remain on the horizon.  

 

Figure 1: (A) Assembled 3D-printed micro bubble column reactor, exploded-view: (B) main 

reactor, (C) reactor sealing, (D) sensor plate, (E) sensor plate frame, (F) docking station. 

The authors believe that the advantages of MBRs and bubble columns incorporated 

into this 3D-printed reactor give it great promise as a screening tool for biochemical 

and chemical conversions before scale-up into lab scale volumes. Initial approaches 

with hazardous explosive butane mixtures in a butane-to-butanol-conversion suggest 

a less critical experimental implementation. 5 In particular, the greatly diminished 

material requirements associated with conducting experiments on a micro scale have 

tremendous implications for increasing safety within the lab setting. 
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A Multiscale Approach for Fast and Accurate Simulation of CO2 
Capture Processes Applying Reactive Transport at Boundary Layer 

Artee Bansal, Cal Depew, Chloe Smith, Ian Boys, James Kattapuram,   
Jochen Steimel, Ralph Cos, Seiya Hirohama, AVEVA Group plc, UK 

Objectives and Background 
Nowadays numerous new amine solvents are developed for CO2 capture. For 

optimizing design and operation of CO2 capture processes applying new solvents, 

process simulation is apparently an essential tool. On the other hand, a well-known 

challenge in modeling CO2 capture is that simulations must address impact of fast 

reactions in liquid boundary layer on mass transfer, of which thickness can be like 1-

100𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. The effect is expressed using enhancement factor (𝛽𝛽) in Eq. (1); 

 𝛽𝛽 ≡  𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.

𝑘𝑘𝐿𝐿�𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠−𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑏𝑏�
= �𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
�
𝑑𝑑=0

�𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑏𝑏 − 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠��   …(1)  

Although 𝛽𝛽 is predicted by rigorous mass transfer models which comprise diffusions 

and reactions in the layer, numerically solving such models (e.g. applying Film 

Discretization) during the iterations in process simulations consumes significant CPU 

power. This work establishes a reliable methodology for enabling simulation of CO2 

capture to apply accurate 𝛽𝛽 , while enabling 

fast and robust convergence. 

Solutions 
The following multiscale approach is applied; 

1) At first, standalone simulations of liquid 

boundary layer are conducted applying a 

rigorous mass transfer model to a hypothetical 

amine-based solvent.  

2) Then, an empirical correlation for 𝛽𝛽 based 

on key non-dimensional variables is created.  

3) The resulting correlation is then applied to 

simulating CO2 capture processes. 

Results 
1) Liquid boundary layer simulation studies: Assuming the simple reactions in Fig.1, 

the composition profile at the liquid boundary layer was calculated by solving the below 

set of differential equations using Orthogonal Collocation Method at around 400 cases 

Fig.1 Calculation example for 
Composition profile at boundary Layer  



varying 4 key parameters. An example of the calculation results was indicated at the 

bottom in Fig.1. Values of 𝛽𝛽 were calculated for each case, using Eq. (1). 
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2) Correlation for 𝛽𝛽: The below empirical equation has 

successfully reproduced values for 𝛽𝛽 obtained by the 

boundary layer simulations as indicated in Fig.2. The 

equation form was chosen to correctly reproduce 

behavior of 𝛽𝛽 such that 𝛽𝛽 approaches a value when 

𝜉𝜉 → ∞, as indicated by the example in Fig.3.  

𝛽𝛽 = 1 + (𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 − 1) � 2

1+𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒�−𝐴𝐴�𝜁𝜁𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
0.5 �

𝑑𝑑
�
− 1�   
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1+𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒(−𝐸𝐸)𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑏𝑏

−𝐶𝐶   
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𝐶𝐶 = 𝑐𝑐1 + 𝑐𝑐2𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠
𝑐𝑐3 , 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑒𝑒1 + 𝑒𝑒2𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠

𝑑𝑑3  

3) Process simulation: Eq.3 was readily incorporated 

into a commercial process simulator, AVEVA™ 

Process Simulation utilizing its replaceable Open 

Equation sub-model feature which allows simulation 

builders to provide custom equations in simple text 

format for heat and mass transfer in process equipment models. 

Conclusions 
A multi-scale approach was proposed, in which a newly devised simple mass transfer 

correlation accurately matched results of rigorous simulations of the boundary layer 

and was successfully applied to process simulations of CO2 capture.  
Nomenclature:  𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵,𝐶𝐶,𝐸𝐸: Auxiliary param., 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 , 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 , 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 ,𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗 , 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓 coefficients for the proposed empirical 
correlation (linear function. of 𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴),  𝐷𝐷:diffusion coeff., 𝑘𝑘𝐿𝐿:liquid phase mass-trans. coefficient (without 
reaction.), 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓∗ :react. rate const., 𝐾𝐾∗:equilibrium. const., 𝑁𝑁:flux, 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 :mole frac. CO2:𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 : total mole 
frac. of amine and its derivatives, z: location, 𝛽𝛽: Enhance. factor, 𝜉𝜉 :Hatta num.,𝜃𝜃:relative location, 
𝛿𝛿:thickness of boundary layer 

(2) 

(3) 

Fig.3 Effect of modified 
Hatta number on 𝜷𝜷 

Fig.2 Parity plot 



Difference in interfacial chemisorption on calcite and vaterite 
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Objectives, and significance 

This study focuses on the chemisorption of cadmium ion for porous calcite and vaterite 

calcium carbonate particles with wide range of specific surface areas (50-200 m2/g). 

Because adsorption is an interfacial phenomenon, the specific surface area, and 

crystal polymorphs are related to the adsorption site, surface energy, and reactivity 

with heavy metal ions, respectively. Cadmium is adsorbed on calcium carbonate via 

chemisorption. All calcium carbonate polymorphs generate otavite (cadmium 

carbonate), indicating that the crystallographic differences in calcium carbonate should 

affect the chemisorption equilibrium and kinetics. However, the effect of different 

polymorphs of calcium carbonate and the specific surface area on cadmium ion 

adsorption have yet to be reported in detail. This is because it is difficult to prepare 

different polymorphs with similar specific surface area.  

Therefore, adsorption isotherms and kinetics of porous calcite and vaterite with 

different specific surface areas will lead to a deeper understanding of cadmium 

chemisorption. This study demonstrates the influences of the polymorph and specific 

surface area on cadmium adsorption. We concluded that porous calcite particles 

exhibit a faster reaction and relatively high adsorption capacity for cadmium ions. 

 

  Key findings include: 

1. We successfully prepared the porous calcite and vaterite particles with similar 

and several specific surface areas. 

2. Langmuir model with linear regression analysis, the maximum adsorptions of 

porous calcite and vaterite particles are 287.8 mg/g and 883.5 mg/g, respectively.  

3. The kinetics of cadmium chemisorption show clear differences between calcite 

and vaterite. The calculated rate constant of the porous calcite particles using a 

pseudo-second-order reaction and Elovich models are two orders larger than that of 

porous vaterite particles. 



4. Porous calcite had a larger impact on the adsorption rate constant and adsorbed 

amount. Cadmium adsorption proceeded until the internal pores of calcite were 

covered with otavite. By contrast, vaterite underwent a continuous dissolution and 

reaction to form otavite. The specific surface area of vaterite had a negligible effect on 

the equilibrium and kinetics of the chemisorption. Based on the findings, we proposed 

the cadmium chemisorption mechanism for porous calcite and vaterite particles.  
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Unsteady Mass Transfer in Bubble Wakes Analyzed by Lagrangian 
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A vast proportion of the bulk chemicals used in our everyday life is synthesized in large-

scale gas-liquid processes often operated as bubbly flows in organic solvents. Often, 

there are various reaction paths competing with each other and in dependence on the 

process conditions the selectivity of the desired product can be diminished. This leads 

potentially to more waste and more down-chain process steps and thus increases 

energy consumption. Recent fundamental studies on the yield and selectivity of 

consecutive competitive gas-liquid reactions showed that it is possible to observe the 

selectivity in-situ. This has been achieved by a novel high speed imaging method 

based on UV-Vis spectroscopy in Taylor bubble flows [1]. However, the experimental 

Taylor bubble setup used in [1] has the disadvantage that only integral information 

across the capillary depth is available and three-dimensional information about the flow 

fields is not available.  

To overcome these limitations a flat-bed reactor of narrow width (1 mm), where a 

bubble rises freely in between two glass plates is used in this study. This allows for a 

quantitative measurement of the concentration at each point in the reactor. The optical 

access to the reactor from two directions enables to measure the velocity field and the 

concentration fields of the reactants and the dissolved gas with high precision. The 

velocity field is obtained by Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), the concentration field of 

the dissolved gas by Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and furthermore high-speed 

imaging UV-Vis spectroscopy provides information with high spatial and temporal 

resolution about the chemical reaction [2, 3]. Therefore, the setup enables to 

investigate the interdependence between the local mass transfer, the local mass 

transport and the corresponding concentration fields.  

New insight into the mass transfer behavior and the mixing patterns in the wake of 

rising bubbles is generated by tracking single fluid parcels in time and space to 

calculate Lagrangian Coherent Structures [4].  

The working medium in the flat-bed reactor is methanol and the gaseous phase is 

varied in accordance to the measurement technique applied. The velocity fields 

measured via PIV are analyzed using the open access LCS-Toolbox [5] and the FTLE 

fields (cf. Figure 1(a)) as well as the Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) are 



computed. The concentration fields around oxygen bubbles rising in the same setup 

are measured by means of LIF (dye: Ruthenium) (cf. Figure 1(b)). A comparison of the 

coherent structures resulting from Lagrangian analysis and the concentration fields of 

the dissolved gas allows to understand the influence of the bubble induced mixing 

structures on the concentration distribution of the dissolved gas in the bubble wake. 

This information together with the reaction equation and reaction kinetics can be used 

to understand the reactant concentration measured subsequently by UV-Vis high-

speed spectroscopy at fast gas-liquid reactions.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Backward FTLE field of a velocity field behind a freely rising bubble in flat-bed reactor with methanol as the 
continuous phase and (b) the concentration field of dissolved oxygen in the wake of a bubble rising in a flat-bed reactor with 
methanol as the continuous phase  
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A vast proportion of the bulk chemicals used in our everyday life is synthesized in large-

scale gas-liquid processes often operated as bubbly flows in organic solvents. 

Therefore, the optimization of such processes regarding their energy consumption and 

waste production is crucial. Besides the usage of renewable energy sources an 

optimization of chemical reactions can be reached by improving the yield and 

selectivity. For mass transfer limited reactions, the complex interplay of the gas–liquid 

mixing patterns, contact times and mass transfer of the species and the main reaction 

kinetics needs to be understood in detail [1].  

A suitable facility, to investigate the processes influencing the chemical reaction under 

well controlled conditions with high spatial and temporal resolution, is the Taylor bubble 

setup [2]. Taylor bubbles are large, elongated bubbles in channels or capillaries 

surrounded by a thin liquid film. They can be found in multiphase reactors of various 

scales, e.g., monolith reactors or coiled flow inverters. A peculiarity of the Taylor bubble 

is that the terminal rising velocity is independent of the bubble volume and solely 

depends on the ratio of buoyancy force to the surface tension. While the bubble rises, 

very well-defined wake structures are created which depend on the capillary diameter 

and the fluid properties. Besides enabling a monitored gas atmosphere, the setup 

operates with small amounts of the necessary, partly costly chemicals and can be 

easily mounted under a fume hood. This enables a safe and economic use in an 

industrial context as well as the investigation of industrially relevant systems with 

organic solvents. The bubble rise and the reactants forming in its wake is monitored 

by a camera system due to the optical access using a glass capillary. This allows for 

measurements such as imaging high-speed UV/VIS spectroscopy [3] or Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) in the bubble wake [4, 5]. Despite their high industrial relevance there 

is a considerable knowledge gap for fluid dynamic structures developing at Taylor 

bubbles in organic solvents. Especially, since recent findings (cf. Figure 1, [4]) have 

shown, that the wake structures behind Taylor bubbles rising in organic solvents show 

a significantly deviating behavior from those in aqueous systems [6, 7]. This might also 

have a considerable impact on the yield and selectivity, calling for further research in 

organic solvents.  

The presented work investigates the influence of the bubble shape and the fluid 

properties on the Taylor bubble wake structure in small to medium sized capillaries. 



The local flow fields are studied by means of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and are 

compared to each other and literature. The mixing behavior in the bubble wake of a 

fixed Taylor bubble is analyzed. Moreover, the knowledge about the rising behavior of 

Taylor bubbles in different industrially relevant organic solvents will complement 

existing literature. The generated insight will enable more reliable correlations for future 

process design and operation to pave the way to sustainable processes. 

 
Figure 1: Velocity field around an argon gas Taylor bubble held in a fixed position by a counter flow of methanol 
within a (a) 4 mm, (b) 4.5 mm and (c) 5 mm capillary [4]. While for the smallest capillary (a) a similar flow field as 
for low Reynolds numbers in aqueous solution develops the flow field in (b) deviates largely from the expected 
behavior as since a strong and persistent large scale back-flow develops at the capillary boundaries. This backflow 
causes an increased exposition of the reactant to high gas concentration zones in the back of the Taylor bubble [4] 
reprinted with permission. 
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ABSTRACT 

Additionally to conventional chemical catalysis, biocatalysis is playing an increasingly 

important role in the chemical process industry. Due to advantages such as high enantio 

selectivity or running under mild conditions, enzymes start to replace chemical catalysts 

when possible [1]. This contribution deals with the question whether capillary reactors, in 

particular the Coiled Flow Inverter (CFI), are suitable as a tool in process development for 

cost and time saving testing and adjusting of reaction conditions. As an application of simple 

microreactors, capillary reactors are characterized by their large specific surface and, 

therefore, have an enhanced mass and heat transfer [2]. Furthermore, previous works have 

shown better mixing and mass transfer in coiled capillary devices than in straight capillaries 

[3, 4]. An important set of reactions in chemical and biochemical process industry are 

gas/liquid reactions such as oxidation, carboxylation, or hydrogenation. The most widely 

used flow pattern for a gas/liquid-flow in capillaries is the slug or Taylor flow (Figure 1) since 

it represents a stable flow regime with good mixing characteristics [5].  

 

 

 

This contribution shows the results of experiments with consecutive und parallel gas-liquid 

reactions in Taylor flow. This forms the basis to obtain a deeper understanding of 

Figure 1: Experimental setup (left) and reaction progress of the reaction in the straight capillaries (middle). 
Experimental setup of Coiled Flow Inverter with bio-catalytic gas/liquid reaction (right). 
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hydrodynamics in a capillary reactor design and its effect on yield and selectivity. The 

systems considered are the consecutive oxidation of leuco indigo carmine and the bio-

catalytical parallel oxidation of ABTS (2,2'-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic 

acid)) and sodium sulfite with glucose oxidase. For investigations on process development 

experiments in batch and in continuous flow in a straight capillary and in the CFI were 

performed and compared. The oxidation from ABTS to the blue product ABTSox catalyzed 

by laccase and glucose oxidase/peroxidase represent the reaction systems used. The 

results (Figure 2) show that the batch reaction can be mapped on the continuous reaction in 

the capillary. This enables higher screening capacity of different reaction conditions and 

simple scale-up procedure.  

 

Figure 2: Enzyme catalyzed oxidation of ABTS with oxygen. Reaction progress in a straight capillary (blue and 

red), and in a batch reactor (black).  
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Abstract 

Bubble column (BC) reactors are an efficient multi-phase reactor concept to ensure 

intensive heat and mass transfer between the phases involved. In comparison to other 

reactor concepts, a BC provides high heat and mass transfer rates in combination with 

a simple reactor design without moving equipment within the reactor. These 

characteristics of a bubble column reactor are advantageous for the syntheses of e. g. 

fuels via the Fischer-Tropsch-Synthesis or the methanation reaction path. These highly 

exothermic syntheses benefit from the efficient heat transport in the BC reactor. This 

leads to an almost isothermal reaction and the possibility of high load change rates 

compared to other reactor types [1]. 

The BC design is dominated by chemical reaction kinetics and mass transfer. Thereby, 

the mass transfer is determined particularly by the hydrodynamics of the bubbly flow. 

The bubbly flow is described by the gas hold-up, bubble size and velocity. Nowadays, 

the prediction of mass transfer and hydrodynamics is based on empirical correlations 

for integral parameters like gas hold-up and mass transfer coefficient. At most, these 

correlations are limited to the studied system and cannot be extrapolated to other 

conditions [2]. Furthermore, the physical phenomena of the local hydrodynamics (e. g. 

bubble rise) are usually not considered in these correlations. In order to better 

understand and describe these local processes mathematically, a reliable 

measurement procedure of the local hydrodynamic is needed. 

Against this background, the local hydrodynamics are studied at the EBI in a BC with 

an inner diameter dinner = 0.1 m equipped with a perforated plate gas sparger. To 

ensure defined operation conditions, gas maldistribution is suppressed by a special 

design of the gas sparger. The effect of gas maldistribution on the hydrodynamics is 

presented in this work. In order to measure the local gas hold-up, the bubble velocity 



and the bubble frequency an optical needle probe is used [3]. By means of the optical 

needle probe spatial resolved profiles are measured and analyzed. For validation of 

these findings, the results of the needle probe are compared with integral 

measurements of the gas hold-up (see figure 1) and the mean bubble velocity. 

 
Figure 1: Comparison of integral and local gas hold-up measurements 

 
The needle probe gives reliable results in the homogenous regime. However, in the 

heterogeneous regime, the gas hold-up is underrated by the local measurements, 

since downwards moving bubbles are not measured reliably. To increase the reliability 

of the local gas hold-up and bubble velocity measurements, the fraction of up- and 

downward moving bubbles is studied in this work, i. e. the bubble frequencies and 

velocity of up- and downwards moving bubbles are measured with the needle probe. 

Conclusively the relation of the local and integral hydrodynamics are discussed. 
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Introduction 

Bubble columns are widely used multiphase reactors for industrial applications. Their 

yield is essentially determined by the mass transfer between the phases. To reduce 

bubble size and increase interfacial area, structured packing or wire meshes are used 

as reactor internals. Previous studies have examined the interaction of a single bubble 

with a wire for a variety of parameters [1, 2]. Only bubbles above a certain size are cut, 

whereas smaller bubbles bypass the cylinder. From these experiments, a critical 

Weber number for bubble splitting in the range 2 - 5 is determined depending on the 

liquid phase properties. Still, little is known about the exact course of the bubble-

cylinder interaction and the detailed dynamics of the splitting process. Furthermore, a 

theoretical foundation for the critical Weber number is missing. 

Methodology 

In this work, the bubble splitting by horizontally positioned cylinders is investigated 

experimentally and theoretically. An air bubble is created at the bottom of a container 

filled with a highly viscous glycerin-water mixture. In addition to the cylinder contact 

angle (40 - 150°) and diameter (3 - 5 mm), the bubble size (volume 25 - 1000 μL) and 

thus the rising speed of the bubble is varied. The bubble-cylinder interaction is 

recorded using high-speed shadowgraphy. An image analysis provides information on 

the position of mother and daughter bubbles as well as potential satellite bubbles over 

time. To derive a Weber number criterion for bubble cutting, an energy balance is 

formulated for two instants in time. It relates the gravitational, kinetic and surface 

energies of the mother bubble and two equal-sized daughter bubbles with dissipation. 

Results 

The results show that there is no actual bubble-cylinder contact in any of the 

experiments. In agreement with recent numerical simulations [3], the wettability shows 

no influence on the bubble splitting process in the investigated parameter range. This 

can be explained by a separating liquid film of uniform thickness that forms between 

the bubble and the cylinder (Fig. 1, time instants 2 and 3). 



 

Fig. 1 Splitting of a rising bubble (500 µL) by a horizontal cylinder (d = 4 mm) into two daughter bubbles (front view 

at four times). Below the cylinder, a thinning gas thread forms, which creates three satellite bubbles after rupture. 

Detailed image analysis allows quantification of global bubble properties during the 

fragmentation process. Fig. 2 shows the positions of the bubble centroid in vertical (y) 

and horizontal (x) directions over time for various volumes. Bubbles with volume 

150 µL and larger are cut, whereas smaller bubbles bypass the cylinder. The larger 

the bubble size, the less influence the cylinder has on the bubble velocity, and the 

longer the gas filament that forms before bubble breakup. The thickness of the 

separating liquid film between bubble and cylinder increases with bubble volume. The 

experimental results indicate a critical Weber number in the range of 1.7 – 2.7. By the 

theoretical Weber number criterion, this range is obtained by assuming that 75 – 93% 

of the available gravitational energy is dissipated by viscosity which seems reasonable. 

 

Fig. 2 Effect of bubble volume on interaction with a cylinder (4 mm). Broken grey lines show trajectories of small 

bubbles that bypass the cylinder. Color-coded solid lines show trajectories of bubbles that are cut. There are three 
lines in this case: one indicates the mother bubble before cutting, another two lines represent the daughter bubbles 

after cutting. The shaded area indicates the cylinder dimension. 

Conclusions 

In the context of multiphase reactors with catalytically coated structures, the results 

show that the diffusion path for dissolved educts in form of the separating liquid film 

increases with bubble volume despite the increase of bubble rise velocity. This 

highlights the importance of bubble fragmentation, especially for viscous liquids. 
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Bubble columns and bubble column reactors are well established in the field of 

chemical and biochemical engineering. As the flow in such apparatus influence the 

performance of mixing or heat and mass transfer processes, numerous studies focus 

on the hydrodynamic description of the flow as well as the spatial distribution of bubbles 

inside the vessel. For the latter, the shear-induced lift force plays a key role as it acts 

lateral to the bubble rise direction and correspondingly affects the lateral distribution of 

bubbles. However, studies regarding the lift force usually focus on rather clean or 

uncontaminated systems, although even small amounts of surfactants are known to 

significantly change bubble characteristics like drag, coalescence and breakup 

behavior as well as the bubble shape in the case of ellipsoidal bubbles. 

In previous studies we investigated the influence of surfactants on the lift force of 

ellipsoidal single bubbles and could reveal strong changes of the lift coefficient 𝐶𝐿 in 

comparison to clean bubbles1. To elaborate the effect of the lift force in buoyancy 

driven bubbly flows, we present measurements conducted in a 2.0 m tall column with 

a polydisperse bubble size. This allows to study the development of bubble size-

dependent gas fraction profiles along a distance that is sufficient for the effect of the 

lift force to unfold sufficiently. In these experiments, we added different dozes of 1-

Pentanol to the flow in order to investigate a surfactant-related modification of the lift 

force in dependence on the contamination degree. We use shadowgraphic high-speed 

imaging to determine liquid velocity and gas phase properties. For the former we use 

a PIV-like technique called Particle Shadow Velocimetry, while for the latter we use a 

novel deep learning based procedure that uses Convolutional Neural Networks to 

determine bubbles and reconstruct occluded bubble parts in the images.  



Although the addition of surfactants affects bubbles in multiple aspects, we link some 

of the findings to our previous studies on the shear-induced lift force and demonstrate 

the influence of surfactants on several flow characteristics in bubble columns. 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Example images with coloured outline of identified bubbles for the case of an uncontaminated (top), partly 
contaminated (middle) and strongly contaminated (bottom) bubbly flow. 
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Abstract 

Liquid-liquid separation is an important process in various industrial applications for 

material recovery and contaminant reduction. Gravity settler is a convenient method 

simply using the density difference between dispersed phases. Investigations were 

carried out by many researchers for continuous gravity settler and among these 

studies, the most common approach to obtain the initial dispersions is either by 

stirring or by letting the immiscible liquids flow through orifice plates [1,2]. Orifice plates 

are a simple form of nozzles that require minimum space, residence time and 

maintenance, but it is not possible to decouple droplet sizes from flow rate. In a 

stirring tank, the energy input can be changed via varying stirring speed for constant 

flow rates. However, there is no research comparing their mixing performance and 

the influence of these two different techniques on the separation performance of 

continuous gravity settler. 
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus 

 



In this work, an experimental study in a continuous gravity settler system (as shown 

in Figure 1) is conducted comparing the mixing ability of the orifice plates and stirring 

tank and their influences on final separation. Two immiscible liquids used are pure 

water and paraffin oil. The droplet size of the inlet flow is the representative 

parameter indicating the mixing intensity and it will be investigated and compared by 

varying total flow rates, dispersed phase fractions, configurations of dispersion unit, 

and stirring speeds in the stirring tank, etc. The droplet sizes were determined with 

an in-situ endoscope system. The final separation efficiency will be measured and 

discussed. 
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Inclined channels in bubbly flow reactors aid to remove bubbles from the downward 
flow and thus, allow for higher liquid flowrates1. Further optimization of such processes 
is possible by understanding and simulating the behavior of bubbles. In particular, the 
forces acting on individual bubbles and the resulting bubble trajectories are important 
for such inclined channel devices. The study involves tracking sub-millimetric bubbles 
on these inclined channels and investigating their corresponding velocity profile.  
 

 

Fig 1: Experimental set up of Inclined channel (left), an example of a raw image (middle), and derived 
bubble size & travel velocity (right). 

 

Bubbles were injected by a small needle into downward liquid flow on an inclined 
channel in a lab-scale flotation cell (Fig.1). The tests were carried out at varying 
experimental conditions aiding different bubble sizes and different conditions for the 
forces acting on them. Shadowgraphy tool was utilized to generate raw images which 
were later post-processed and analyzed using the Particle master Shadowgraphy tool 
of Davis. This yields the size and trajectory of individual bubbles. 
 
The measured bubble trajectories are compared to theoretical trajectories, predicted 
from the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation. For lift and drag forces, semi-empirical 
expressions from wall-bounded models are employed2. 
 



The study could act as a basis for understanding the fundamental principle of bubble 
movement on the inclined channel in a counter-current liquid flow. At the same time, 
it provides validation data for CFD model generation which can be expanded for 
bubble swarms at higher gas fractions in flotation cells. 
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Bubble columns are one of the main reactor types used for different processes in which the 

gas phase is dispersed in the liquid. The main advantages of the bubble column over other 

gas-liquid reactors are the attractive heat and mass transfer characteristics, meaning high 

mass and heat transfer coefficients and its absence of moving parts leading to a low 

maintenance. Different mechanisms occurs inside a bubble column, where the interaction 

between the hydrodynamics, interfacial mass transfer and chemical reactions impact the 

overall behavior, selectivities, and product conversion. When bubbles are rising, the 

characteristics of the motion, i.e., rise velocity, the shape and trajectory, depend on the fluid 

properties as well as the volume of the bubble. Therefore, this hydrodynamics directly 

influence the mass transfer in bubble columns, especially for fluids with surface tension and 

viscosities different from water, which makes the appropriate modelling in the frame of 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) a challenge, particularly when chemical reactions are 

involved. 

 

Based on detailed experimental observations of the influence of viscosity and surface 

tension of the liquid on bubble behavior, employing optical measurement methods [1], 

numerical computations using Euler/Lagrange approach of reactive bubble columns were 

analyzed. All relevant forces such as drag, gravity/buoyancy, transversal lift, fluid inertia, 

virtual mass, wall, and Basset were considered. Moreover, a bubble oscillation model 

grounded on the experimental results, that have been analyzed concerning eccentricity and 

motion angles, and based on the stochastic generation of these quantities was also 

considered [2,3]. The effects of bubble dynamics on the local mass transfer were modelled 

using a dynamic Sherwood number, which is integrated over the whole bubble surface 

during oscillation periods [4] and the effect of viscosity was taken into account using the 

model proposed by Akita and Yoshida [5]. To calculate the fluid flow and model the 

turbulence in the continuous phase, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) was used. The effects of 

sub-grid-scale (SGS) turbulence on bubble motion [6] and the SGS turbulence modification 

by bubbles using a source term in a kSGS equation were also considered [7]. With respect to 
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the species equation, an additional term for the SGS diffusion coefficient is also considered 

based on the SGS turbulence, and with similarity to the turbulent dispersion model, SGS 

variations of the liquid concentration seen by the bubble were modelled through a single-

step Langevin equation. Model validations using the experimental data of the chemisorption 

process of CO2 bubbles rising in water-glycerol- NaOH solutions with different viscosities 

and surface tensions were performed and compared. The effect of viscosity is captured with 

respect to the bubble trajectories and mass transfer, which leads to a slower variation of pH-

value inside the bubble column, that is determined by laser induced fluorescence (LIF). 

Good agreement with the experimental results was observed when modelling bubble 

dynamics. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the experimental results [1], measured 

with a combination of Shadowgraphy and PTV to determine the bubble velocity and by 

particle-image-velocimetry (PIV) for the liquid velocity, and the simulations in the column 

using the dynamic model for the case with 50% glycerol for the bubble vertical velocity and 

the liquid vertical velocity profiles. 

 
Figure 1. Mean vertical velocity profiles, comparison of simulation and experimental 

measurements (from [1]), at a height of 350mm, Qg=6 L/h, 710mm bubble column, 0.03% 
volume fraction, 50% glycerol. 
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ABSTRACT 

Bubble columns (BCs) are the most frequently used gas-liquid contactors, which are 

characterized with effective gas-liquid mass transfer (MT). It is essential in the design and 

scale-up of BCs to be able to predict the MT rates reliably. Many researchers have 

developed various empirical correlations for prediction of the volumetric liquid-phase MT 

coefficients kLa. They are valid only for the experimental conditions used by the authors. In 

addition, it has been found that the Higbie’s penetration theory [1] is capable of predicting 

the kLa coefficients only in the homogeneous regime, i.e. at relatively low superficial gas 

velocities Ug. Nedeltchev et al. [2] have found that in the heterogeneous regime a 

correction factor should be applied. The correction is needed because in the 

heterogeneous regime spherical-cap bubbles (in the core) are formed.  

In principle, the MT degree depends on the prevailing flow regime. However, in this 

work it will be demonstrated for the first time that the penetration theory [1] can be applied 

simultaneously to both homogeneous and heterogeneous regimes. The most important 

steps in the application of the penetration theory is the appropriate definition of the gas-

liquid contact time (CT), the accurate estimation of the Sauter-mean bubble diameter and 

the suitable definition of the correction factor. In this work, the CT has been defined as a 

ratio of the bubble surface and the rate of surface formation [2]. The Sauter-mean bubble 

diameter has been calculated by means of the correlation of Wilkinson et al. [3]. The 

correction factor has been expressed as a ratio of Eötvös number Eo and Tadaki number 

Ta. The definition of these dimensionless numbers is provided in Nedeltchev et al. [2]. The 

Ta number is crucial for the determination of the geometrical characteristics (bubble length 

and height) of ellipsoidal bubbles [4]. These bubble characteristics determine the CT.  

The measurements of the MT coefficients kLa have been performed in a BC (dinner = 

0.095 m) equipped with a single tube ( 3×10−3 m ID) as a gas sparger. The column has 

been operated at ambient conditions with the following organic liquids: decalin, 1,4-

dioxane, ethanol (99 %) and tetralin. Air has been used as a gas phase. The clear liquid 
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height has been set at 0.85 m. The kLa values have been measured by a dynamic oxygen 

absorption method. The oxygen fugacity in the liquids has been measured with a 

polarographic oxygen electrode (WTWEO 90) with an electrode response time of < 3 s.  

Figs. 1A and 1B show that when the prediction from the penetration theory [2] is 

multiplied by the new correction factor (Eo/Ta), the kLa coefficients in all flow regimes can 

be predicted reasonably well. The average relative error (ARE) between the experimental 

and corrected kLa values is less than 4 %. In the case of ethanol (99 %) (see Fig. 2A), the 

difference between the kLa values becomes larger but still the ARE is less than 10 %. It 

has been found that in the case of decalin (see Fig. 2B), no correction factor is needed. 

 
Fig. 1. Volumetric liquid-phase mass transfer coefficients kLa in a BC (dinner = 0.095 m) 
operated with (A) air-1,4-dioxane (ARE = 3.74 %) and (B) air-tetralin (ARE = 3.31 %).                                                                                                                                     
                      

 
Fig. 2. Volumetric liquid-phase mass transfer coefficients kLa in a BC (dinner = 0.095 m) 
operated with (A) air-ethanol (99 %) (ARE = 9.75 %) and (B) air-decalin (ARE = 9.67 %).                                                                                                                                          
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Prediction of oscillation occurrence in a horizontal cylindrical 

vessel 

Yugo KANAI, Yuya Yoshizuru and Kazumi SUZUKAWA, Fukuoka University, 

Fukuoka, Japan 

Introduction 

A horizontal cylindrical vessel is one of the industrially important gas-liquid contactors. 

It has the advantage in controlling the liquid residence time and is used as a sequential 

reactor. In our previous study, we observed a unique oscillatory phenomenon in the 

vessel [1]. This oscillation of liquid was induced by the bubble flow from the bottom as 

shown in Fig.1. The unexpected oscillation disturbs the stable operation of the reactor. 

Moreover, it would cause damage to the aeration system. Thus, the oscillation should 

be prevented and its mechanism should be investigated. Our subsequent study 

revealed that the oscillation had the natural frequency and it was determined by the 

vessel diameter [2]. However, the detailed conditions for oscillation occurrence had not 

been clarified. We experimentally observed the oscillation in different sized vessel (D 

= 0.10, 0.20, 0.29, 0.30 and 0.48 m). So, it is important to propose an indicator that 

don’t depend on scale. So finally, this study investigated the indicator for prediction of 

oscillation occurrence. In that process, we developed the experimental method to 

accurately measure the width of the bubble flow, thus, it is also reported. 

 

 

Fig.1 Oscillation observed in the horizontal cylindrical vessel with D = 0.20 m 

Material and methods 

Fig.2 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. Air was used as the gas phase, 

ant tap water was used as the liquid phase. Since the oscillation occurred due to the 

increase of gas feed rate, the gas feed rate was used as the operating parameter. We 

measured the critical gas feed rate QC where the oscillation occurred under various 

conditions. 



 

 

Fig.2 Schematic of the experimental setup    Fig.3 Approximation of gas passage area 

Results and Discussion 

The results showed that QC changed depending on various conditions, vessel diameter 

D, liquid height H, vessel length L, diameter of aeration tube d, etc. Thus, we proposed 

novel indicator UG to comprehensively predict the oscillation occurrence. UG was 

equivalent to gas superficial velocity of horizontal cylindrical vessel. We approximated 

gas passage area based on d as shown in Fig.3. Thus, the equation is defined as 

follows. 

𝑈𝐺 = 𝑄𝐶 (𝑑 × 𝐿)⁄  

Fig.4 shows the result of evaluation using UG. The results show that the oscillation 

occurrence can be roughly predicted using UG. We also tried to measure the width of 

bubble flow w as shown in Fig.5 and finally found that the oscillation occurrence could 

be predicted more accurately by using UG based on the w. 

Fig.4 Evaluation using UG                                      Fig.5 measurement of w 
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Dynamics of near-wall laser-induced bubbles in gelatin gel 
Tsutomu Miyano and Keita Ando, Keio Univeristy, Yokohama, Japan 
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ABSTRACT 

Shock wave damage from the collapse of laser-induced bubbles is utilized in the removal of kidney 
stones (laser lithotripsy). It is important to understand how bubble dynamics are affected by 
neighboring boundaries and viscoelasticity in media such as human tissue. In this study, an Nd-
YAG laser pulse is used to create bubbles in the near-wall region of 6 wt.% gelatin gel samples in 
acrylic casing. A high-speed camera combined with a pulse-laser backlighting system is used to 
record the inception, non-spherical collapse, and subsequent rebounds as well as shock waves 
emitted at bubble inception and violent collapses. It was observed that the neighboring wall had a 
damping effect on bubble oscillations, especially during rebounds. After an incident shock wave 
(blue arrow in Fig. 1) is emitted at the initial bubble collapse, there is an reflected shock front (red 
arrow), whose compressing effects could be inhibiting bubble growth in rebound stages. 
Additionally, image analysis of the bubble centroid found translational motion towards and away 
from the wall, in phase with volume oscillation. In collapses closer to the wall, which tend to show 
larger nonsphericities, such motion was greatly damped. This is possibly due to greater viscous 
effects [1], as the flow field around the bubble becomes rotational in nonspherical cases. More on 
such dynamics will be presented in the upcoming conference. 

 

Fig. 1: A visualization of incident and reflected shock waves accompanying a near-wall bubble 
collapse in gelatin gel (acrylic wall on top side of image, time after laser pulse shown each frame) 
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Synthesis of silica fine particles using liquid-liquid slug flow  

in a mini channel 

Mizuho Iwasaki, Graduate School of Keio University, Yokohama, Japan; Satoko 

Fujioka, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan; Koichi Terasaka, Keio University, 
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ABSTRACT 

Fine particles are widely used in industry as catalysts and tracers. The particle size 

must be controlled according to the application, and particles of uniform size are 

desired. The liquid-liquid slug flow, in which two immiscible fluids flow alternately, has 

a uniform residence time distribution due to the stirring effect of the internal circulation 

flow formed inside the slug. Therefore, continuous synthesis of fine particles with 

uniform particle size is expected by using the dispersed phase slug as a reaction field. 

In this study, experiments were conducted on the synthesis of silica particles to clarify 

the effects of operating conditions on the size distribution of the produced particles. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram 

of the experimental setup. Reactant 

A (tetraethyl orthosilicate, ethanol) 

and reactant B (potassium chloride, 

ammonia aq., ion exchanged water, 

ethanol) were fed by a syringe 

pump at a 1:1 volumetric flow rate, 

and then merged with the inert 

liquid (FluorinertTM FC-40) in a T-

shaped disperser to form liquid-liquid slug flow. The residence time τ [min], volumetric 

flow rate ratio Qd/Qc (dispersed phase/ continuous phase), and cross-sectional 

average flow velocity uave [mm/s] were varied. Particle size distribution was measured 

with a laser diffraction particle size analyzer, and the average particle size and 

coefficient of variance (CV) were calculated. 

①

⑦⑥

②

③

④

④

⑤

① Syringe pump （Reactant A）
② Syringe pump  （Reactant B）
③ Syringe pump  （Inert）
④ T-shaped junction

⑤ PFA tube
⑥ High speed video camera
⑦ Products

Reactant Inert

Fig. 1 Experimental setup 



Fig. 2 shows the effect of residence 

time on average particle size. The 

average particle size increased with 

increasing residence time for both liquid-

liquid slug flow and single-phase flow. 

The increase in particle size is attributed 

to an increase in the coagulation time of 

the primary particles due to the increase 

in residence time. For all residence 

times, the particles produced in the 

liquid-liquid slug flow were larger than 

those in the single-phase flow. As 

shown in Fig. 3, an internal circulation 

flow is formed in the slug flow, which 

thought to have promoted agitation and 

agglomeration of particles.  

Fig. 4 shows the effect of residence 

time on CV. The CV decreased with 

increasing residence time. The particles 

produced in the liquid-liquid slug flow 

have smaller CV than those in the 

single-phase flow. This is due to the 

homogenization of the residence time distribution by the internal circulation flow inside 

a slug. We have previously shown that the volumetric flow rate ratio and the cross-

sectional average flow velocity affect the internal circulation flow [1]. Therefore, these 

operating conditions may affect the size distribution of the produced particles.  

We have found that liquid-liquid slug flow can produce silica particles with a smaller 

standard deviation than single-phase flow. In the near future, we will also investigate 

the application of liquid-liquid slug flow to other particle synthesis processes. 
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Qd/Qc=1, uave= 4.24 mm/s

flow direction wall

Fig. 2 The effect of residence time on average 
particle size 

Fig. 3 Internal circulation flow 

Fig. 4 The effect of residence time on CV 
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 Continuous crystallization of glycine using milli-scale gas liquid 

slug flow  
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ABSTRACT 

Slug flow refers to a flow pattern in which two immiscible fluids flow alternately. The 

circulating flow generated inside the liquid and the large specific surface area between 

the two fluids can be expected to enhance mixing and heat and mass transfer, and its 

application to highly efficient compact continuous chemical processes is being 

considered[1],[2]. In particular, the application to pharmaceutical synthesis is expected 

to enable precise control of product quality. In this study, we focus on crystallization, 

which is one of the important unit operations in the pharmaceutical synthesis process. 

A gas-liquid slug flow was formed in a milli-scale reaction tube with air as the dispersed 

phase and a saturated glycine solution as the continuous phase, and the effects of 

various operating conditions on the particle size were experimentally clarified. 

 

 Fig. 1 shows the 

experimental setup. 

PTFE tubes with an 

inner diameter of 3 mm 

and an outer diameter 

of 4 mm were used as 

reaction tubes. A saturated 

aqueous solution (24.2 wt%) of glycine (Fujifilm Wako Pure Chemicals) was prepared 

in advance by using ion-exchanged water at 40°C. A syringe filled with air or glycine 

solution was used to form a gas-liquid slug flow in a Y-shaped disperser by feeding 

both fluids into the reaction tube at an equal volumetric flow rate using a syringe pump 

(Legato 200, kd Scientific). The reaction tube was placed in an ice bath for rapid cooling 

①

②

③

④

⑤

① Syringe pump
② Gas Syringe
③ Liquid Syringe

⑥

④ Disperser
⑤ PTFE Tube (φ3 mm)
⑥ Ice Bath

Gas liquid

Fig. 1 Shematic diagram of crystallizer of glycine 
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of the fluid in the tube, followed by a cooling period at room temperature. A video 

camera was used to film the inside of the tube during the air-cooling period. The liquid 

containing glycine crystals was collected at the tube outlet and dried at room 

temperature. The dried glycine crystals were observed using a microscope  

(VHX970F, Keyence Corporation) with a zoom lens attached. For comparison, 

experiments were also conducted in which only glycine solution was fed into the 

reaction tube as a single-phase flow. 

 

Fig. 2 shows an example of the 

glycine crystals observed in the 

reaction tube. The volumetric 

flow rate of both fluids was set to 

5 mL/min and the rapid cooling 

period in the ice bath was set to 

1 min. In Fig. 2, glycine crystals 

were observed at the bottom of the liquid slug. Large particles were observed 

especially near the front edge of the liquid slug. Glycine crystals were also observed 

circulating in the liquid slug. This indicates that the internal circulating flow of the slug 

enhances agitation in the solution, which in turn enhances particle growth. On the other 

hand, in the single-phase flow, a small number of particles were observed at the bottom 

of the tube, but the number of produced particles was much smaller than in the slug 

flow. Moreover, in the single-phase flow, the generated particles were rarely observed 

to flow in the radial direction of the tube and often accumulated near the bottom wall. 

These results indicate that crystallization in a flow reactor can promote particle growth 

and reduce the time required compared to single-phase flow by using a slug flow.  
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Effect of Inside Surface Baffle on Suspension of Floating Solid 

Particles 

Haruki Furukawa, Yuya Mabuchi, Tomoki Ota, Yoshihito Kato, Nagoya Institute of 
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Abstract 

The main purpose of solid-liquid mixing is the homogeneous suspension of solid 

particles and the promotion of solid-liquid mass transfer [1]. In particular, the latter is 

more important for solid dissolution and chemical reactions. There are a few studies 

on the suspension of floating solid particles [2, 3] compared to sinking solid particles 

[4-7]. The suspension of floating solid particles is important in various industries [8]. In 

the case of floating solid particles, it is important to determine the just draw down speed 

(nJD) which is the minimum impeller rotational speed to draw down all floating solid 

particles into the liquid, because the solid-liquid mass transfer is promoted with 

increasing of the interfacial area between the solid particles and the liquid. nJD under 

no baffle condition shown in Figure 1(a) is large because a large vortex in the center 

of the liquid surface prevents floating solid particles from suspending. Large nJD causes 

to break down particles. Baffles were attached to the mixing vessel wall shown in Fig. 

1(b) to prevent the large vortex from forming and decrease nJD. However, mixing power 

consumption increase usually by inserting those baffles on the wall [9]. Therefore, the 

authors developed an inside surface baffle shown in Fig. 1(c) to decrease nJD by 

placing baffles with a distance between the mixing vessel wall and baffles [10]. In this 

study, we investigated the effect of the inside surface baffle and the position of the 

baffle on nJD with the pitched four-blade paddle impeller for both up and down-pumping 

modes (PBPU and PBPD). Liquid was tap water (density: 998 kg m-3, viscosity: 1.00 

mPa s). Polypropylene particles with a lower density (839 kg m-3) than water were 

used as floating solid particles. These particles were oval-shaped with an average 

dimension of 4.6*3.6 mm. nJD under the inside surface baffle condition was compared 

with that under the no baffle condition and the standard baffle condition. The results 

are shown in Figure 2. nJD under the inside surface baffle condition was the smallest 



value among the three baffle conditions. In particular, the surface baffles condition with 

PBPD showed the best performance among all conditions. 
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Detailed characterization of a 2000 L single-use bioreactor based on 
a transparent twin 
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1 Hamburg University of Technology, Institute of Multiphase Flows, Germany 
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In bioprocess technology, single-use bioreactors are increasingly being used, 

especially in mammalian cell cultivation [1]. These offer several advantages over 

conventional stainless-steel reactors, using single-use plastic bags and stirring and 

gassing devices. The flexibility and efficiency of production is increased many times 

over due to the cleaning validation that is no longer required and the faster changeover 

time between different batches or products. To ensure this flexibility, the geometry 

often deviates from standardized stirred tank reactors. For example, the absence of 

flow breakers, the sparger geometry used and their hoses inside the reactor represent 

a deviation. As a result, the characterizations of the conventional stirred tank reactors 

[2] described in sufficient detail in the literature cannot necessarily be transferred to 

the single-use systems. 

As part of a project with Sartorius AG, an acrylic glass replica of the BIOSTAT STR® 

200 L and 2000 L is being erected at the Institute for Multiphase Flows at the Hamburg 

University of Technology. Characterization tests will be carried out and the reactor will 

be investigated regarding mass transfer and mixing characteristics. Due to the 

transparent acrylic glass design of the reactor, data required by industry such as the 

gas hold-up, the bubble size distribution or the mixing zones can be visualized and 

evaluated. Furthermore, these data are available for detailed description and 

modelling. Especially, the comparison of the single-use reactor with conventional 

stirred tank reactors is the focus of interest. 

In a further step, two single-use bioreactors with different volumes of 2000 L and 200 L 

will be compared. Of particular interest are the data compared to other production 

scales to ensure transferable upstream processes. In this poster presentation, initial 

validation data will be presented with that of a geometrically similar 200 L scale reactor 

to be able to describe and characterize scale-up effects in more detail. 

 



[1] Eibl, R., Eibl, D. - Single-Use Technology in Biopharmaceutical Manufacture, 
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ABSTRACT 

Ultrafine bubbles (UFBs), which are fine bubbles with a volume equivalent diameter of less than 
1 μm, are increasingly being used as functional materials such as detergents and chemicals. 
However, since the upper UFB number concentration that can be produced by a commercially 
available UFB generator is limited, the utilization of a higher concentrated UFB water is hindered. 
To increase the number concentration of UFB water, in this study, the vacuum evaporation and the 
slowly progressive freeze concentration from low-concentration UFB water as raw materials were 
proposed [1]. 

The raw UFB water with an initial number concentration of N0 = 3~8×108/mL was produced in the 
UFB generator with pressurized dissolution method (ultrafine GaLF FZ1N-02, IDEC) from ultrapure 
water and filtered clean air. The number concentration of UFB in water was concentrated by two 
different concentration technologies such as vacuum evaporation and slow-progressive freezing. 
Figure 1 shows batch (a1) and continuous (a2) vacuum evaporation systems and progressive 
freeze concentration system (b). Water was separated from the raw UFB water by vacuum 
evaporation or slow-progressive freezing while rotating an eggplant flask containing the raw UFB 
water with an initial volume of V0 [mL]. The volume V, the number concentration N, and the bubble 
size distribution of the remaining UFB water were measured with Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis 
(NanoSight LM10, Malvern). 
 

   
(a1) Batch vacuum evaporation 

system (V0=300mL) 
(a2) Continuous vacuum 

evaporation system 
(V0=300mL) 

(b) Slow-progressive freeze 
concentration system 

(V0=500mL) 
Figure 1. Three types of UFB concentration systems. 

 
Figure 2 shows the results of UFB concentration by the vacuum evaporation. In batch vacuum 

evaporation, N in the residual water increased with the progress of concentration time t and with 
the increase of the revolution speed R of the eggplant flask. Since the volumetric concentration 
ratio (V0/V) and the number concentration ratio (N/N0) were matched, it was indicated that all UFBs 
in the UFB raw water remained in the residual water. On the other hand, at R = 0 rpm some of the 
UFBs was lost. N and V in the concentrated UFB water were 141×108 /mL and 9.4 mL, 
respectively, after 30 minutes of batch vacuum evaporation. In the continuous vacuum evaporation 
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system (a2), the concentrated UFB water with N = 52.5×108 /mL was successfully produced 
continuously at a rate of 300 mL/280 min. 
 

   
(a) Change of UFB number concentration 

during batch evaporation. 
(b) Volume concentration ratio and number 

concentration ratio of UFB water. 
Figure 2. Batch vacuum evaporation of UFB water. 

  
Figure 3 shows the results of UFB concentration by slow-progressive freeze concentration. N in 

the unfrozen water increased with the progress of freeze-concentration time t. N/N0 increased as 
the freezing rate QF of the raw UFB water in the eggplant flask decreased. 
 

   
(a) Change of UFB number concentration in 
unfrozen UFB water during concentration. 

(b) Freezing rate and number concentration 
ratio of UFB water 

Figure 3. Progressive freeze concentration of UFB water. 
 

 To understand the mechanism of concentration of UFB in water due to evaporation and slowly 
progressive freezing of UFB water, a theoretical model applying DLVO theory was considered. We 
believe that the zeta potential and the wettability of air-water or water-ice interface affect the 
concentration of UFB. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of ultrafine bubble (UFB) water is spreading widely in the field of not only agriculture 
and bathing but also clinical medicine and pharmaceutical [1]. Therefore, it becomes necessary to 
develop UFB producing methods suitable for each field of use. 

Terasaka [2,3] succeeded in batchwise production of UFB water by rapid condensation of steam 
and non-condensable gas mixture (RCSGM). In this technology, making the distribution of water 
molecules and gas molecules spatially homogenous before bubbles get generated is the most 
important. Compared to the techniques already commercialized, the UFB generation method by 
RCSGM has advantages described below. 
 The principle of UFB generation is simple. 
 The internal structure of the UFB generator is simple. 
 It is easier to scale up and down than the commercialized UFB generator. 
 The internal system is sterilized by steam of 100℃ or higher. 
 It is theoretically possible to apply substances other than water and air. 

Because the UFB generation method described above is operated batchwise, it is often necessary 
to switch the operations such as heating, cooling, steam supply, and produced UFB water removal. 
To improve the industrial efficiency of UFB water production, the continuous operation is preferable 
to the batchwise operation. Therefore, in this study, the   new UFB generator by RCSGM for 
continuous UFB water production was devised and the possibility of continuous generation was 
found out.   

Fig.1 shows the 
schematic diagram of the 
RCSGM experimental 
apparatus in this study. 
The mixture of steam 
which mass frow rate wS 
and pure oxygen gas 
which volumetric flow rate 
vG was continuously 
injected from the top into 
the inner pipe of the 
vertically installed double-
pipe-glass condenser for 
up to 90 s. To cool the 
mixed gas, tap water with 
constant flow rate vW was flowed through the annulus of the double-pipe condenser. The multi-
point thermocouples were inserted into the inner pipe, and the axial temperature distribution along 
the inner pipe and the temperature difference of the cooling water between the inlet and the outlet 
were measured. The differential steam condensing fraction was calculated from the mass balance 
and the heat balance inside the inner pipe at arbitrary position and time. From the differential 
steam condensing fraction, the integral steam condensing fraction for the whole length of the inner 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the UFB water generator by RCSGM  
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pipe was calculated. The condensed water including the produced UFBs was collected at the 
bottom of the condenser, and the number concentration of UFB in the condensed water was 
measured with the Nanoparticle Tracking Analyzing System (NanoSight LM-10, Malvern 
Panalytical). 

The UFB generation in the condensed water was confirmed at all the experiments. The number 

concentration of UFB ranged from 6.94×107 mL-1 to 4.65×108 mL-1. As shown in Fig. 2, the 

number concentration of UFB remained static even when the cooling water flow rate changed 
under the constant steam flow rate. The number concentration of UFB also remained static even 
when the steam flow rate and pure oxygen gas flow rate changed under the constant cooling water 
flow rate. 

Fig. 3 shows the time course of the axial temperature distribution in the inner pipe under the 
typical experimental condition. The temperature inside the inner pipe decreased along the 
downward from the bottom of the steam injection nozzle by cooling from the annulus pipe. The 
axial temperature distribution inside the inner pipe reached the steady state after about 50 s from 
the start of steam injection. It was found out that the UFB water production by RCSGM in this test 
equipment required at least 50 s as the run-up time until reaching the steady state. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the 
integral steam condensing fraction and the 
steam injection time. The integral steam 
condensing fraction increased with the decrease 
of the steam flow rate wS after the running time 
(50 s). It can be inferred that the heat removing 
capacity by the cooling water toward the 
supplied steam was insufficient, so the cooling 
performance should be improved.  

We made a prototype of the continuous UFB 
production by RCSGM and succeeded in 
producing UFB water. Increasing the number 
concentration of UFB in the condensed water by 
improving the cooling capacity of the apparatus 
is the future task. 
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Fig. 2 Relationship between steam flow rate and 
number concentration of UFB 
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ABSTRACTION 

Most commercially available microbubble generators have complex structures, such 

as requiring external circulation lines and pumps and have a high risk of blockage. It is 

also difficult to precisely control the bubble diameter of the generated microbubbles. 

Therefore, this study focused on a method to promote bubble release by sliding the 

micro-nozzle horizontally at high speed while supplying gas to the nozzle. The effects 

of liquid phase viscosity and operating conditions on bubble diameter distribution were 

experimentally investigated. Furthermore, 

we proposed a versatile dimensionless 

correlation equation for bubble diameter 

that can be applied to a variety of liquids. 

 Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the 

experimental setup. A zirconia single-hole 

nozzle with inner diameters dN = 20, 59, 103 µm, 

an outer diameter of 1.7 mm, and a length of 20 mm was placed in a water tank and 

filled up to 4 cm above the nozzle with ion-exchanged water or glycerol aq. Air bubbles 

were generated by vibrating the nozzle horizontally while supplying air to the nozzle. 

The gas flow rates QG were 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 mL/min, the frequency of vibration f 

was 0, 20, 40, 55, and 67 Hz, and the sliding width was 9 mm. The generated bubbles 

were photographed using a high-speed video camera. Using image analysis software, 

the area of the bubbles was determined and the average bubble diameter was 

calculated from the circular equivalent diameter. 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup 
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 Fig. 2 shows the effect of frequency f on average bubble diameter d10. For all 

viscosities and gas flow rate, d10 decreased 

with increasing f. This is thought to be due to 

an increase in the velocity gradient of the 

liquid phase above the nozzle. The decrease 

in d10 concerning the increase in f was slower 

in glycerol aq. than in ion-exchanged water.  

Fig. 3 shows the bubble size distributions 

of ion-exchanged water and 60 wt% glycerol 

aq. at f = 40 Hz. The distribution was bimodal 

in 60 wt% glycerol aq. The time required for 

bubbles to detach at the sliding end, where the 

nozzle travel speed decreases, increases and 

large bubbles are generated. The glycerol aq. 

resulted in a bimodal distribution due to the 

large difference in bubble diameters generated 

at the center and the edge of sliding. In this 

study, we focused on bubbles generated at 

the sliding center and used Buckingham’s pi 

theorem to derive an estimation equation to 

estimate the average bubble diameter from the operating conditions as shown in Eq. 

(1). The constants in the Eq.(1) were determined by fitting with the experimental results.  

Eq.(1) was able to predict the average bubble diameter within ±15 %.ρL is liquid density, 

μL is liquid viscosity, σ is interfacial tension, UG is gas linear velocity, and UN (=f･W) is 

nozzle representative velocity where W is the oscillation amplitude. 

𝑑ave
𝑑N

= 2.90・ (
𝜌L𝑈N𝑑N
𝜇N

)
−0.0456

・(
𝜌L𝑈N

2𝑑N
𝜎

)

−0.199

・ (
𝑈G
𝑈N

)
0.0511

 (1) 
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diameter distribution 



Bubble breakup after interaction with the vortex-ring in the 

presence of surfactants 
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Vortex structures in liquid phase interacting with dispersed fluid particles occur in many 

industrial applications. Fundamental studies on bubbles interacting with vortex 

structures can improve the knowledge on multiphase systems behavior and also 

improve their modeling using numerical methods [1]. Surface-active agents are often 

present in liquid phase in chemical reactors and they change the bubble dynamics and 

interface properties [2]. The aim of the present contribution is to study the effect of 

specific surfactant, α-terpineol, on the bubble breakup arising from the interaction with 

a vortex-ring.  

The study is based on the high-speed visualization of a single bubble interacting with 

a single vortex-ring (Figure 1a) in the solution of α-terpineol (in concentrations 1·10-3 

and 3·10-3 mol/L). The design of experiment enables to control both the vortex-ring 

inertia and the bubble surface energy. A high-speed recording of the mother bubble 

and all the daughter bubbles arising from the breakup is processed in order to obtain: 

mother bubble size, velocity and deformations and size distribution of all daughter 

bubbles. The vortex-ring energy is evaluated by PIV technique.  

 

a)   b)   

Figure 1. a) Illustration of bubble interaction with the vortex-ring; b) Dependency of 

breakup frequency on modified Weber number  



 

The breakup frequency, mean number of daughter bubbles and the final daughter size 

distribution are evaluated in dependence on modified Weber number and compared 

with data obtained for water [3]. 

As the presence of α-terpineol affects the bubble surface energy, the standard 

definition of Weber number characterizing the ratio of vortex inertia and bubble surface 

energy cannot be applied to describe the problem. Therefore, the Weber number was 

modified including the term of dimensionless dumping time of bubble shape 

oscillations. This term is a direct measure of energy dissipation during interface 

deformation and differs for pure liquids and liquids containing surfactants [5]. 
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Increasing energy consumption around the world is depleting the existing energy resources. 

One of the future energy carriers is hydrogen, which plays an important role in the future 

low-carbon economy. Furthermore, platinum is an important element for proton exchange 

membrane (PEM) technology and is used in both the electrolyzers to produce hydrogen as 

well as in fuel cells to consume hydrogen. In most cases, the number of active sites available 

for hydrogen adsorption on platinum surface is calculated from temperature-programmed 

desorption curves1,2. Besides active sites, desorption activation energy can be calculated 

from the desorption peak. However, little is known about the kinetics of the experiment, e.g. 

the adsorption/desorption rate constants. Herein, a novel method for adsorption/desorption 

rate constants, and desorption activation energy is proposed, based on regression analysis 

by kinetic modelling of the whole experiment with pulsed chemisorption and TPD data. Such 

holistic approach can be applied to a variety of pulsed chemisorption and TPD data, and 

can serve as a simple tool for fast comparison of different materials and their 

adsorption/desorption properties.  

Keywords: platinum catalyst, pulsed chemisorption, temperature-programmed desorption, hydrogen, 

kinetic model 
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Figure 1 Concentration of H2 in the gas phase during pulse chemisorption and 
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This contribution presents results of a multiscale investigation of the effect of viscosity 

on the hydrodynamics of bubble columns. The viscosity of the liquid plays an important 

role in several phenomena occurring in bubble columns: bubble formation at the gas 

distributor, coalescence and breakup balance, etc. Using glycerol-water solutions 

(concentration range 0-100 wt.% glycerol, viscosity range: 1 to 444 mPa∙s) as a model 

system, three types of experiments were done to investigated the effect of viscosity on 

the hydrodynamics of bubble columns. First, at macro-scale, global gas holdup and 

hydrodynamic regimes were evaluated in a bubble column equipped with a perforated 

plate (151  do = 0.5 mm orifices) as gas disperser. Measurements were made as 

function of the gas superficial velocity (0.005 m/s < q < 0.2 m/s) and liquid composition. 

Second, meso-scale experiments followed the formation and rise of bubbles formed at 

one orifice (do = 0.5 mm) simulating the bubble formation in the macro-scale gas 

distributor. Third, the isolated effect of liquid viscosity was investigated at micro-scale, 

by evaluation of the terminal shape and velocity of small single bubbles rising in 

glycerol-water solutions. Macro-scale experiments showed the dual effect of viscosity 

on the gas holdup and stability of homogeneous flow regime (HoR) and predominance 

of pure heterogeneous regime (PHeR) for solutions with high viscosity. Meso-scale 

experiments with one orifice showed that solutions having PHeR behaviour have 

distinct average bubble properties (bigger size and velocity) than the less viscous 

solutions that present all three hydrodynamic regimes (HoR-TrR-HeR), depending on 

the superficial gas velocity input. Meso-scale results cannot explain the stability of 

HoR. The effect of viscosity on the properties of small single bubbles is smooth and 

gradual for all the range of viscosity and bubble size investigated and it doesn’t 

correlate with the hydrodynamic behaviour of higher scale systems. 



 
 

Fig. 1 Multiscale investigation of the effect of viscosity on bubble column 

hydrodynamics.  
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Dispersion of Viscoelastic Fluids in Porous Structures: An 
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Introduction 

The role of emulsions is of increasing importance in the food and pharmaceuticals industries. 

Customer demand for higher product quality together with adherence to increasingly strict 

government regulation has made studying the emulsification process and its influencing 

parameters of utmost significance. Parameters such as the porosity and pore size distribution, 

along with the membrane’s surface wettability or charge, directly affect the stresses within the 

porous structure and thus the resulting emulsions. Additionally, the physical properties of the 

dispersed fluid itself when under such conditions have an influence on the resulting emulsion 

and droplet size distribution. Furthermore viscoelasticity, the adapting of a fluid’s viscosity 

based on the exerted on it stress, has a direct effect on the liquid-liquid as well as the liquid-

solid interactions of a droplet inside a porous membrane.[1] 

 

Methods & Objectives 

The work revolves around the interaction and interconnection of all these parameters with the 

aim of understanding the emulsification process and droplet break-up mechanisms down to a 

fundamental level. To this end emulsification simulations in idealised pores and complex 

membrane structures are carried out. Varying the contact angle as well as the pore size of an 

ideal pore the aim is to determine the ideal conditions for droplet entry as well as the behaviour 

of the droplet and break-up mechanism once inside the pore. A big step in this direction is 

analysing the instabilities between the two phases as well as the walls occurring inside the pore. 

Further to that by altering the viscoelastic moduli of the fluids the effect of viscoelasticity on 

the instabilities leading to droplet break-up in the pore is studied. 
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Impact of Wetting on Droplet Breakup in a Microchannel

Constriction 
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Monodisperse  droplet  production  in  liquid/liquid  systems  is  a  widely  used

emulsification process in industry. The quality of an emulsion is mainly determined by

the droplet size and distribution. Porous membranes and microchannels may be used

for liquid fragmentation. While the influence of fluid properties on the quality of the

product  is  well  known  and  researched,  material  effects  like  wettability  on  the

emulsion quality is quite unknown. 

In  this  context,  a  numerical  investigation  on  the  influence  of  wetting  on  droplet

deformation and breakup in microchannels has been performed. Therefore, 2D axis-

symmetric wedge simulations of a capillary constriction are performed with varying

dynamic  contact  angles  from  highly  hydrophilic  to  highly  hydrophobic.  Stress

singularities from the three-phase contact line are removed by applying a Navier-slip

condition with dynamic contact angle. Advanced advection schemes with geometric

interface reconstruction (isoAdvector) are incorporated for high advection accuracy. A

sharp surface tension force is used to reduce spurious currents originating from the

surface tension force implementation and the pressure jump at the discontinuity of

the interface.

The results show that in the lower capillary number range of approx. Ca. < 0.1, a

stable displacement of the continuous phase by the liquid meniscus occurs. When

the capillary number is increased from approx. 0.1 to 0.25, the interface bulges and a

cap is formed for wetting and non-wetting systems. If the critical capillary number of

Ca > 0.25 is exceeded, the continuous phase displacement becomes unstable and a

nose of dispersed phase is formed. In this case, the wettability smears the regime

transitions. The relation between contact line velocity and mean pore velocity as well

as  shear  stress  at  the  three-phase contact  line  is  emphasized.  Furthermore,  the

impact  of  secondary  flow  vortex  formation  is  discussed,  which  form  within  the

concave interface depending on the contact angle. 
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